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SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS ON THE E.FFECTIVENESS OF THE ABC HIV 

PREVENTION STRATEGY IN SOUTH AFRICA 

ABSTRACT 

The objectives of the study are to explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

in South Africa with the purpose of establishing problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy in South Africa. A systematic review design was followed. Electronic databases; 

Google scholar, Medline and PubMed were searched using broad combination of 

keywords to obtain all relevant articles. Studies written in English, published between 

2000 and 2010, were selected if they met the inclusion criteria. 

In order to be included the study had to discuss the ABC HIV prevention strategy with 

the focus on effectiveness of the strategy. The Critical appraisal instrument for 

qualitative research studies (CASP, 2006) and Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative 

stud ies (Effective Public Health Practice Project, 2005) were used to critically appraise 

the 9 studies that met the inclusion criteria . Thematic analysis was used for the analysis 

process. The findings regarding each objective were combined in a summary of 

findings. 

The findings revealed that the South African population engages in sexual activities at 

an early age. Males and females have concurrent sexual partnerships, which mean they 

are not faithful to their primary sexual partners and lastly, women are unable to use or 

negotiate condom use. Identified problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in 

South Africa were that the age gap between sexual partners is a problem as women 

cannot negotiate condom use with their seniors. The notion of love and romance that 
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influences the use of condoms, has a negative impact whereby condom use is 

unacceptable in a long term relationship, irrespective of the level of faithfulness. 

Low socio-economic status of women that makes women to be dependent on men and 

also prone to engage in transactional sex. Lastly, local norms about sexuality that men 

subscribe to, to prove masculinity. 

Keywords: ABC, HIV prevention strategy and effectiveness 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Overview of the study 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

The current HIV prevention strategy known as the ABC HIV prevention strategy has 

been smeared by debates globally since it was adopted as a means to curb infection 

rates. Globally different countries have evaluated its effectiveness and mixed 

perspectives have been reported, with some advocating for its success and others 

its limitations. South Africa (S .A) as part of the global community who had adopted 

the ABC strategy as the prevention approach has remained silent in giving its own 

perspective on its effectiveness . However, studies have been done that looked at 

other aspects of the ABC strategy but not the comprehensive package. Therefore, 

there is a need to understand the raised perspectives in South Africa as the world 

engages in this debate. The questions that were ra ised in this study are whether the 

ABC strategy has been evaluated in South Africa, and if so, what are the 

perspectives that have been raised in the different communities . 

The purpose of this study was to explore the South African perspective regarding the 

effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. A systematic review design was 

used to analyse literature addressing the ABC HIV prevention strategy for the period 

between 2000 and 2010. 

1.2. BACKGROUND AND STUDY RATIONALE 

The prevention strategy that is adopted by WHO and most countries is called the 

ABC HIV prevention strategy. This strategy, according to PEPFAR in its simplicity 

implies that the individual should practise Abstinence or delaying first sex before 

marriage, Be faithful to one partner or reducing the number of sexual partners, and 

practise correct and consistent use of Condoms by sexually active individuals 

(Feuer., 2004 ). Uganda has been hailed as a success story with regards to their 
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ability to bring the prevalence rate of HI under control. Murphy, Greene, Milhailovic 

and Olupot-Oiupot (2006) emphasise this aspect by reporting that Uganda is one of 

the African countries where the HIV infection rate has fallen . This success has been 

largely attributed to the ABC HIV prevention strategy. However, other countries like 

South Africa had not been able to bring the epidemic down. In fact, statistics indicate 

that it has increased instead. The S.A National Department of Health (NDoH) 

estimated HIV prevalence among antenatal clinic attendees was 24.8% and 29.4% 

at the end of 2001 and 2009, respectively. This is seen in spite of the strategy being 

adopted and widely supported by the NDoH. 

Success was reported in Northern Thailand where 1 00% condom use was 

implemented and there was a decline from 2,48 per 100 person in 1991-1993 to 0.55 

per 100 person between 1993-1995 (Celentano et al.,1998). Senegal is another 

country widely recognized as an AIDS success story. According to UNAIDS, Senegal 

currently has one of the lowest HIV seroprevalence rates in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Data from antenatal clinics compiled by UNAIDS show that HIV infection rates were 

1.1% in 1990, and only 0.4% by 1997. As in Uganda, evidence of primary 

behavioural change in Senegal influenced by the ABC HIV prevention strategy was 

found (Green, 2001 ). 

Jamaica was also reported to have low HIV infection levels by regional standards: 

1.6% or lower among the general population in 2000, down from 2% in 1996. This 

seems to be because of the programmes of STD case finding, syndromic 

management and behavioural change programmes that have resulted in substantial 

reduction in the number of sexual partners, a slight rise in the median age of sexual 

debut, and unlike Uganda, high rates of condom use. Jamaica is another country 

where there has been emphasis on promotion of "fidel ity" and "abstinence," as well 

as condoms and treatment of STDs. This has come from the national HIV/AIDS 

Control program, through its BCC (behaviour change and communication) program 

(Green, 2001 ). 
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Different countries emphasise different aspects or letters of the strategy over the 

other like in Uganda where the emphasis was mainly on Abstinence over condom 

use (Murphy et a/., 2006). In Zambia, although the ABC . was advocated, an 

alternative strategy is .emphasised which is Abstinence, Behavioural change and 

Youth (ABY). The focus is mainly on ensuring that the youth abstain from sex until 

marriage. Messages regarding faulty condoms were spread and in other instances 

service providers refused to give condoms to the youth (Gordon et al., 2006). What 

is seen as contrary to these behaviour is the fact that the national HIV prevalence 

was 17% and young women between the age of 15 - 24 were said to be six times 

more infected that the young men of the same age. Early unwanted pregnancies and 

non consensual sex were identified as major problems and contributors to the 

prevalence of HIV in that context. Women were not seen to have adequate control 

over their sexual activities and were denied available options such as condom use 

(Ntseane, 2004 ). 

Despite the reported successes in other countries in controlling the epidemic, 

questions have been raised trying to ascertain if the decline in the infection rates 

could be attributed to the strategy. Behavio.ural change is seen as the driver of this 

strategy as people are encouraged to change their behaviour in accordance with the 

strategy. However, a key issue that has been raised is the attainability of the 

behaviour related to the strategy in other countries, where women are subordinate to 

males and do not have much say in their relationships. 

According Tindall (n.d} the focus of the strategy has also been questioned as in 

many countries the target groups for awareness campaigns is the youth, sex workers 

and women. The raised arguments regarding the strategy's effectiveness were 

based on the vulnerability of these groups and their ability to insist on abstinence, 

fidelity and/ or consistent and regular use of condoms. The ABC HIV strategy is seen 

to be over simplified and ignoring vulnerable populations, such as sex workers and 

those who lack ability to negotiate condom use. It further fails to address non

heterosexual risk groups such as men who have sex with men and intravenous drug 

users (Murphy et al., 2006). 
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While the debates rages on about what the national health ministries in different 

countries are doing, other sectors of the society are also involved in their own battles 

by criticizing aspects of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. The religious groups have 

condemned condom use as it is seen as a way to encourage immorality especially 

amongst the youth . Cultural sects have also voiced their opinions especially in cases 

where polygamy and other sexual practices are allowed as this is often seen as 

compromising the Be faithful aspect of the strategy (Ntseane, 2004 ). The political 

sphere has also given their perspectives as Murphy et al., (2006) state that 

"politicians are incl ined to support a particular approach without due consideration of 

the local cultural and biological factor, ignoring the diverse political and demographic 

setting of the epidemic". 

Literature has indicated that by focusing on behavioural factors only, underlying 

issues that may fuel the spread of the disease has been largely ignored. The 

criticisms have indicated that real social, political and economic factors that fuel the 

spread of this epidemic have been widely ignored . It has been acknowledged that 

countries need to tailor the preventions programmes to best suit their uniqueness as 

sex and sexuality is a social construct. The questions that plaque most researchers 

in this field is wisely stated by Coll ins, Coates and Curran (2008) "Do countries have 

a comprehensive prevention efforts in place that respond to their own unique 

situations?" It is apparent that although the ABC HIV prevention strategy has been 

commended and adopted in most countries globally, its effectiveness is still 

questionable. 

While the debates on the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy rages on 

globally, not much has been said in South Africa. The assumption that this study 

makes is that perspectives are often stimulated by evaluation of programmes and 

their core strategies hence the view that South Africa should bring its perspective to 

the fore with regards to the effectiveness of the strategy. The other assumption of 

this study is that the department of Health (NDoH) in South Africa has evaluated the 

strategy because stud ies have been commissioned including those that focus of 

condom use (Versteeg and Murray, 2008) which is part of the ABC HIV prevention 
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strategy. Therefore, the purpose of this study . is to explore the effectiveness of the 

ABC HIV prevention strategy by systematically analysing the relevant reports and 

literature related to South Africa. 

1.3. Problem Statement 

Countries have evaluated the effectiveness of the ABC HIV strategy and come up 

with different conclusions that assisted them in improving health programmes _and 

developing new policies in their respective contexts. However, South Africa has not 

reached that milestone yet. 

South Africa as part of the Sub-Sahara has been reported to have one of the highest 

HIV prevalence rates in the world, with the total national estimated prevalence 

among antenatal clinic attendees of 24.8% end of 2001 to 29.4% end of 2009 {HIV 

and AIDS statistics for South Africa). 

The ABC HIV prevention strategy has been adopted in South Africa as a means to 

reduce this scourge, however as statistics indicates, not much has been achieved at 

this stage. This implies that new strategies may need to be developed "if" the current 

strategy is not effective. However, to evaluate this strategy in its totality will be very 

difficult as the strategy itself is complex. The strategy consists of different 

components that are the ABC concepts that need to be looked at. Different studies 

have been done to explore this phenomenon but mostly the focus has been on a 

specific component and not all three components comprehensively e.g. the NDoH 

has commissioned studies on condom use which is part of the ABC strategy. 

Therefore, there was a need to explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy comprehensively so as to establish the successes and problems 

encountered within the South African context due to its diversity. 
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1.4. Significance of the study 

Due to the high prevalence of HIV in S.A, there is a need for effective prevention 

programmes. The effectiveness of the ABC prevention strategy that has been 

adopted need to be explored as the result thereof will bring understanding in a 

broader context of the study. The recommendations made will assist in improving the 

current strategy or influence policy makers in developing a new HIV infection 

prevention strategy that is relevant to the South African population . This could impact 

positively on the health of South Africans. The impact would also be economical as a 

lot of money is pumped into the existing strategy, thus the need to explore if there is 

value for money as stated in the Batho-Pele Principles (Krishnan, 2008). 

1.5. Paradigmatic perspective 

According to LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (2002: 127) a paradigm is a discipline's 

specific method of structuring reality. It is a set of assumptions about the basic kinds 

of entities in the world and about how these entities interact. These are prOvided in 

order to guide the direction of the study. In this study the ontology, epistemology and 

the methodology will be described as they give an understanding of the assumptions 

made by the researcher. 

1.5.1 Ontological assumptions 

According to Mouton and Marais (1994: II) the ontological assumptions of a research 

project comprise the essence of the reality that is researched . The ontological 

assumption made in this study is based on the constructivistic nature of the 

researcher. The researcher believes that people co-construct knowledge as they go 

along based on their experiences and their interactive environment. Thus, in this 

study, the S.A population's experiences in relation to the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy and their specific context will assist in constructing new scientific knowledge 

regarding effective HIV prevention strategies. 
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1.5.2 Epistemological assumptions 

Epistemological assumptions refers to how it can be assured that the knowledge 

base that results from the research could be considered the truth (Mouton & Marais, 

1994:14).The epistemorogy of this study is based on the evidence based model 

(Weisz eta/, 2005) wh ich indicates that research evidence from the empirical reality 

increase the chances of improved health strategies, thus better health outcomes. 

Therefore, the evidence that will be acquired from this study would assist in the 

development of new knowledge which is scientifically constructed. 

1.5.3 Methodological assumptions 

A systematic review method was followed based on literature that has been 

scientifically peer reviewed , thus evidence based. 

1.6. Research design and method 

In this chapter a brief exposition of the design and method will be discussed. A more 

detailed report will be given in chapter 3. 

1.6.1 Research design 

A systematic review design was followed in the study. Systematic review is a review 

of a formulated question that uses systematic and explicit methods to identify, select 

and appraise all of the relevant research, and to collect and analyse data from the 

included studies. This process gives a comprehensive answer to the questions 

raised through evidence based research reports (Kitchenham, 2004:3). 

1.6.2. Research method 

When a systematic review is chosen as a design, a review protocol should be 

planned in order to indicate prospective planning with regard to the methodology of 
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the study, thereby minimising bias (CRD, 2009: 15). Therefore, the protocol should 

state the specific steps within the process of a systematic review. 

1.6.2.1 Steps of systematic review 

The steps of systematic review followed in this study were according to Ten Ham 

(2009:25). 

0 STEP 1: Formulating a focused review question 

Systematic review should start with a focussed and well-defined question, using 

appropriate (systematic) methods, and include all high-quality research (CRD, 

2009: 16). The review question should be specific enough to focus on appl icable 

literature during the search, but also broad enough not to limit the scope of the 

literature search. It should always serve the purpose of the study (ADA, 2008:6). In 

this study the review question was stated as follows: 

What is the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa? 

The review addressed two objectives: 

1. To explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South 

Africa. 

2 . To establish problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South 

Africa. 

The review question should specify the types of population (participants) , types of 

interventions (and comparisons), and the types of outcomes that are of interest. The 

acronym PICO (Participants, Interventions, Comparisons and Outcomes) helps to 

serve as a rem inder of these components (O'Connor eta/., 2011 ). In this study the 

components of the review question are outlined as follows: 
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Table 1: Components of the review question 

Population of interest(P) Sexual active South Africans 

Intervention(!) ABC HIV prevention strategy 

Comparative intervention(C) Not applicable 

Outcome(O) Effectiveness indicated by behaviour change 

0 Step 2: Gathering and classifying the evidence 

This section includes identifying literature and selecting relevant studies to be 

included . 

+ Data sources and search strategy 

In identifying research evidence, the researcher used electronic databases. 

Electronic databases: Google scholar, Medline, PubMed, JSOR, Science direct and 

Emerald were searched using broad combination of keywords to obtain all relevant 

articles. The search strategy was comprehensive and sensitive to improve the 

credibility of the review and to reduce bias (CEBC, 2009: 2-3; CRD , 2009: 19). 

In order for the researcher to select only the relevant articles from a large amount of 

literature obtained from the search, the researcher stated the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria beforehand . 

+ Inclusion criteria 

These criteria are related to the elements of the research question, such as subject 

and outcome (Kitchenham , 2004:9). Inclusion criteria could concern the type of study 

design, because the reliability and validity of the results are related to the study 

design (CRD, 2009:9) and the study population of interest. The fol lowing was used 

as the inclusion criteria: 

> Qualitative and quantitative studies 

> Population of interest should be South Africans 

> Full journal articles, official reports based on research studies, 

dissertations and thesis. 
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~ The studies had to be written in English as the researcher can read and 

interpret the language. 

~ The studies had to be publ ished between 2000 and 2010. 

~ The study had to discuss the ABC HIV prevention strategy with the focus 

on the effectiveness of the strategy. 

The relevant studies were determined by the titles, but in other cases, the decision 

was only taken after reading the full text. The researcher recorded the total number 

of the studies that meet the inclusion criteria of the search strategy. Full details of the 

process will be given in chapter 3. 

+ Exclusion criteria 

Exclusion criteria involved reviews that did not answer the research question; the 

study design was not appropriated to the research question or the sample size was 

not large enough (Greenhalgh, 1997:243). 

The following was used as the exclusion criteria: 

~ Articles that are not published and that do not discuss the ABC H IV 

prevention strategy as an intervention. 

~ Articles that are published in languages other than English 

~ Research abstracts, Editorial, Clin ical reviews and Conceptual papers 

~ Public reports, Letters and Viewpoints 

~ Debates, Newsletters 

~ Synopsis, Literature notices and Guidelines 

~ Book reviews, Commentaries and Perspectives 

~ Duplicated texts 

0 Step 3: Performing the critical appraisal 

Critical appraisal was the last step of sampling to determine methodological qual ity 

and rigour for inclusion in the final sample from where data was extracted. Critical 

appraisal of the studies is used to evaluate the valid ity and credibility to determine 

whether the find ings can be considered evidence of good methodological quality 
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(CEBC, 2009:4). Experts were consulted and the systematic review took place under 

the guidance of the study's promoter. The hierarchy of evidence provided appraisal 

of the level of evidence derived from different types of methods included in the study. 

The level of evidence was graded as follows: 

> Grade I refers to good/strong evidence derived from studies that have a strong 

design and that answer the research question. 

> Grade II refers to fair/medium evidence from studies containing a strong 

design. However, these studies contain inconsistency in results caused by bias 

or inadequate sample size. 

> Grade Ill is limited/poor evidence provided in studies that have a weak design 

and fail to answer the research question. 

> Grade IV evidence refers to expert opinions, which apply to studies in 

conclusion merely contains the statement and the view of experts based on 

their clinical expertise. 

> Grade V evidence is not assignable, which means that evidence is not 

available to direct support the conclusion (Ten Ham, 2009: 25). 

The researcher used different tools for critical appraisal. The disadvantage of critical 

appraisal tools is that there is not one single tool that can be fully applied in all 

reviews (CRD, 2009:44). 

Therefore, the following objectively structured instruments were used to guide the 

critical appraisal and reduce the researcher's bias: 

1. Critical appraisal instrument for qualitative research studies (GASP, 2006) 

see appendix B. 

2. Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative studies (Effective Public Health 

Practice Project , 2005) see appendix B. 

The Critical Appraisal Skills Programme's (GASP) instrument was used as it allowed 

qualitative articles used in this study to be appraised, and it is a validated instrument 

(PHRU, 2007). The Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies was developed by the 

Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) in Canada. This tool was judged 
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suitable to be used in systematic reviews of effectiveness and can be used for RCTs, 

quasi-experimental studies and uncontrolled studies. Content and construct validity 

have been established (Jackson, 2005:370}. 

EPHPP assessment tool assesses the following quality criteria: 

(1) selection bias, (2) study design, (3) confounders, (4) blinding,(5) data collection 

methods, (6) withdrawals and dropouts, (7) intervention integrity, and (8) statistical 

Analyses (Jackson, 2005:370). 

0 Step 4: Summarising the evidence 

This section includes data extraction and data analysis. 

+ Data extraction 

According to the CRD (2009:28), data extraction is defined as "the process by which 

researchers obtain the necessary information about study characteristics and 

find ings from the included studies". Data extraction allowed the researcher to 

determine which data was most important in answering the review question. Studies 

with high quality (high score) carried more weight in the evidence summary than 

"medium-quality" studies (ADA, 2008:51-52). 

Extraction elements are to serve as a basis for analysis of study characteristics, 

weakness and outcomes. These elements depend on the review question. 

Elements for data extraction: 

);> General information (e.g . the researcher performing the study and publication 

year) . 

;.;.. Study characteristics: 

Participants characteristics 

Intervention and setting 

The aim/ objectives of the study, study design , study inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 

• Outcome data/results (e .g. the unit of assessment/analysis- for each 

outcome. This includes the measurement tool or method used, 
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results of study analysis), the implications for practice and limitations 

of findings (ADA, 2008:54; CRD, 2009: 30-31 ). 

Full details pertaining to this study will be given in chapter 3. 

+ Data analysis 

Data analysis or synthesis involves, among other things, uniting and summarising 

the outcomes from the single studies that are added in the systematic review (CRD, 

2009:45; Kitchenham, 2004:14 ). The researcher investigated the consistency of 

effects within the stud ies and identified studies with inconsistent findings . These 

aims provided reliable conclusion from the studies included (CRD, 2009:45). 

0 Step 5: Drafting the conclusion statements 

This section includes conclusions, limitations and recommendations. 

+ Conclusions 

The final step in the systematic review is the writing of the conclusion statements. 

Conclusions must be clear and based on the reviewed studies . The conclusion 

provides the reader with the researcher's interpretation of a summary of the 

evidence (CRD, 2009:81 ). Conclusions are ·related to the research question and 

serve as a reflect ion on the systematic review. The conclusions made in this study 

will be discussed fully in chapter 5. 

+ Limitations 

Limitations are defined as weaknesses of a study (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 

2002:495). Theoretical lim itations are limitations that involve the weakness in a study 

framework, e.g. an unclearly defined concept in the development of a study 

framework . Methodological limitations are limitations wh ich concern the weakness in 

the study design, sampling and measurement (Burns & Grove, 2005:39-40). 

Limitations are threats to the rigour of the study. The limitations made in this study 

will be discussed fully in chapter 5. 
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+ Recommendations 

The CRD states that recommendations concerning policy or practice should only be 

made when the purpose/scope of the review is to provide these recommendations 

(CRD, 2009:82}. The review question and the type of evidence should be the basis 

for the recommendations concerning policy, practice and further research. 

Recommendations or implementations for further research should be clearly stated. 

They should be specific and based on evidence. 

Recommendations in this study were made as it was the purpose of this systematic 

review to gather evidence that can assist in improving the current strategy or 

influence policy makers in developing a new HIV infection prevention strategy that is 

relevant to S.A. The recommendations made in this study will be discussed fully in 

chapter 5. 

1.7. RIGOUR 

Rigour involves the concepts of reliability and val idity (both internat and external 

validity). 

1.7.1. Reliability 

Reliability refers to the extent of consistency of the measure (Burns & Grove, 2005: 

749). In case of a systematic review, the measure can be related to the tools used 

during critical appraisal. These tools should therefore be consistent. Consistency 

hereby refers to agreement (similarity in outcomes) between different independent 

reviewers using the same appraisal tool during the critical appraisal process, which 

is referred to as interrater-reliability (Burns & Grove, 2005:740). Although critical 

appraisal of this study was done by a Masters Degree student alone and not a 

research team, experts were consulted and the systematic review took place under 

guidance of the study's promoter. Completed Critical Appraisal instruments for each 

paper were submitted for audit purposes. Discussion was held to reach consensus in 

cases of disagreement on the quality of studies that the researcher included or 
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excluded for data extraction . In this study, blinding was not used because there was 

no conflict of interest. 

1.7.2. Applicability 

Appl icability needs to be cons idered when deciding how to translate the findings of a 

given study or review to a specific population, intervention , or setting (Cochrane 

handbook, 2009). It also refers to the ability to generalise and contextualise the 

findings of the study (Burns & Grove, 2005:218-219). 

Systematic reviews of public health and health promotion interventions encompass 

several issues that make the process of determining appl icability even more complex 

than in the clinical trials literature. Public health and health promotion interventions 

tend to have multiple components wh ich makes it difficu lt to determine what specific 

intervention component had the noted effect. 

The underlying socio-cultural characteristics of communities are complex and difficult 

to measure . Thus, it is difficult to define to whom and to what degree the 

intervention was applied, complicati ng determinations of applicability. 

1.7.3 Internal validity 

Internal validity refers to truth of reality (Burns & Grove, 2005:215) and is referred to 

as assessments of methodological quality or quality assessment. The researcher 

used Critical Appraisal Ski lls Programme's (CASP) tool for qualitative studies and 

the Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (EPHPP) for assessment of the 

methodological quali ty. Critical Appraisal Skills Programme's (CASP) is a validated 

tool (PHRU , 2007). The Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies was developed by 

the Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) in Canada. This tool was 

judged suitable to be used in systematic reviews of effectiveness and can be used 

for RCTs, quasi-experimental studies and uncontrolled studies. Content and 

construct validity have been established (Jackson, 2005:370). 
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1.8. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The researcher is committed to ethical research in terms of to the research mission 

of North-West University. The researcher adheres to the codes of conduct and· ethics 

that are supported by the North-West University. 

The researcher maintained the highest standard of honesty and integrity in obtaining 

relevant study materials by recording and reporting every activity of systematic 

review (Landman, Punt & Painter-Morland, 2002:33), see table 3.1 - 3.4. 

1.8.1. Researcher's responsibility to obtain permission to do research 

The Ethics Committee was consulted before performing a systematic review despite 

the fact that no human beings were involved as subjects. However, there were some 

ethical issues that needed to be taken into consideration . The study was approved 

by the North-west University ethics committee before it was done (see appendix A) . 

1.8.2. Researcher's responsibility to carry out research of high quality. 

High standards were maintained concerning planning, implementing and reporting 

the research. Ethics was taken into consideration during the critical appraisal of the 

studies. Furthermore, transparency was ensured through detailed reporting of the 

decisions made in the selection and obtaining of relevant data. 

1.8.3. Researcher's responsibility to conduct research in an honest way 

Honesty in this study was ensured by upholding integrity through stating both 

supporting and opposing points of view found in the data. Plagiarism was avoided by 

giving cred it where it is due in the text and including bibliographic details in the list of 

references. The entire study was conducted as clearly as possible and as an honest 

reflection of the whole research process (Brink, 2006:30-43). 

1.8.4. Researcher's responsibility to share the research results 

The research results, which were obtained from the systematic review, should be 

shared with other scientists and the public in an understandable way (Olivier, 

2003:17, 19). Therefore, this study will be submitted for publication in a journal in the 

relevant research field and through presentations in conferences. 
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1.9. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter provided an overview of the way in which this research was conducted. 

First, it contained a brief introduction. The background was provided in order to 

understand the problem statement and the need for this systematic review. Then the 

research question was stated. This chapter also explained the paradigmatic 

perspective of the researcher which included the ontological assumptions and the 

epistemological assumptions. It also provided the theoretical framework based on 

Weisz et at., (2005) evidence-based model. Systematic review as design was 

explained and an overview of the systematic review as a research method was 

outlined. Explanation of how rigour (validity and reliability) was ensured in a 

systematic review was provided as well as the ethical considerations were provided. 

Lastly, research report layout is provided. 

1.1 0. RESEARCH REPORT LAYOUT 

The thesis consists of the following sections: 

Chapter one Overview of the study 

Chapter two Literature review 

Chapter three: Research methodology 

Chapter four : Discussion on the findings of the study 

Chapter five : Conclusions, limitations and recommendations 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ABC HIV 

PREVENTION STRATEGY 

2.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to conduct literature review with the aim of 

establishing global views regarding the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy. This will assist in achieving the purpose of the study which is to look at the 

effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy from a South African perspective. 

2.2. The origin of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

The first cases of AIDS were reported in the United States of America (U .S.A) during 

the early 1980s, primarily among gay men residing in New York and California. The 

initial response from the United States (US) government was to develop HIV 

prevention programmes that focused on risk reduction (Yvonne Su, 201 0). Health 

information aimed at changing behaviour remained the major preventive strategy for 

reducing the spread of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

The behavioural change strategy to reduce the risk of HIV was to encourage 

homosexual men to reduce the number of sexual partners, know about their 

partner's previous sexual and drug use history, and use a condom properly and 

always (Johnson, 1987). As a result, condoms were provided to reduce the risk of 

sexually transmitted HIV infection. These behavioural modifications became known 

as the "safer" sex model and for heterosexual people, instead of a safer sex model , 

an "abstinence-until-marriage model" was recommended. 

This initiative was supported by the U.S. government and in 1981 an "abstinence

until-marriage" programme was distributed across America to teach that abstinence 

from sex until marriage is the only effective method of HIV prevention . The 

programme was developed based on dominant American Christian values which 
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hold that sex should only take place in the context of marriage. The main objective of 

abstinence education was to equip young people to refuse or avoid sex. 

In 1987, when U.S. organizations began to sponsor AIDS education, the B for be 

faithful and C for condomise in the ABC campaign were taken from the safer sex 

model and the A for abstinence was added as a result of conservative American 

Christian beliefs in abstinence-until-marriage. This information led to the creation of 

the basic components of the American ABC HIV prevention strategy which was 

essentially an amalgamation of various best practices from homosexual communities 

and Christian interest groups in America. 

The ABC HIV prevention strategy was funded by the U.S. government which 

selected fifteen countries that had a high HIV prevalence rate to adopt the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy. Those countries were Botswana, Cote d'lvoire, Ethiopia, 

Guyana, Haiti , Kenya, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria , Rwanda, South Africa, 

Tanzania, Uganda, Vietnam and Zambia. The U.S government funded the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy through the United State's President's Emergency Plan for AIDS 

Relief (PEPFAR). 

In January 2003, the United States pledged $15 billion to global AIDS under 

PEPFAR, and in 2007 alone, $10 billion was spent on HIV/AIDS prevention , 

treatment and care, wh ich also led to the creation of Joint United Nations 

Programme on HIV/AIDS(UNAIDS). UNAIDS definition of ABC is: A for abstinence 

or delaying first sex, B for being safer by being fa ithful to one partner or by reducing 

the number of sexual partners and C for correct and consistent use of condoms to 

those sexually active and unable to abstain from sex or be monogamous not only 

those who practise high risk behaviours. 

In 2008, PEPFAR was reauthorized and still exclusively supported the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy through population specific intervention that emphasised: A

abstinence for youth , including the delay of sexual debut and abstinence until 

marriage, B- being faithfu l in marriage and monogamous relationships, C- correct 

and consistent use of condoms for those who practise high-risk behaviours, including 
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sex workers and their clients, sexually active discordant couples or couples with 

unknown HIV status and substance abusers. 

PEPFAR does not fund condom-only programmes and any programme that includes 

a condom component must be coupled with information about "abstinence as the 

only 100% effective method of eliminating risk of HIV infections, and the importance 

of HIV counselling and testing , partner reduction, and mutual faithfulness as 

methods of risk reduction" (Feuer, 2004 ). However, most countries that adopted the 

ABC HIV prevention strategy implemented it differently. 

2.2.1. Application of the strategy 

PEPFAR intended at promoting a prevention strategy that can reduce new HIV 

infection rates especially in the fifteen focus countries. The Ugandan approach to 

HIV prevention emphasized "zero grazing," that is, faithfulness to one partner. They 

clearly communicated the reality of the HIV epidemic and the risks of casual sex. 

This drew on and mobilized indigenous responses at the community level. Similar 

tactics of community mobilization and population risk avoidance have characterized 

the success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy among homosexual men in the 

United States. 

Gordon and Mwale (2006) says in Zambia, the ABY HIV prevention strategy was 

introduced and implemented . The C that stands for condoms was removed due to 

the fact that there was lack of access to condoms. ABY HIV prevention strategy 

focused on young people as they are the most vulnerable population due to earlier 

puberty and later marriage, sexual desire and pleasure, ignorance about their bodies 

and protective measures, traditional and emerging gender and sexuality norms 

which encourage unsafe sexual activity among young people. 

In Northern Thailand they implemented a 100% condom use programme for 

successful reduction of HIV prevalence and new infections. By contrast, in Botswana 

condom use was rejected (Ntseane, 2004). 
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2.3 Global views on the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

After the adoption and implementation of the ABC HIV prevention strategy, its 

effectiveness was challenged in many research articles. Effectiveness, according to 

concise English dictionary (1962), is production of proper effect, whereby producing 

striking impression mean fit for duty or service. Effectiveness shares the same 

meaning as efficient, successful, useful and helpful. The questions which were 

raised regarding the effectiveness of the HIV prevention strategy included but were 

not limited to: is the ABC strategy solely responsible for the reduction of HIV infection 

rates in countries where they able to bring the scourge down? Is ABC HIV prevention 

strategy a real istic and effective option? . 

Accord ing to Sinding (2005), the ABC approach has been successful and effective in 

reducing the rate of new infection and deserves the support and the praise it has 

received, but it is not that simple. The real ity of HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa is that it is 

still the region bearing the overwhelming share of the global HIV burden. Marriage 

illusion of fidelity among supposedly HIV-negative couples is increasingly seen as a 

risk factor. 80% of HIV-positive women were monogamous, and in a study in 

Rwanda, 25% of women who were HIV-positive said they had had only one sexual 

partner in their lifetime. These women had complied with the prevention messages 

they were given and yet doing so failed to protect them . Promoting abstinence or 

fa ithfulness as the only way to prevent HIV transmission will leave millions of people 

without the ability to protect themselves from infection. 

An assessment of the cu rrent Botswana HIV/AIDS prevention strategy show high 

levels of publ ic information and messages to Abstain , Be faithful, and use Condoms 

(ABC) (Ntseane, 2004 ). However, resu lts of stud ies revealed that the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy is ineffective in Botswana because condoms are not used or at 

best are used inconsistently because of its conflict with traditional sex education and 

practices . Furthermore, there are high levels of mistrust about the information being 

provided and its lack of synchronicity with cultural beliefs and values. Although 

behavioural change is still crucial for HIV prevention in Botswana, there is a need for 

an alternative strategy because the ABC strategy is not appropriate for the Botswana 

sexual cultural context (Ntseane, 2004). 
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According to Collins et af., (2008), the ABC HIV prevention strategy falls severely 

short of describing the global effort needed to reduce HIV transmission. The 

implication of this string of concepts is that anyone can achieve protection if he or 

she chooses one or more options from the short menu. The ABC HIV prevention 

strategy is an acknowledgement of the limitations of self determination in this 

epidemic and the powerful impact of social factors like stigma, the unequal social 

status of women and girls, poverty, laws criminalizing drug use, and anti-gay bias. If 

HIV prevention comprises only the ABCs, the social reality of millions of women 

means that they will simply not be able to choose A or C, and B will brin·g little 

protection and perhaps even greater risk. 

2.3.1 The effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

The core indicators that countries agreed on in 2001 were refined at the United 

Nations General Assembly in 2008. Countries are to monitor the progress towards 

achieving universal access to prevention of HIV by reporting the percentage of 

young women and men aged 15-24 years who correctly identify ways of preventing 

the sexual transmission of HIV, the percentage of most-at-risk population who 

correctly identify ways of preventing the sexual transmission of HIV, the percentage 

of young women and men aged 15-24 years who have had sexual intercourse before 

the age of 15 years, the percentage of adults aged 15-49 years who have had sexual 

intercourse with more than one partner in the last 12 months, the percentage of 

women and men aged 15-49 who have had more than one sexual partner in the past 

12 months reporting the use of a condom during their last sexual intercourse, the 

percentage of female and male sex-workers reporting the use of condoms with their 

most recent clients , the percentage of men reporting the use of condom the last time 

they had anal sex with a male partner and the percentage of injecting drug users 

reporting the use of condoms the last time they had sexual intercourse. 

Countries like Uganda that attributed the success in the reduction of HIV prevalence 

and new infection rates to the ABC H IV prevention strategy and vouching for its 

effectiveness , reported increased delay in initiation of sexual activity over the period 

1988-2000, whereby adolescent women aged 15-19 years were less likely to have 

initiated sexual intercourse in 2000 than in 1988, as were adolescent men aged 18-

19 years (Singh et a/., 2004 ). The effectiveness of the ABC H IV prevention strategy 
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was also observed in Senegal, where statistics estimates compiled by UNAIDS from 

antenatal clinics shows HIV infection rates were 1.1% in 1990 and only 0,4% by 

1997, with 23% of condom use amongst women aged 16-50. 

This was evidence that the drop of infection rates in 1997 was due to abstinence and 

reduction of sexual partners and not condom use(Green, 2001 ). However, success 

due to condom use was reported in Northern Thailand with a decline from 2,48 per 

100 person in 1991-1993 to 0.55 per 100 person between 1993-1995 (Celentano et 

al., 1998). In addition, Jamaica set the regional standards of 1.6% or lower among 

the general population in 2000, down from 2% in 1996 (Muyenje, 2007) and 

attributed it to increased condom use. 

Multiple sources of data suggest success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in the 

Dominican Republic . Between the mid-1990s and about 2002, HIV-1 prevalence fell 

among pregnant women in the capital, Santo Domingo, particularly among young 

women. Decl ines in prevalence were also observed over the same period among 

sexually transmitted infection clinic patients, blood bank donors, US entry visa 

applicants, and female sex workers. National household surveys found 1.0% adult 

HIV prevalence in 2002 and 0.8% in 2007. Among largely Haitian immigrant 

residents of the impoverished former "sugarcane plantations" , prevalence was much 

higher but declined from 5.0% to 3.2% between 2002 and 2007 (Halperin et a/, 

2009). 

2.3.2 Factors that contributed to the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy 

Researchers in this field of study argued that the effectiveness of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy in countries that reported success was not only dependent on 

the strategy alone. Political motivation and support, empowerment of women and 

involvement of religious groups played a major role on the success of the strategy. 

These interventions were identified as additional measures that led to the decline of 

the HIV prevalence and reduction of incidence of new HIV infections. Countries like 

Uganda implemented the ABC HIV prevention strategy in addition to the gender

related elements, which made the strategy attainable. This directly addressed 

gender inequalities, complex set of epidemiological , socio-cultural, political and other 
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elements that could have affected the course of the epidemic in Uganda (Muyenje, 

2007). 

Behaviour change communication (BCC) in Senegal and Uganda resulted in the 

general population and the key target groups reached by the ABC HIV prevention 

message. Behaviour change relied primarily on extensive social mobilization at every 

level . Stigma was reduced by bringing discussion of sexual behaviour out into the 

open, involving HIV infected people in public education, persuading individuals and 

couples to be tested and counselled and improving the status of women. 

Social mobilisation resulted in HIV prevention programmes whereby HIV education 

messages were delivered from pulpit in sermons, as well as at funerals, weddings 

and other occasions (Green et at, 2006). Behavioural changes such as stick to one 

partner, love fa ithfully and zero-grazing were understood even by the many illiterate 

residents (Green, 2006) . 

Senegal and Uganda stand out in Africa as countries where governments supported 

AIDS prevention efforts boldly and strongly, at a relatively early stage, which allowed 

the ABC HIV prevention strategy to have maximum impact. President Yoweri 

Museveni of Uganda emphasized that fighti ng AIDS was a patriotic duty requ iring 

openness, communication and strong leadership from village level to the state 

house. Women 's organisations fought to empower women socially, economically and 

legally, and supported approaches like Zero-grazing which were aimed mainly at 

older men who were likely the principal core transmitters of the epidemic (Murphy et 

at ., 2003) . 

The effectiveness of HIV interventions were characterised by changes in knowledge, 

attitudes, perceptions and skills of the individuals. The research findings in Jamaica 

demonstrated that male condoms use, street outreach programmes, programmes for 

the prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission, circumcision, and needle and 

syringe programmes were the only interventions to show strong evidence of reducing 
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HIV infection among target populations. While in the Dominican Republic changes in 

sexual behaviour, particularly increased condom use, especially for sex workers, and 

partner reduction in men resulted in successful reduction of HIV prevalence and new 

infection rate (Halperin eta!. , 2009). 

2.3.3 The ineffectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

Some countries that adopted the ABC HIV prevention strategy and are funded by 

PEPFAR are still experiencing high HIV prevalence and increased new HIV infection 

rates. In Zambia the HIV prevalence among young women aged 15-24 "years 

reported to be six times that of young men of the same age with the generalised HIV 

epidemic of 17% average prevalence, the highest prevalence of 24-30% among 

women aged 35-39 and 23% among men aged 35-39 years (Gordon and Mwale, 

2006) . 

In spite of international support and national commitment, as evidenced by the 

National Policy on HIV/AIDS, infection rate was rapidly increasing from18 .1% in 

1992 to 36.2% in 2003 in Botswana (NACA, 2003), with 38.5% of the population 

aged 15-49 years being HIV positive. Botswana's population without AIDS was 

projected to be 2.1 million by 2010, and with AI OS the population will only be 1.5 

million (UNDP, 2000a), suggesting that the 2021 population will remain the same as 

2001 . 

First national survey of women attending Ante- Natal Clinics (ANC) was carried out 

in Swaziland in 1992, and HIV prevalence in this group was found to be 3.9 percent. 

In 1994 the prevalence rate was 16.1 percent. Since then, surveys have been 

carried out every two years. A decade later in 2004, the infection rate had gone up to 

42.6 percent. This shows that HIV infection is relentlessly growing despite the ABC 

HIV prevention strategy. Accord ing to UNAIDS, Lesotho is the country with the th ird 

highest HIV prevalence rate in the world, after Swaziland and Botswana. In 2005, the 

estimated adult HIV prevalence was 23 .2 percent, equal to 270,000 people infected 

with HIV (UNAIDS, 2006). In spite of the ABC HIV prevention strategy, HIV 

prevalence and new HIV infection rate is increasing in the above mentioned 

countries. 
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2.3.4 Factors contributing to the ineffectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy 

Accord ing to Esilaba et al., (2003), the epidemic in most sub-Saharan countries is 

mostly sexually driven through two modes, namely, heterosexual and mother-to-child 

transmissions. The poor socio-cultural status of women is a factor that increases the 

HIV infection rate and contributes to the ineffectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy. In the context of poverty, young women speak of money as the driving 

force for sex and relationship formation. Partnerships with men who can provide 

financially are essential, transactional relationships (in which sex is exchanged for 

material goods or other support) are common, and relationships with older men are a 

norm (Pettifor eta/., 2004). Women in Botswana are vulnerable to HIV because of 

poverty which is gender-based, and because of their economic vulnerability. 

They form the poor section of the population most affected by high rates of 

unemployment or under employment. Due to low levels of education, women are 

forced by economic hardships in the rural areas to the urban areas in search of 

employment, where they venture into sex work as the last hope for survival. About 

half of the youth in Botswana are sexually active by age 20 with the m'edian of initial 

intercourse being 17 years (Campbell & Rakgoasi, 2002). 

Mobility of multiple sex partners whereby sex partners are no longer confined to the 

village due to economic hardships in the rural areas is also a contributory factor. 

Corno and de Walque (2007) report that in the past decade, 60% of the total Lesotho 

workforce was employed in the mines in South Africa . The mines host a large sex 

industry, whereby men have multiple sexual partners, and once they have contracted 

HIV, they infect their partners when they return to their families in Lesotho. At the 

same time, women, waiting for their husbands to come back from the mines, have 

been known to engage in sexual relationships with other partners as well . This 

potential to create a dangerous network effect in the transmission of HIV through 

multiple partners has been noted as a factor that renders the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy ineffective. 

Male promiscu ity in Swaziland is celebrated as bunganwa, being a stud which 

undermine the B (be faithful) principle on the ABC HIV prevention strategy, and fuels 
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the HIV infection rate. On the contrary, women are expected to be faithful, a test 

which if they fa il could lead to being dumped, divorced or killed . Resistance to the 

use of condom by ethnic groups that are very proud of their unique cultures in 

Botswana was observed. They have created a defensive mechanism for any 

criticism of their society and they do not want to change their culture. This poses a 

big challenge for the effectiveness of the HIV prevention strategy especially where 

most people are not going to abstain or be fa ithful to one partner. 

Gender power inequities is another factor that impact negatively on the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy in most sub-Saharan countries and are believed to play a key 

role in the HIV epidemic through their effects on women 's power in sexual 

relationships. Lack of sexual power decrease the likelihood of consistent condom 

use. Additional factors that contribute to the inconsistency of condom use, includes 

the belief that condoms interrupt foreplay and sexual intercourse, make sex un

enjoyable, and they are uncomfortable and inconvenient. In addition, condom use in 

a trusted or long-term relationship such as marriage is perceived not to be 

necessary, which results inC in the ABC HIV prevention strategy being ineffective in 

reducing the HIV prevalence rate . PEPFAR is unable to insist on strategies that 

include more focus on addressing gender issues, transactional and inter

generational sex. 

The ABC HIV prevention strategy lacked culturally relevant materials on behavioural 

change that targets vulnerable groups like women. In the event of the death of a 

husband, the widow has to become the brother's wife even if her husband may have 

died of AIDS and she is HIV positive or if the new husband is (Diamini, 2006). The 

culture of bride weal th in countries like Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland which 

transforms women into some movable property impact negatively on ABC HIV 

prevention strategy. 

SADC and UNAIDS concluded that factors that led to "high levels" of multiple and 

concurrent sexual pa rtnerships by men and women with insufficient consistent, 

correct condom use are the key drivers of the epidemic in Southern Africa. 
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2.4. Limitations of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

The limitations of the ABC HIV prevention strategy is the underlying assumption that 

individuals will decide to Abstain, Be faithful and use Condoms without the influences 

of existing factors within communities. This assumption ignores the gendered context 

in which individuals attempt to enact behavioural change and also fails to recognise 

the massive increase in migration around the world. HIV prevention efforts cannot 

succeed in the long term without addressing the underlying drivers of HIV risk and 

vulnerability in different settings. 

HIV prevention programmes, therefore, need to incorporate structural factors which 

are physical, social, cultural, organisational, community, economic, legal, or policy 

features of the environment that affect HIV infection. On the practical site, the main 

problem of condoms is that average people, particularly aroused youth, do not use 

them consistently, regardless of knowledge or education. The relentless rise of 

sexually transmitted infection in the face of unprecedented education about and 

promotion of condoms is testament to the lack of success of this approach. In 

numerous large studies, concerted efforts to promote use of condoms has 

. consistently failed to control the rates of sexually transmitted infections even in 

countries with advanced sex education programmes such as Canada, Sweden and 

Switzerland (Steiner, 2008). 

Promoting condoms as the answer fails to tackle the underlying social and emotional 

needs of young people, who are often trapped in high risk sexual behaviour as a 

consequence of difficult life circumstances. Innumerable adolescents saturated with 

condom focused sex education fa il to have their fundamental human needs met and 

end up contracting sexually transmitted infections. 

2.5. Conclusion 

In conclusion , this literature review showed the global perspectives with regard to the 

prevention strategy that is promoted by WHO, PEPFAR and UNAIDS. ABC HIV 

prevention strategy seems to be effective in combination with other strategies like 

Behavioural change communication whereby there is open communication about sex 

and HIV, and stigma is reduced in target groups. There is a clear indication that 
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success cannot be attained in isolation . Therefore, there was a need to explore the 

effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Chapter one provided an overview of the research, including an introduction and 

background, problem statement, paradigmatic perspective, a brief orientation of the 

steps of systematic review, rigour and ethical considerations. Chapter two provided 

the literature review. In th is chapter, the researcher will discuss in details the steps 

undertaken to conduct the systematic review in this study. 

3.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 

Research design is a set of logical steps taken by the researcher to answer the 

research question. It forms a blueprint, pattern or recipe for the study and determines 

the methods used by the researcher to obtain the sample , collect data, analyse the 

data and interpret the results (Brink, 2006: 92). 

The researcher followed a systematic review design to explore the effectiveness of 

the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa. A Systematic review is a review of 

a clearly formulated question that uses systematic and explicit methods to identify, 

select and critically appraise relevant research (Kitchenham, 2004:3). 

3.3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The systematic review consists of specific steps which are formulation of the review 

question, gathering and classifying the evidence, performing the critical appraisal, 

summarising evidence, conclusions, recommendations and limitations. 

3.3.1. Steps of systematic review 

The steps of systematic review followed in this study were according to Ten Ham 

(2009:25). 
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0 STEP 1: Formulating a focused review question 

Systematic reviews start with a focused and well-defined question, using appropriate 

systematic methods (CRD, 2009: 16). In this study the review question was stated as 

follows: 

What is the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa? 

The review addressed two objectives: 

1. To explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South 

Africa. 

2. To identify problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South 

Africa. 

According to 0' Connor et a/., (2011) a good review question is able to specify the 

types of population (P), types of interventions (1), comparative interventions(C), and 

the types of outcomes that are of interest. The acronym PICO (Participants, 

Interventions, Comparisons and Outcomes) helps to serve as a reminder of these 

components (O'Connor eta/., 2011 ). The review question in this study consisted of 

all the said characteristics as indicated in table 1, except comparative intervention 

which is optional depending on the focus of the study. 

Table 1: Components of the review question 

Population of interest(P) Sexually active South Africans 

Intervention( I) ABC HIV prevention strategy 

Comparative intervention(C) Not applicable 

Outcome(O) Effectiveness indicated by behaviour change 

0 Step 2: Gathering and classifying the evidence 

This section includes identifying literature and selecting relevant studies to be 

included in the study. 
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+ Data sources and search strategies 

A combination of sources was used to search the literature on the topic of the 

effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa. This search was 

conducted as thoroughly as possible. A multi-stage approach was used during the 

study selections. This means that more than one stage was used to select relevant 

studies. Both quantitative and qualitative research studies were included as the 

researcher was interested in outcomes that were of both a quantitative and 

qualitative nature. A multi stage approach was under taken through the search of 

different sources, selections of articles and critical appraisal. 

The following sources were searched: 

1 . Electronic databases 

~ Google Scholar 

~ Medline 

~ PubMed 

~ Jstor 

~ Science direct 

~ Emerald . 

These databases were found to be most applicable as they cover the study field of 

health sciences, research studies, studies published on issues related to ABC HIV 

prevention strategy and health issues in South Africa. 

2. Manual search 

~ Thesis and dissertations were searched at the North-West University 

Mafikeng campus library. 

The researcher did manual search to obtain all possible relevant studies that are not 

published and to also avoid publication bias. 

The search strategy was conducted as follows: 

Keywords were used which were: 

~ ABC OR Abstain, Be faithful, Condomise AND HIV prevention strategy 

OR HIV prevention AND South Africa . 
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>- The keywords were searched where applicable in the categories of All 

OR Title , Abstract OR Author-Supplied Abstract OR Keywords. 

>- The studies had to be published · between 2000 and 2010. This broad 

focus ensured a higher probabil ity that all relevant literature was 

considered. 

>- All studies that were retrieved were included in the first stage of the 

search. In order to ensure sensitivity the researcher included all possible 

studies that were relevant to the review question. 

+ Inclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria take into considerati on the type of study design, because reliability 

of the results and validity is related to the study design (CRD, 2009:9) and the study 

population of interest. These criteria are related to the elements of the research 

question, such as subject and outcome (Kitchenham, 2004:9). 

The inclusion criteria were as follows: 

>- Qual itative and quantitative studies 

>- Population of interest should be South Africans 

>- Full journal articles, official reports based on research studies and 

dissertations and theses. 

>- The studies had to be written in English as the researcher can read and 

interpret the language. 

>- The studies had to be published between 2000 and 2010. 

>- The studies had to discuss the ABC HIV prevention strategy explored 

wi th the focus on effectiveness of the strategy. 

+ Exclusion criteria 

Exclusion criteria involved studies that did not answer the review question; the study 

design was not appropriated to the review question and the sample size was not 

large enough when a qual itative design was used (Greenhalgh, 1997:243). Other 

specific exclusion criteria were as follows: 
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~ Articles that are not published 

~ Articles that do not discuss the ABC HIV prevention strategy as an 

intervention . 

~ Research abstraCts , Editorial, Clinical reviews and Conceptual papers 

~ Public reports, Letters and Viewpoints 

~ Debates, Newsletters 

~ Synopsis, Literature notices and Guidelines 

~ Book reviews, Commentaries and Perspectives 

~ Duplicated texts 

+ Documentation of the search 

The process of searching was well documented in order for the researcher to obtain 

a comprehensive overview of the search and to ensure transparency and 

repeatability (CEBC, 2009:5). The record included full details concern ing the 

information of the databases, the search strategy and the number of records 

obtained by every search (CEBC, 2009:5, 21-22). The first stage of the search 

includes looking at the titles and reading the abstracts. 

Table 3.1 : Summary of the first stage of the search 

Database and manual source Number of searched documents 

Google scholar 1790 

Medline 738 

PubMed 1390 

Jstor 04 

Science direct 43 

Emerald 2025 

Thesis and dissertations 04 

In the second stage of the search , each paper was briefly examined apply the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. Full texts were obtained via the databases, and 
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relevant texts were included in the critical appraisal. Table 3.2 indicate the summary 

of the results of the second stage of the search. 

Table 3.2 Summary of the resuits of the second stage of the search 

Database and manual sources Number of full text Number of documents 

obtained for appraisal 

Google scholar 9 0 

Medline 22 11 

PubMed 17 1 

Jstor 0 0 

Science direct 0 0 

emerald 0 0 

Thesis and dissertation 0 0 

TOTAL 48 12 

A list of studies that were excluded, as well as reasons for exclusion, were part of the 

record throughout the selection process (CRD, 2009:25). Studies duplicated in more 

than one database or journal were removed to limit sampling bias (CEBC, 2009:2-3) 

as multiple reporting could result in biased outcomes within the systematic review 

(CRD, 2009:25). All the remaining, possibly relevant articles, were obtained directly 

via the databases. Table 3.3. indicates the articles excluded after reading the 

abstracts and titles according to the databases used. 
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Table 3.3.Excluded studies and reasons for exclusion 

Google Medline PubMed Jstor Science Emerald Grey Exclusion 

scholar (is) (is) (is) Direct(is) (is) literature criteria 

(is)1740 738 1390 04 43 2025 (Is) 04 applicable 

246 1 0 1 13 60 0 Not south 

African 

popu~ation . 

32 17 12 0 1 0 1 Focus on 

Condom use 

only 

6 0 4 0 1 0 0 Focus on 

multiple 

partners only 

513 451 817 3 24 1964 0 Focus on other 

HIV issues e.g. 

Medication and 

not ABC HIV 

prevent strategy 

230 6 10 0 2 0 3 People living 

with HIV 

695 219 562 0 2 1 0 Not full journal 

articles 

3 28 16 0 0 0 0 Unobtainable 

15 5 0 0 0 0 0 duplicates 

Different reasons for exclusion of studies were identified and recorded as noted in 

Table 3.3. These ranged from not qualifying according to the review question with 

regards to population (not South African population), to the focus which was not the 

comprehensive ABC HIV prevention strategy and unobtainable articles. The 

summary of articles that could not be obtained and reasons thereof are on Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 .Summary of unobtainable articles and reasons 

Databases Number Reason 

Google scholar 3 Not accessible through interlibrary loans 

Medline 28 Not accessible through interlibrary loans 

PubMed 16 Not accessible through interlibrary loans 

Total 47 

The researcher kept records of these decisions in order to provide an aud it trail and 

to demonstrate transparency. The end product of Step 2 of systematic review was 

those studies that were relevant and complied with the inclusion criteria. Those 

stud ies are the ones selected for appraisal in Table 3.2. as indicated . 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of multi-stage sampling 

Goog le scholar = 1740 
Medline = 738 
PubMed= 1390 
Science direct= 43 
Jstor= 4 
Emera ld= 2025 

Manual search= 4 

INCLUDED 5940 + 4 

Total : 5944 

I • 
5944-321 
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Tota l =5623 t 

5623-5508 

Total= 115 

115 - 67 

Tota l = 48 

Obtained ful l text= 48 

48-36 = 12 

Critical appraisal = 12 

Total art icles included for data 

extraction after critical 

apprai sal n = 9 (see table 3.4) 
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D Step 3: Performing the critical appraisal 

The process of performing the. critical appraisal which included grading of evidence 

was discussed in chapter 1. The following objectively structured instruments were 

used to guide the critical appraisal and reduce the researcher's bias . 

1. Critical appra isal instrument for qualitative research studies (CASP, 2006) see 

appendix B 

2. Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative studies (EPHPP, 2005) see 

appendix B 

The Critical Appraisal Skills Programme's (CASP) instrument was used as it allowed 

qualitative articles used in this study to be appraised, and it is a validated instrument 

(PHRU, 2007). According to Ten Ham (2009:41 ), for the studies to be called rigorous 

and thus be included for data extraction, they should obtain a score of at least 6/10 

in case CASP was used as a critical appraisal tool. 

The Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies was developed by the Effective Public 

Health Practice Project (EPHPP) in Canada. This tool was judged suitable to be 

used in systematic reviews to measure effectiveness and can be used for 

randomised control trials, quasi-experimental studies and uncontrolled studies, 

therefore, suitable for this study. Content and construct validity have been 

established (Jackson, 2005:370) . 

EPHPP Assessment Tool assesses the following quality criteria: 

)> Selection bias 

)> Study design 

)> Confounders 

)> Blinding 

)> Data collection methods 

)> Withdrawals and dropouts 

)> Intervention integrity 

)> Statistical analyses 
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The hierarchy of evidence provided appraisal of the level of evidence derived from 

different types of methods included in the study. 

The level of evidence was graded as follows: 

» Grade I refers to good/strong evidence derived from studies that have a strong 

design and that answer the research question. 

» Grade II refers to fair/medium evidence from studies containing a strong 

design. However, these studies contain inconsistency in results caused by bias 

or inadequate sample size. 

» Grade Ill is limited/poor evidence provided in studies that have a weak design 

and fail to answer the research question . 

» Grade IV evidence refers to expert opinions, which apply to studies in 

conclusion merely contains the statement and the view of experts based on 

their clinical expertise. 

» Grade V evidence is not assignable, which means that evidence is not 

available to direct support the conclusion (Ten .Ham, 2009: 25). 

The review was done as a Masters Degree study and as such must be the work of 

the student as a researcher. Therefore , only one person did the review. However, 

experts in systematic review design were consulted and the systematic review took 

place under the guidance of the study's promoter. Completed Critical Appraisal 

instruments for each paper were submitted for audit purposes to the study promoter. 

+ The critical appraisal process 

The researcher assessed the type of design of the study, the setting of the study, the 

aims of the study, ethical considerations and lastly the methodological quality of the 

study which included the sampling procedure, data collection and data analysis. The 

results of the study were assessed for the relevancy to the current study. Appendix C 

is presented as evidence of the critical appraisal process. 
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+ Documentation of the critical appraisal 

The quality appraisal of each of the relevant studies was documented by the 

researcher (see appendix C). The studies that were included after the critical 

appraisal served as the final sample for data extraction and data analysis. 12 studies 

met the set criteria and were included for critical appraisal. After critical appraisal 

three (3) more studies were excluded because of the poor quality of evidence they 

provided . The final sample consisted of nine articles of which four were qualitative 

studies and five were quantitative studies. 

0 STEP 4: SUMMARISING THE EVIDENCE 

It includes data extraction and data analysis 

+ Characteristics of the final sample 

In this systematic review, five quantitative studies and four qualitative studies were 

included in the final sample. Three national household surveys were found, which 

were classified as Grade 1: good/strong evidence. These were (1) Quasi

experimental study by Pettifor eta/., {2005: 971 -980), (2) A cross-sectional survey 

that used a multi-stage stratified cluster sampling by Simbayi eta/. , (2004: 605-618), 

and (3) a disproportionate, stratified survey, by Pettifor eta/., (2008 :1266-1273). One 

township household survey, a cluster randomised trial by Bulle et a/., (2008: 771 -

781 ). One cross-sectional, descriptive analytic design that used convenience 

sampling by Selikow et al. , (2009:107-112) was classified Grade II: medium/fair 

evidence. 

Four qualitative studies that were classified Grade II : medium/fair evidence was 

found . Two qualitative studies randomly selected their participants . They are 

Ragnarsson et a/. , (2008: 739-7 46) and Harrison (2008: 175-189). Two qualitative 

studies purposively selected their participants, they are: Harrison eta/. , (2010: 991-

1 000) and Maart eta/. , (201 0:438-443). 
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+ Data extraction 

According to the CRD (2009:28), data extraction is defined as "the process by which 

researchers obtain the necessary information about study characteristics and 

findings from the included studies". Data collection for the systematic review was 

done by extracting relevant research studies from . the sample studies. Data 

extraction allowed the researcher to determine which data was most important in 

answering the review question. Studies with high quality (high score) carried more 

weight in the evidence summary than "medium-quality" studies (ADA, 2008:51-52). 

Extraction elements served as a basis for analysis of the study characteristics, 

weaknesses and outcomes. 

Elements for data extraction: 

);> General information (e .g. the researcher performing the study and publication 

year) . 

);> Study characteristics: 

Participants characteristics 

• Intervention and setting 

• The aim/ objectives of the study, study design, study inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 

Outcome data/results (e.g. the unit of assessmenUanalysis for each 

outcome. This includes the measurement tool or method used, 

results of study analysis), the implications for practice and limitations 

of the findings (ADA, 2008:54; CRD, 2009: 30-31 ). 

Table 3.7 provides information on the data extraction of the studies included as final 

sample according to the respective study designs. 
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Table 3.7 Data extraction 

1. Bulle eta/(2008: 771-781) 

Exploring HIV risk perception and behaviour in the context of antiretroviral treatment: results from a township 

household survey 

Participants characteristics: 
Age: 14- 49 years old 
Gender: male and female 
Ethnicity: Xhosa ethnic group 
Socio-economic: low socio-economic status 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: to assess factors influencing HIV risk perception , behaviour and 
intervention uptake in a community characterised by high HIV prevalence and 
availability of antiretroviral therapy. 
Study design: two-stage cluster design 
Study inclusion: 14-49 years old, residing in khayelitsha . 84% response rate 
of men and 92% of women. 
Setting: khayelitsha, township on the outskirts of Cape Town 

Measurement tool : a questionnaire adapted from UNAIDS Best Practice Collection on Behaviour Monitoring 

Results of analysis: 93% of men were sexually active, average age of sexual debut was 15 years and the total number of 
lifetime sexual partners was most frequently 5-10. Men reported partners average 4.4 years younger than them on average 
and men above 40 years reported partner of 7 years younger on average. 94% of women were sexually active, average age of 
sexual debut was 17 years, the total number of lifetime sexual partners was most frequently 2-4. Women of all age reported 
their partner were 5.1 years older on average. 72.1% did not use a condom the last time they had sex because the partner 
refused. 83% of men and 82% of women who reported a current sexual relationship, 29% of men and 8% of women reported 
they have been sexually involved with someone else outside of their regular relationship in the previous 12 months. 

Risk factors to HIV infection in Khayelitsha are early sexual debut, missed opportunities for condom usage, concurrent 
relationships, especially amongst men where they are frequently multiple , age differentials between male and female partners, 
and inability of women to negotiate condom usage when they would otherwise choose to use condoms. 
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2. Pettifor et al (2005:971-980} 
A community-based study to examine the effect of a youth HIV prevention intervention on young people aged 15-24 in 
South Africa: results of the baseline survey. 

Participants characteristics 
Age :15-24 years old 
Gender : male and female 
Ethnicity: Sotho, Zulu , Tswana, Xhosa , Pedi , Venda , Tsonga and 
Afrikaans. 
Socio-economic: not reported 
Study design: Quasi-experimental study 
Study inclusion: 15-24 years old , living in Enumeration Areas within a 
2-km radius of the service delivery point. 62% response rate. 
Setting: all nine provinces 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To determine whether South African youths 
living in communities that had either of two youth HIV 
prevention interventions (i .e. lovelife youth centre or 
lovelife National Adolescent Friendly Clinic Initiative) 
would have lower prevalence of HIV, sexually 
transmitted infections(STI), and high risk sexual 
behaviour than communities without either of · these 
interventions. 

Measuring tool: a questionnaire was developed based on similar international and South African survey, and biological 
sample was collected using Oralsure HIV-1 oral specimen collection device, and tested for HIV 1/2 using the Vironostika 
Uniform II HIV -1/2 plus 0 Micro-Elisa system. 

Results of analysis: HIV infection was 14, 4% amongst men and 20% amongst female. Female age 15-19 and 20-24 was 
significantly more likely to be HIV infected than their male counterparts. There were no significant difference in HIV prevalence 
by intervention arm and no difference across arms by age and gender. 
Females were significantly more likely than males to report having had sex in the past 12 months, report using a condom less 
often, to have been in a relationship of 12 months or longer, to report that their current partner was 10 or more years their 
senior, to have ever been physically forced to have sex. Young people who reported having engaged in transactional sex were 
1.86 times more likely to be HIV infected. Increasing numbers of lifetime sexual partners also significantly increased the risk of 
HIV infection. 
Young people risk factors to HIV infection are having multiple partners, transactional sex and increased sexual activities. 
Gender inequality that place young women at greater risk for HIV infection and risk behaviours. 
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3. Simbayi et al (2004:605-618) 
Behavioural response of South African youth to the HIV/AIDS epidemic: a nationwide survey 

Participants characteristics 
Age: 15- 24 years old 
Gender: male and female 
Race: African, Coloured, Indian and White 
Socio-economic: Rural and urban 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To investigate the behavioural responses of South African youth to 
HIV/AIDS epidemic. 
Study design: Cross-sectional design 
Study inclusion: male and female (70 ,3 response rate) 
Setting: all nine South African provinces 

Measuring tool: Self administered questionnaire and OraSure fluid specimen collection device was used to collect oral fluid 
specimen for HIV antibody testing . HIV testing was done using the Vironostika HIV UNIFORM II plus 0 ELISA test kits. 
Results of analysis: sexual debut for both males and females was 16, 5 years of African group and 17,5 for Whites, Indians 
and Coloureds. No difference was found in sexual debut between rural and urban area residents . The poorer the household, 
the more sexual experience was reported among females . However, male had significantly more sexual partners (either two or 
more) than their female counterparts. Condom use during the last intercourse was relatively high for both sexes and, once 
again, significantly more males did so compared to their female counterparts. 
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4. Pettifor (2008:1266-1273) 
Keep them in school: the importance of education as a protective factor against HIV infection among young South 
African women. 

Participants characteristics: 
Age:15-24 years old 
Gender: Females 
Ethnicity: all South African ethnic groups 
Socio-economic: low socio-economic status 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To better understand those factors that may increase young South 
African women's risk of HIV prevention focused on risk factors among young 
women reporting one lifetime sexual partner. 
Study design: disproportionate, stratified design 
Study inclusion: women that reported one and only first sex partner 
Setting: all nine South African provinces 

Measuring tool: Questionnaire, Orasure for oral specimen and Vironostika Uni-form II HIV-1/2 plus 0 MicroEiisa system for 
HIV-1/2 antibodies. 
Results of analysis: 77, 5% reported not completing high school. Median length of the relationship is 23, 3 months. Median 
coital debut was 17 years. 22, 4% reported that their partner is 5 or more years older. Only 3.9 % married. 28, 6% reported 
always using a condom . Median number of sexual intercourse in the past month was only 1. 44. 7% reported not having had 
sex with their partner in the past month. women who reported inconsistent condom use in the past 12 months, early age of first 
sex and who had a partner with higher estimated HIV prevalence were more likely to be infected with HIV. 15% were HIV 
positive. Young women who had not completed high school were more likely to be infected with HIV compared to those that 
had completed high school. The primary reason for not completing school in South Africa is lack of affordability followed 
second by pregnancy for young women. Even in the absence of economic barriers to school attendance young people, 
especially young women are often taken out of school to financially contribute to the household or take care of a sick family 
member or younger siblings. Women who were 20-24 years old were more likely to be infected that those aged 15-19 years 
because they have reported having sex more frequently than the 15-19 years old . 
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5. Maart et al (2010: 438-443) 
The sexual behaviour of physically disabled adolescents 

Participants characteristics: 
Grade: 8-11 
Gender: male and female 
Health: physically disabled 
Ethnicity: Black, Coloureds ,Indian and White 
Socio-economic: five of six schools were 
located in socially disadvantaged areas, 23% 
reported their fathers were unemployed. 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To compare the sexual behaviours of adolescents with physical 
disabilities to those of their non-disabled peers. · 
Study design: Cross-sectional, descriptive and analytic research design 
Study inclusion: All special schools in Cape Town which caters for 
children with physical impairments. Learners in grade 8-11, which are 
identified by the therapists as meeting the requirements( able to read, 
comprehend the questions and able to independently fill in the form). 
Setting: Cape town special schools 

Measuring tool: South African youth risk behaviour survey questionnaire 
Results of analysis: 24, 2% reported sexual activity, 21, 2% of grade 8 and 32% of grade 9 pupils having ever had sex. Mean 
sexual debut was 13, 1 years, no difference between male and female. 27% reported two or more sexual partners was about 
half of the national sample (53%). 14% reported substance abuse related to sexual activity compared with the 15% of national 
sample .18% reported regular condom use compare to 25% of national sample. 18% reported STI compare to 4% of the 
national sample. Respondents were engaging in high risk sexual behaviour such as early onset of sexual activity, multiple 
sexual partners, sexual intercourse without a condom and substance abuse related to sexual activity. 
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6. Ragnarsson eta/ ( 2008: 739) 
Young males' gendered sexuality in the era of HIV and AIDS In Limpopo Province, South Africa 

Participants characteristics: 
Age:12-14 years old 
Gender: males and females 
Ethnicity: Pedi 
Socio-economic: mostly of peri urban, tribal 
villages and informal settlements. 

Results: 
Data collection: Focus group discussion 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To describe how young people, both girls and boys, depict and 
interpret male gender and sexuality in their community. 
Study design: Qualitative study 
Study inclusion: volunteers in grade 8, aged 12-14 years. 
Setting: Mankweng, about 30 km east of Limpopo Province's capital city, 
Polokwane. 

Results of analysis: circumcision has implications for how young boys construct their sexual identity. Circumcision promotes 
early sexual debut with the possibility of negative health consequences . It was stressed that it prevents diseases. One of the 
predominant views was that the male need for several sexual partners is biologically determined and the men had to conquer 
women symbolically to demonstrate their manhood . It was important for many boys to have multiple girlfriends. In this way 
they felt they were subscribing to predominant local norms about masculinity and achieving status among peers. Young men 
have to demonstrate the ability to handle more than one partner. Gender power imbalances between men and women in 
sexual encounters and relationships affect the health and well-being of young people. A man's perceived right to access sex if 
any transaction has taken place is sanctioned and reproduced . in context-specific gender identities. 
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7. Harrison (2008: 175-189) 
Hidden love: sexual ideologies and relationships among rural South African adolescents in the context of HIV/AIDS. 

Participants characteristics: 
Age: 14-19 years old 
Gender: Male and female 
Ethnicity: Zulu 
Socio-economic: low socio-economic status 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To examine sexuality formation of young people aged 14-19 years. 
Study design: Multi-method qualitative study 
Study inclusion: sexually experienced 14-19 years old 
Setting: Rural KwaZulu Natal 

Measuring tool: Peer group discussions and in-depth interviews with selected participants from the peer group. 

Results of analysis: young teenage women also viewed abstinence as the right thing to do as well as a preferred HIV 
prevention strategy, but they were not abstinent themselves. Most men did not feel the pressure to hide their relationships but 
they did it for their girlfriends, which benefited them, because the need for secrecy meant they could more easily have 
additional partners. Sexual activity in these hidden relationships was recognised as a key component of a relationship, even 
when male partners had control over timing and decision-making. Young women lose their virginity once in a relationship. They 
prove their virginity with the perceived right partner, as virginity reflects a young woman's good behaviour and high moral 
standard. Condom use with a trusted partner is unacceptable. 
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8. Harrison eta/ (201 0:991-1 000) 
In the Absence of Marriage: Long-term concurrent partnerships, pregnancy, and HIV risk dynamics among South 
African young Adults. 

Participants characteristics: 
Age: 18-24 years old 
Gender: male and female 
Ethnicity: Zulu 
Socio-economic: low socio-economic status 

Results: 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To explore young people's sexual networking patterns with primary 
and secondary partnerships and HIV risk dynamics 
Study design: Longitudinal qualitative study 
Study inclusion: 18-24 years, currently in a sexually active heterosexual 
relationship of at least 1 month 's duration. 
Setting: Rural Northern KwaZulu Natal 

Data collection: in-depth interviews, analysed with NVivo 7 
Results of analysis: sexual partnership and HIV risk dynamics that occur in the absence of marriage among young adults. 
Increase condom use in their casual partnerships. Long-term concurrent partnerships were prevalent in the sample, with nearly 
all male and about half of female participants reporting they had overlapping partnerships at some point during the two years 
study period. 
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9. Selikow eta/ ( 2009:37:107) 
I am not "umqwayito": a qualitative study of peer pressure and sexual risk behaviour among young adolescents in 
Cape Town, South Africa. 

Participants characteristics: 
Age: 13 and 14 years old 
Gender: male and female 
Ethnicity: not reported 
Socio-economic: parents are working class 

Results: 
Data collection: focus group discussions 

Publication type: journal article 
Aim: To understand how negative peer pressure increase high risk sexual 
behaviour. 
Study design: Qualitative study 
Study inclusion: four secondary schools in the Cape town metropolis, 
students between the ages of 13 and 14 years participated on voluntary 
basis. 
Setting: Cape town metropolis 

Results of analysis: Abstaining from sex and delaying sexual debut are undermined by adolescent's strong need to belong a 
social group. If boys are perceived as not being sexually active they risk being excluded from the peer group. Girls put 
pressure on female peers and on boys to be sexually active, noting that it is fashionable to be sexually active. As masculinity is 
closely related to engaging in sex, males may be unwillingly engage in sex, rather than take the risk of their friends being told, 
they are abstaining from sex. Also boys derive status from having multiple sexual partners. Some females reported that having 
multiple partners is becoming a popular norm for girls. Adolescents have some knowledge of condoms but this knowledge is 
infused with misperceptions, the spontaneous nature of sex ahd beliefs that requesting a condom is akin to accusing a sexual 
partner of being HIV positive. Adolescents claim that flesh on flesh sex is more pleasurable for males, and as male pleasure is 
seen as paramount, condom use is further undermined . 
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+ Data Analysis strategy 

Data analysis . or synthesis involves, among other things, uniting and summarising 

the outcomes from the single studies that are added in the systematic review (CRD, 

2009:45; Kitchen ham, 2004:14 ). In this study, meta-analysis was not appropriate as 

both qualitative and quantitative studies were included . 

Thematic analysis was used for the analysis process. The method of thematic 

analysis is used to identify major or recurrent themes in studies, followed by a 

summary of the findings under these thematic headings (Dixon-Woods et a/., 

2006: 15). 

After the findings regarding each theme were combined in a summary of findings, 

the conclusion statement was developed. 

3.4. EVALUATION OF RIGOUR 

Rigour involves the concept of validity and reliability . The process of ensuring rigour 

in th is study was discussed in chapter 1. Hence this section will focus on the 

evaluation therefore to increase rigour in all types of reviews particularly systematic 

reviews, all research decisions must be motivated in the different stages of the 

review, namely the problem-identification stage, the literature search stage , the 

critical appraisal stage, the data synthesis stage and the presentation (Whittemore & 

Knafl, 2005:548-552). 

3.4.1. Problem-identification stage 

In this systematic review, the problem and purpose were clearly stated and 

supported by literature review. The review question was developed using the PICO 

format (see Table 1 ). 

A systematic review was chosen as a design, because primary research has been 

done and need to be synthesised. Conclusions derived from the systematic review 

are evidence that can be considered as high-quality evidence. This evidence can be 

used to assist in improving the current HIV prevention strategy or influence policy 

makers in developing a new HIV infection prevention strategy that is relevant to SA. 
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3.4.2. Literature search stage 

The literature search was . clearly described (O" Mathuna et a/. , 2008:104) and 

conducted as thoroughly as possible by identification of a complete and unbiased set 

of relevant studies to increase internal validity (Badr, 2007:80). Therefore, the 

literature search strategy (sampling) was conducted as broadly and comprehensively 

as possible, including a broad combination of keywords, a variety of sources and 

clearly stated inclusion and exclusion criteria to ensure that no data that are relevant 

to the review topic were missed. The researcher has reduced publication bias by 

including both published articles and grey literature which included thesis and 

dissertations from North-west University Mafikeng campus library (Kitchen ham, 

2004:8). 

3.4.3. Critical appraisal stage 

Critical appraisal was conducted to ensure that only high-quality evidence was 

included for data extraction. In the critical appraisal phase, the researcher focused 

on the appropriateness of the study design of the included studies in relation to the 

review question (CRD, 2009:33). 

The following tools were used to appraise the relevant study designs: 

1. Critical appraisal instrument for qual itative research studies (GASP, 2006) see 

appendix B 

2. Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative studies (EPHPP, 2005) see 

appendix B 

The Critical Appraisal Skills Programme's (GASP) instrument was used as it fits the 

research design of the study and it is a validated instrument (PHRU, 2007). 

The Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies was developed by the Effective Public 

Health Practice Project (EPHPP) in Canada. This tool was judged suitable for use in 

systematic reviews of effectiveness and can be used for RCTs, quasi-experimental 

studies and uncontrolled studies. Content and construct validity have been 

established (Jackson, 2005:370) . 
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The quality assessment tool assesses the following quality criteria as identified by 

Jackson (2005:370). 

(1) Selection bias 

(2) Study design 

(3) Confounders 

(4) Blinding 

(5) Data collection methods 

(6) Withdrawals and dropouts 

(7) Intervention integrity 

(8) Statistical analyses 

These tools were chosen based on their ability to fit the design of the included 

studies best, and to prevent inconsistency, which could be caused due to a lack of 

the reviewers skills to critically asses and interpret the designs/studies (CRD, 

2009:34) and to ensure that only studies that contain high-quality evidence would be 

included. 

The critical appraisal process was conducted by the Masters Student independently 

and submitted all records of appraisal to the promoter to ensure transparency of the 

appraisal process. The researcher ensured transparency and repeatability by 

documenting the entire search strategy which included decisions concerning 

including/excluding data and reasons, which are presented in tables and a flowchart 

(see figures 1 and tables 3.1. to 3.5.). The researcher took auditability into 

consideration by establishing decision rules such as the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria for categorising data . 

3.5. Ethical considerations 

The researcher is committed to ethical research according to the research mission of 

North-West University. The researcher adheres to the codes of conduct and ethics 

that are supported by the North-West University. The researcher maintained the 

highest standard of honesty and integrity in obtaining relevant study materials by 
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recording and reporting every activity of systematic review (Landman, Punt & 

Painter-Morland, 2002:33), see table 3.1 - 3.4. 

3.5.1. Researcher's responsibility to obtain permission to do research 

The Ethics Committee was consulted before performing a systematic review despite 

the fact that no human beings were involved as subjects. However, there were some 

ethical issues that needed to be taken into consideration. The study was approved 

by North-West University ethics committee before it was done. 

3.5.2. Researcher's responsibility to carry out research of high quality. 

High standards were maintained concerning planning, implementation and reporting 

the research. Ethics was taken into consideration during the critical appraisal of the 

stud ies. Furthermore, transparency was ensured through detailed reporting of the 

decisions made in the selection and obtaining of relevant data. 

3.5.3. Researcher's responsibility to conduct research in an honest way 

Honesty in this study was ensured by upholding integrity through stating both 

supporting and opposing points of view found in the data. Plagiarism was avoided by 

giving credit where it is due in the text and including bibliographic details in the list of 

references . The entire study was conducted as clearly as possible and as an honest 

reflection of the whole research process (Brink, 2006:30-43). 

3.5.4. Researcher's responsibility to share the research results 

The research results , which were obtained from the systematic review, should be 

shared with other scientists and the public in an understandable way (Olivier, 

2003:17, 19). Therefore, this study will be submitted for publication in a journal in the 

relevant research field and through presentations in conferences. 

3.6. Conclusions 

This chapter provided an overview of the systematic review as a research design 

and research method according to the four steps of the five specific steps of the 

systematic review, which was the following: 

Step 1: Formulating a focused review question. The researcher used the PI CO 

format. 
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Step 2: Gathering and classifying the evidence, which included identifying relevant 

studies for inclusion into the final sample. The selection of studies was explained 

according to the following: inclusion and exclusion criteria, keywords and sources 

used . Table 3.1 documents the initial search, table 3.2 documents number of full text 

that were critically appraised and table 3.3 outline the articles that were excluded 

during the initial search accord ing to the databases and reasons for exclusion were 

provided . Table 3.4 documents full-text copies that were unobtainable and a 

flowchart (figure 1) outlining the sampling process. 

Step 3: Performing the critical appraisal and the critical appraisal tools used . The 

method of appraisal was explained in the text and outlined in table 3.5. 

Step 4: Summarising the evidence. Data extraction is explained in Table 3.6, which 

includes characteristics of the final sample and data analysis (see 3.3.1.4.3). 

Step 5: Drafting the conclusion statements (includes conclusion, limitations and 

recommendations) is provided in chapter 5 of this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter offered a detailed description of the research design and 

methods followed in this research study. This chapter will discuss the results as 

obtained from the extracted data from critically appraised studies. The objectives ·of 

this study were to: 

1. Explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South 

Africa . 

2. Identify problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa . 

The results will be discussed according to the objectives. These are results derived 

from nine critically appraised studies. 

4.2 Findings pertaining to exploring the effective·ness of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy in South Africa. 

In order to clearly outline the effectiveness of the strategy, components that form the 

ABC HIV prevention strategy will be individually discussed . These components are 

Abstinence, Be faithful, and Condom use. 

4.2.1 Abstinence component 

In exploring the effectiveness of the Abstinence component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy, it was clear that generally, people do not abstain from sex and 

the youth does not delay sexual debut. Table 4.1 below highlights the evidence on 

this statement and reasons associated with it. 
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Table 4.1 Evidence on Abstinence component 

Evidence of non adherence to the 

Abstinence component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy 

Reasons for non adherence 

• Prevalence rate of HIV ·infection 

was 14, 4% amongst men and 

20% amongst female ages of 15 -

24 years . 

• Median age of sexual debut is at 

15.3- 16.5 years 

• 12% of disabled females reported 

early sexual debut compared to 

the 5,6% of their non-disabled 

peers. 

• Young women view sexual intercourse 

as a key component of a relationship. 

• Circumcision as a perpetuating factor 

that promotes early sexual debut. 

• Masculinity is closely related to 

engaging in sex. 

• Abstaining from sex and delaying sexual 

debut are undermined by adolescent 

because of their strong need to belong 

in a social group. 

• It is fashionable to be sexually active. 

• Females seek affirmation of their 

femininity through sexual activities. 

• Disabled individual 's need to increasing 

self esteem and boost body image 

Hundred percent of the critica lly appraised studies indicated that the abstinence 

component of the ABC HIV prevention strategy is not adhered to. This was indicated 

by Boulle et a/., (2008:771-781), Simbayi et a/. , (2004:605-618), Pettifor et a/. , 

(2005:971-980), Pettifor, 2008:1266-1273, Harrison (2008: 175-189), Harrison eta/., ( 

2010:991-1000) , Selikow eta/. ,( 2009:37:107) , Maart eta/. , (2010: 438-443) and 

Ragnarsson et a/., (2008: 739) . 

The find ings in this study indicate that South African youth still engage in sex from an 

early age with the median age of sexual debut of 15.3 and 16, 5 years. In spite of the 

outreach programmes that are available in different areas and schools to conduct 

events and spread the ABC HIV prevention information, youth does not abstain from 

sex or delay sexual debut. Overall prevalence of HIV infection was 14.4% among 
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males and females 15-24 years of age. This is evidence that youth is engaging in 

sexual activities. 

In addition , abstaining from sex and delaying sexual debut are undermined by 

adolescent's strong need to belong to a social group. Being sexually active gives 

adolescents access to being part of a clan (Selikow eta/., 2009:37:107). Another 

aspect highlighted in this study was that circumcision promotes early sexual debut, 

as boys explained that circumcision is being prepared for penetration, like a spear 

being sharpened for its purposes. This suggested · that circumcision legitimises the 

onset of penetrative sex. Male circumcision is commonly practised and is a part of a 

young boys transition to manhood, normally performed at the 15 to 16 years, an age 

at which male sexual debut occurs among black South Africans (Ragnarsson et a/., 

2008: 739). 

On the other hand young women view sexual intercourse as a key component of a 

relationship, even when male partners had control over timing and decision-making. 

They lose their virginity while proving it to their boyfriends, in spite of their intention to 

save their virginity for the right partner, which often disappears in the face of the 

demand of sexual intercourse (Harrison, 2008: 175-189). 

The evidence also elucidated the tendency of disabled females to begin sexual 

activities earlier than their non-disabled peers. This could be as a result of the low 

self-esteem and poor body image that has been noted amongst people with 

disability, which might encourage young girls to seek affirmation of their femininity 

through sexual activities (Maart eta/., 2010: 438-443). 

4.2.2 Be faithful component 

In exploring the effectiveness of the Be faithful component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy, it was clear that many people engage in sexual activities with 

multiple partners. Table 4.2 below highlights the evidence on this statement and 

reasons associated with it. 
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Table 4.2 Evidence on Be faithful component 

Evidence of non adherence to the Be Reasons for non adherence 

fa ithful component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy 

• Both females and males have 

partners outside of their regular 

relationships 

• The total number of lifetime sexual 

partners reported was most 

frequently 5-1 0 for men and 2-4 

for women. 

• Men were more likely than women 

to have more than one additional 

partner. 

• Men derive status from having multiple 

sexual partners. 

• Men have to demonstrate their ability 

to handle more than one partner. 

• They were subscribing to predominant 

local norms about mascul inity. 

• Men are entitled freedom to look 

around before settling down 

• Women expect their multiple male 

partners to provide them with economic 

and emotional support 

The evidence based on the findings of this study suggesrs that the Be faithful 

component of the ABC HIV prevention strategy is ineffective. All nine critically 

appraised articles report that the majority of the South African population have 

multiple sexual partners which undermines the Be faithful component. The total 

number of lifetime sexual partners reported was most frequently 5-10 for men and 2-

4 for women. 29% of men and 8% of females stated they had been sexually involved 

with someone outside of their regular relationship in the previous 12 months. Men 

were more likely than women to have more than one additional partner (Boulle eta/., 

2008:771-781 ). 

According to Selikow eta/., (2009:37:107) men derive status from having multiple 

sexual partners. Young men have to demonstrate their ability to handle more than 

one partner thus pose the risk of acquiring and transmitting HIV. One of the most 

predominant views was that the male needs for several sexual partners is 

biologically determined and men had to conquer women symbol ically to demonstrate 

their manhood (Ragnarsson et a/. , 2008: 739). Men multiple partnerships symbolise 

a dominant male script of entitled freedom to look around before settling down. 
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According to Harrison eta/. , (2010:991-1000) female partner reduction meant having 

only one partner, whereas men thought they had reduced HIV risk by having fewer 

partners, but not only one. 

The results also showed that in settings like South Africa, where the period between 

sexual debut and formal marriage is extended, partnerships are more fluid , with 

frequent partner change and more casual partnering leading to higher HIV risk 

(Harrison et at. , 2010:991 -1000 & Maart eta/., 2010: 438-443). In addition , generally, 

multiple relationsh ips pose risk to the individual , if either partner acquires HIV from a 

new partnership , he/she is significantly more likely to transmit the virus to their main 

partner during the acute phase of HIV infection than during the latent phase of 

infection (Pettifor eta/., 2005:971-980). 

Women also have multiple partners where they often expect men to provide 

economic and emotional support. Women reported in Harrison et a/. , (201 0:991 -

1 000) that secondary partners sometimes provided economic support when the 

primary partner lived far away, or if the relationship was not stable and the boyfriend 

was not providing adequately, and thus the dominant script for women about 

secondary partners reflects a sense of "need" rather than desire". Therefore, the Be 

faithful component of the ABC HIV prevention strategy is not effective in South 

Africa . 

4.2.3 Condom use component 

In exploring the effectiveness of the Condom use component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy, it was clear that there was no consistent condom use or no 

condom use at all among the majority of the South African population . Table 4.3 

below highl ight the evidence on this statement and reasons associated with it. 
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Table 4.3 Evidence on Condom use component 

Evidence of non adherence 

to the Condom use 

component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy 

• General lack of 

consistency of condom 

use among South 

Africans. 

• Most men felt they did 

not need to use 

condoms. 

Reasons for non adherence 

• Women have difficulties to negotiate condom use. 

• Requesting a condom is akin to accusing a sexual 

partner of being HIV positive 

• Decision for male is based on their perceptions on 

their girlfriend as being faithful . 

• No need for condom use in more established 

relationships 

• Condom use in conflict with men's need to show 

virility and the need of women to become pregnant. 

• Avoid being ridiculed of eating sweets in plastic or 

bananas in skin . 

• Condom use perceived as an indication of lack of 

trust 

The results highlight that the majority of the population spontaneously identified 

condoms as a means of preventing HIV infection. In spite of this knowledge 

regarding the ABC HIV prevention strategy, they continue to inconsistently use 

condoms, thus making the Condom use component of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy ineffective (Boulle et at., 2008:771-781 ). 

Condom use is partly adhered to, as there is inconsistency in its use. The results 

indicate that condom use during the last intercourse was relatively high for both 

sexes, although it is inconsistent. However, there is significantly more males who 

used condoms compared to their female counterparts (Simbayi et at. , 2004: 605-

618). This inconsistency in condom use among women in primary partnerships 

reflects the tendency towards less condom use in more established relationships . 

Condom use declines in relation to trust (Harrison et at., 2010:991-1000). In addition, 
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the conflicting objectives around HIV prevention and the need to be pregnant 

contribute to this inconsistency (Harrison et at, 2010:991-1 000). 

Another identified aspect is that virility is closely associated with masculinity; hence 

males may not use condoms as they want their girlfriends to become pregnant so 

that they can showcase their virility. In addition, part of being accepted by peers is to 

avoid being ridiculed and eating sweets in plastic or bananas in skin (Selikow et at., 

2009:37:1 07). 

The studies showed that sometimes male partners made the decision to discontinue 

condoms on their own based on their perceptions of their girlfriend faithfulness. Also, 

condoms are widely perceived to symbolise a lack of trust and intimacy, thus 

negating ideas of relationships as romantic and pleasurable . 

In contrast, adolescents have some knowledge of condoms but this knowledge is 

infused with misperceptions, the spontaneous nature of sex and beliefs that 

requesting a condom is akin to accusing a sexual partner of being HIV positive 

(Selikow et at., 2009:37:1 07) . 

4.3 Discussion on the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

The focus of this study was on the comprehensive effectiveness of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy in South Afri ca. The study findings reveal that the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy is not effective in South Africa . Th is is evident when the 

components of the prevention strategy known as Abstinence, Be faithful and 

Condom use were explored. 

The abstinence component was deemed ineffective because the general population 

in South Africa still showed high prevalence of HIV infection which indicates sexual 

activity and the median age of sexual debut is low at 15,3 and 16,5 years. This 

phenomenon was highlighted by Underhill et at.,(2002:248) whereby she states that 

abstinence programmes do not effectively encourage abstinent behaviour, but 

instead are ineffective for preventing HIV infection or decreasing sexual activity. 
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Both men and women undermine the B component of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy. However, men have more multiple sexual partners as compared to women 

in their quest ·to conquer women and prove masculinity to their peers. This findings 

are similar with those of Sullivan et at., (2006:701) that men reported higher numbers 

of sexual partners outside of their primary relationships compared to women. 

Condom use was reported inconsistent in established relationships and less use with 

women that are in relationships with older men. Women's inability to negotiate 

condom use has been viewed as a major obstacle to the effectiveness of condom 

use, which was also observed by Sullivan eta/., (2006:701). Condom use in sexual 

relationships is controlled by men, and most refuse to use them. Men, for the most 

part play a major role in HIV transmission , thus undermining the effectiveness of the 

condom use component of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Therefore, based on 

the evidence gathered from the nine critically appraised articles on South African 

population, the ABC HIV prevention strategy is not effective in South Africa . 

4.4 FINDINGS PERTAINING TO IDENTIFYING PROBLEM AREAS OF THE ABC 

HIV PREVENTION STRATEGY IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

The problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy implies issues that may 

contribute to the spread of HIV and not adequately addressed by the strategy thus 

hinders the success of the prevention initiative. Thematic analysis was used for the 

synthesis process. The method of thematic analysis is used to identify major or 

recurrent themes in studies, followed by a summary of the findings under these 

thematic headings (Dixon-Woods et a/., 2006:15). The identified themes were 

extracted from data in the nine studies that were critically appraised . The researcher 

ensured reliability by submitting all critically appraised studies to the study promoter 

to co-change the identified themes and sub-themes. Table 4.4 below gives a brief 

overview of the identified themes and sub-themes. 
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Table 4.4 Themes and Sub-themes of the problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy. 

THEMES SUB-THEMES 

4.4 .1.Gender 4.4 .1.1. Age difference between sexual 

partners 

4.4 .1.2. Gender inequality 

4.4.2. Social-economic 4.4.2 .1. Literacy 

factors 4.4 .2.2. Transactional sex as poverty alleviator 

4.4 .3. Plight of disabled as 

a risk group 

4.4.4. Resistance to 

behaviour change 

4.4.1 Gender 

Gender plays an important role in heterosexual relationships therefore has 

implications on the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Two sub-themes were identified 

that addressed issues encomposing gender. 

4.4.1.1. Age difference between sexual partners 

In most cultures it is a norm that males should be older than the ir female partners in 

a relationship . Often this age difference fuels the gender stereotype that female 

partners are subservient and has to follow the rules set by their male partners 

without questions. 

In this study three of the nine critically appraised studies showed that males reported 

partners 5-10 years younger than them on average (Pettifor et a/., 2005: 971-980, 

Pettifor., 2008:1266-1273, Bul le et a/. , 2008:771-781). Age difference in many 

cultures makes it difficult for females to negotiate condom use. 

This aspect has a negative impact on the condom use component of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy. Females who reported that their current partner was 10 or more 

years their senior were more likely to report inconsistent condom use. According to 
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the study report by Bulle et a/.,(2008:771-781) 72.1% of female did not use a 

condom the last time they had sex because the partner refused . 

Older male partners are more likely to be HIV infected , thus place the women at an 

increased and consistent exposure to potential infections. In addition, multiple 

vulnerabilities for HIV/AIDS including sexual coercion · are compounded for young 

women , whose prevention choices such as condom use are constrained particularly 

in relationships with older men (Harrison et a/., 2010:991-1 000 & Harrison 2008: 

175-189). 

These find ings are the same as those of Kelly et a/.,(2003:446-451) where she 

states that the age difference between young women and their male partners is a 

significant HIV risk factor, suggesting that high HIV prevalence in younger women is 

caused , in part, by transmission from older male partners. Therefore, the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy fails to address the plight of need for a prevention strategy that is 

suitable for their situation. 

4.4.1.2. Gender inequality 

The results of this study indicate that sexual relationships are gendered, and women 

often lack the power to negotiate with whom they have sex, as well as when and how 

sexual interactions occur (Harrison et a/. , 2010:991 -1 000). Power imbalances in 

relationships that legitimise abusive acts are supported at the macro level of society. 

The studies also give evidence that the culture of sexual coercion provides an 

environment of risk for HIV transmission (Ragnarsson eta/. , 2008: 739). 

In a study conducted by Maart eta/., (201 0: 438-443) 12,5% of females were forced 

to have sex with their partners. The study further indicated that in the special school 

sample 8,2% of males reported to have initiated forced sex with their female peers. 

Ragnarsson eta/., (2008: 739) reported that "to avoid sexual harassment or abuse, it 

was emphasized that it was wiser and safer for girls to submit to sexual intercourse". 

Therefore, power relation plays as important role in sexual relationships where males 

often have the power as compared to females. This significantly increases the 
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spread of HIV as it puts females in a subservient position where they cannot protect 

themselves from HIV infection. 

4.4.2. Socia- economic factors 

Socio-economic factors are important factors to take into considerations, as they 

cannot be removed from the population when implementing prevention strategies. 

Therefore, they have an impact on the outcome of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

This study highlight two key socio-economic factors identified as problem areas in 

the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

4.4.2.1. Literacy 

The appraised studies showed that literacy had an impact on the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy. Young women who had not completed high school were more 

likely to be infected with HIV compared to those that had completed high school. The 

primary reason for not completing school in South Africa is lack of affordability 

followed second by pregnancy for young women (Pettifor., 2008: 1266-1273). More 

illiterate women reported to be more sexually active than their male counterparts not 

necessarily by choice . These women were significantly more likely to report being 

forced to have sex, while at the same time reporting less condom use and having 

older partners (Pettifor et al. , 2005:971-980). 

The poorer the household, which often is not literate the more sexual experience 

was reported among females (Simbayi et al. , 2004: 605-618) . Women have multiple 

sexual partners often with the expectations of them to provide important economic 

and emotional support. The results highlighted that young illiterate woman's high 

pregnancy rates led to a cycle of poverty, social vulnerability, including economic 

dependence on boyfriends, resulting in increased HIV risk (Harrison eta/., 2010:991-

1000). The higher ill iteracy level may lead to reduced condom use, unwanted sexual 

experience and transactional sex. 

4.4.2.2. Transactional sex as poverty alleviator 

The nine critical ly appraised studies reports that young people who reported having 

engaged in transactional sex were 1.86 times more likely to be HIV infected (Pettifor 
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et al. , 2005:971-980). Transactional sex places individuals at risk of HIV by 

compromising their ability to use condoms. More transactional sex takes place with 

older partners who can provide economic support but who are also more likely to be 

HIV infected. Men perceived right to access sex if any transaction has taken place 

(Ragnarsson eta/., 2008:739). 

Pettifor et al., (2005:971-980) interestingly report that the prevalence of transactional 

sex among males and females were similar. They further reports transactional sex 

among males as a poverty alleviator. Therefore, both males and females practice 

transactional sex as a poverty alleviator, resulting in inability to use or negotiate 

condom use, thus increasing the risk of HIV infection. 

4.4.3 Plight of disabled group 

The other theme that was identified focused on disabled individuals as a risk group. 

This group form part of the South African population that also lives in the HIV 

epidemic era. Its knowledge and sexual behaviour have an impact on the success of 

the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

The critically appraised studies indicated risky sexual behaviour as a major factor 

contributing to the increasing prevalence of HIV amongst this group. These 

behaviour included early sexual debut among the disabled group and multiple sexual 

partners and sexual intercourse without a condom. The findings shows that disabled 

adolescents are involved in risky sexual activities, with no awareness or information 

on the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Hence, this poses a problem in controlling the 

spread of HIV infection. 

4.4.4 Resistance to behaviour change 

Another theme that was identified was resistance to behaviour change. Behaviour 

change is the cornerstone of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. The aim of the 

strategy was to spread the message and encourage people to abstain from sex until 

marriage, for those who are married or in stable relationships to be faithful to each 

other, and lastly, the risk behaviour groups to use a condom correctly and 
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consistently. The strategy had options that allowed the population to change 

behaviour in relation to their relevant component of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

Hundred percent of the critically appraised studies indicated that the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy was not effective. This was indicated by Boulle eta/., (2008:771-

781), Simbayi et at., (2004:605-618), Pettifor et a/., (2005:971-980), Pettifor. , 

(2008:1266-1273), Harrison (2008: 175-189), Harrison et at., ( 2010:991-1000), 

Selikow et a/.,(2009:37:107), Maart et at., (2010: 438-443) and Ragnarsson eta/., 

(2008: 739). 

Both males and females were engaging in high risk sexual behaviours such as early 

sexual debut, multiple partners and sexual intercourse without a condom. General 

behaviour and attitude of the South African population have not change in spite of 

knowledge of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Efforts were put through awareness 

campaigns and availability of free condoms at the most accessible places, yet 

resistance to behaviour change by majority of the population is evident in this study. 

4.5. Discussion of problem areas in the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

Gender issues like age difference between sexual partners play a major role on the 

success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Women cannot negotiate condom use 

with their seniors, and they do not make any sexual decisions in the relationship. 

Similar studies in sub-sahara have shown the importance of age differences 

between partners as a risk factor for HIV acquisition in young women (Kelly et al. , 

2003:446-451 ). 

Gender inequality fuels forced sex, whereby condoms are less likely to be use. It is 

acceptable at the macro level of the society whereby it places women at the greater 

risk of HIV infection. Sullivan et at., (2006:701) agree that gender inequality where by 

men designates themselves as initiators and aggressors in heterosexual relations 

with women, pressing for sexual access both within and beyond the relationsh ip 

boundaries even to the point of coercion put women more on HIV infection risk. 
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In addition , socio-economic factors like literacy and transactional sex as poverty 

alleviators hinder the success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Young women 

who had not completed high school were more likely to be infected with HIV 

compared with those that had completed high school. Education can significantly 

reduce young women's vulnerability to HIV infection. Better educated women are 

more likely to delay marriage and childbearing, have fewer children , earn better 

incomes and have greater decision making power within relationships . Reducing 

economic barriers to education has been found to increase school attendance and 

may reduce HIV risk. 

Most women than men are involved in transactional sex as poverty alleviator. Men 

perceive a right to access sex if any transaction has taken place. According to the 

study conducted by Swidler and Watkins (2007:147-162), generalized heterosexual 

HIV pandemic in sub-Saharan Africa as driven by poverty, more specifically by 

women 's poverty leaves women with little alternatives but to exchange sex for the 

resources necessary for survival. Cote eta/., (2004:917-925) conclude that 84% of 

prevalent cases of HIV among males can be attributed to transactional sex. 

In addition, lack of knowledge and awareness of the disabled group negatively 

affects the success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. The disabled are taken to be 

sexually inactive and not targeted as an HIV risk group. The disabled group have 

early sexual debut, multiple sex partners and do not use condoms during sexual 

intercourse. 

Resistance to behavior change within the South African population hinders the 

success of the strategy. The population has early sexual debut, multiple sexual 

partners and does not use condoms. Countries like Uganda that attributed the 

success in the reduction of HIV prevalence and new infection rate to the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy and vouching for its effectiveness, reported increased delay in 

initiation of sexual activity (Singh et a/., 2004). The effectiveness of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy was also observed in Senegal , where statistics estimates 

compiled by UNA IDS from antenatal clinics shows that HIV infection rates were 1.1% 

in 1990 and only 0,4% by 1997, with 23% of condom use amongst women aged 16-

50. This was evidence that the drop of infection rates in 1997 was due to abstinence 

and the reduction of sexual partners and not condom use (Green, 2001 ). 
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None the less success due to condom use was reported in Northern Thailand with a 

decline from 2.48 per 100 person in 1991-1993 to 0.55 per 100 person between 

1993-1995 (Celentano et al.,1998). Therefore lack of behaviour change in South 

Africa results in the ineffectiveness of ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

4.6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a summary of findings of the reviewed studies according to the 

individual components of the ABC HIV prevention strategy was provided. 

Identification of problem areas of the strategy, themes were developed and also 

discussed separately. These find ings were enriched with evidence from the articles. 

Chapter 5 deals with conclusions based on the findings, recommendations and 

limitations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The research findings were discussed in the previous chapter. The find ings of the 

research are based on evidence from the critically appraised articles. Conclusions 

from the research findings , limitations of the research and recommendations for 

policy makers and further research will be discussed in this chapter. 

5.2. CONCLUSIONS 

The following review question was stated in Chapter 1: 

What is the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa? Thus 

the objectives of this study were to: 

(1) Explore the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy 

(2) Identify problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention strategy in South Africa? 

The conclusions are based on the results obtained from the five quantitative studies 

and four qualitative studies that were critically appraised. Furthermore, the 

researcher based the study on the ontological assumptions and the epistemology 

assumptions, both of which are based on the evidence based model (Weisz et at, 

2005), which indicates that research evidence from the empirical reality increase the 

chances of improved health strategies, thus better health outcomes. The researcher 

reached her objectives whereby she explored the effectiveness of the ABC HIV 

prevention strategy and identified the problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy in South Africa . 
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5.2 .1. Conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy 

• Abstinence component 

The South African population start having sexual intercourse at an early age of 

average 15 years for both females and males. Most females feel that abstinence is 

the best HIV prevention strategy but they do not abstain themselves due to the 

strong need to fit in a group. There is no delay of sexual debut, which increases the 

chance of multiple sexual partners by the time these adolescents are adults. 

Therefore, based on the evidence as discussed in chapter 4, promotion of 

abstinence until marriage for South African populations is not an effective strategy to 

control and curb the spread of HIV in the country. Hence, the researcher concluded 

that the ABC HIV prevention strategy is not effective in South Africa as this 

component forms the integral part of its success. 

• Be faithful component 

The researcher concluded that faithfulness is not practised in South Africa as both 

males and females show a pattern of having multiple partners. Most men expect 

women to be the ones who are faithful in the relationship while the strategy needs 

both men and women to be fa ithful to one another in a sexual relationship. On the 

other hand women have multiple partners seeking economic, emotional support and 

increase their self-esteem, while men do it to prove masculinity. Therefore, the B 

component is not effective, which implies that the ABC HIV prevention strategy is not 

effective in South Africa because failure to comply with this component increases the 

risk of HIV spread thus poor success rate in the prevention of HIV . 

• Condom use component 

Young women who have power of decision making in the relationship use condoms 

more than women who depend on men for economic support. In contrast women in 
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sexual relationships with older men have difficulties in negotiating condom use, while 

most men refuse condom use as they believe condoms make sex less pleasurable. 

Additionally both males and females in long term trusted relationships believe it is 

unacceptable to use condoms. Based on the above mentioned facts , condoms are 

inconsistently used in preventing HIV infection in South Africa , which implies that the 

ABC HIV prevention strategy is not effective in South Africa as this component forms 

an integral part of its success. 

5.2.2 Conclusions regarding the problem areas of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy 

The researcher identified age difference between sexual partners as a problem to 

the effectiveness of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Women in relationships with 

older men have difficulties in negotiating condom use. Men make all the sexual 

decisions, when to have sex and how they are going to protect themselves, hence 

most men refuse to use condoms with the belief that it makes sex less pleasurable. 

Gender inequality is another factor that is a problem to the effectiveness of the ABC 

HIV prevention strategy. Women are forced and coerced into sex by men even when 

they do not want to. On the other hand , socio-economic factors like li teracy and 

transactional sex as poverty alleviators play a major role in the success or failure of 

the ABC HIV prevention strategy. Women who drop out of school often depend on 

their sexual partners to provide economic and emotional support. These women are 

associated with more sexual experience not by choice, but because of their 

economic dependency on men . Therefore women who depend on men for economic 

support are more involved in transactional sex as a poverty alleviator. As these 

women depend on men for economic survival , men in return believe that they have 

the right to claim sex once the transaction has taken place. 
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In addition disabled as a risk group lack awareness of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy aimed to curb the spread of HIV. They engage in early sexual debut, 

practise multiple partners and do not use condom during sexual intercourse. This 

group is seen as sexually inactive, whereas they have a great impact on the HIV 

prevalence in the country and on the success of the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

Resistance to behaviour change where the South African population undermines all 

components of the ABC HIV prevention strategy proves to be a problem for the ABC

HIV prevention strategy. The researcher concludes that the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy, fails to address issues that hinder the success of the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy in South Africa . 

5.3. LIMITATIONS 

The following limitations were identified: 

• Only the grey literature from North-West University was searched for. This is a 

limitation as other universities might have more and relevant thesis and 

dissertations. More relevant data may have been missed. 

• Although the search strategy was conducted as broadly and rigorously as 

possible, using different sources, it was not always possible to obtain full 

articles. 

5.4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

One of the attributes of a systematic review is that it can help to provide 

recommendations for future research to improve prevention strategies or influence 

policy makers to develop new relevant prevention strategies. Based on the 

conclusions derived from the findings of the systematic review, the following 

recommendations are made: 

5.4.1. Recommendations for further research 

More impact and evaluation studies should be conducted as there is no enough 

evidence on: 

• The ABC HIV prevention strategy effectiveness in marriage. 
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• Research on South African men's perceptions on the ABC HIV prevention 

strategy. 

• Research on ways to encourage adults to talk about sex and sexuality to 

adolescents to control the influence of peer pressure and discourage early 

sexual debut. 

5.4.2 Recommendations for policy makers 

Based on the evidence provided, there is a need for a new HIV prevention strategy 

that is relevant to the South African population. The HIV prevention strategy should 

take into consideration : 

;;. Socio-economic factors 

>- Cultural influence 

>- Perceptions of masculinity 

>- Social norms on sexuality and sexual behaviours, 

>- Age gap between sexual partners 

>- Gender and gender inequality 

>- Disabled people's sexual activity 

5.4.3 Recommendations for nursing practice 

• It is recommended that school health nurses promote delay of sexual 

activities among the young people and to promote secondary abstinence to 

those who are already sexually active. 

• Community nurses to encourage parents to talk about sex and sexuality to 

adolescents to control the influence of peer pressure and discourage early 

sexual debut. 

• It is recommended that nurses in the clinical services to keep up to date with 

the best evidence of HIV prevention to improve their health education. 
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5.5. Conclusions 

In th is chapter, an overview of the conclusions ·of the findings regarding each 

objective was· provided. Discussion of limitations was given. Recommendations 

regarding further research and recommendations to policy makers were made. 
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Appendix B: Critically appraisal tools 

Quality Assessment Tool 
for Quantitative Studies 
Dictionary 

The purpose of this dictionary is to describe items in the tool thereby assisting raters to scoce study quality. Due to 
under-reporting or lacl< of clarity in tl1e primary study, raters wi ll need to make judgements abOllt the extent that bias 
may be present. Wilen making judgements about each component. raters should forrn tl1eir opillon based upon 
information contained in the study rather than making inferences about what the autl1ors intended. 

AI SELECTI ON BIAS 

(111) Participants are more like ly to be representative of the tlrge t population if rt1ey are randomly selected from a 
comprehensive list of individuals in the target population (score l'erv likely). They may no t be represen tative if they are 
referred from a source (e.g. dinic) in a systematic manner( score somewha t likely) or self-referred (score notlikelv:1. 

(02) Refers to the% of sul:jects in the control and intervention groups that agreed to participate in the study before 
they were assigned to intervention or control groups. 

B) STUDY DESIGN 

In this section. ra ters assess the likelihood of bias due to the allocation process in an experimen tal study. for 
obser:ational studies. roters assess the extent that assessmen1S of exposure and ou tcome are likely to be independent 
Generally, u·, e type of design is a good indicator of U1e extent of tJias. Ins tronger designs. an equiva lent conh·ol group 
is present and U1e allocation process is such that tl1e irwes tigatois are unable to predict the sequence. 

Rand omized Controlled Trial (R CT) 
An e>:perimental design where investigators randomly allocate eligible people to an intervention or contro l group .. A. 

rater should describe a study as an RCT if the randomization sequence allows each study participant ID have the same 
chance of rece iving each interventio n and the inves tigators could not predict which inter.'ention was next. If the 
investigators do not de scribe the allocation process and only use the ·.vords 'random' or 'randomly', the study is 
described as a controlled clinical trial. 

See belo·,·v for more details . 

.VJias r,?e srut1y described as randomized/ 

Score YES. if the authors used words such as random alia catron, randomly assigned. and random assignment. 

Score NO, if no mention of randomization is made. 

Was !!Je method of randomization described? 

Score YES. i f the authors describe any method used to generate a random allocation sequence . 

Score NO. if U1e authors do not describe tl1e alloca tion me thod or describe metl1ods of alloca ti on such as alternation, 
case record numbers. da tes of tirth, day of the week. and any al location procedure u·,at is en ti rely transparent before 
assignment. such as an open list of random numbers of assrgnments. 
II NO rs scored, tl1en tlle study is a controlled clinical tnal. 
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Was tire met!Jod approprtiJte7 

Score YES, if the randomzation sequence allov1ed each study participant to have the same chance of receiving each 
intervention and the investiga tors could not predictwhidl intervention was next Examples of ai=1Jropriate approaches 
include assignment of subjects by a central office unaware of subject characteris tics , or sequentially numbered, sea led, 
opaque envelopes . 

Score NO, if ~1e randomiza tion sequence is open to the individuals responsille for recruiting and allocating participants 
or providing tl1e intervention. since those indr1iduals can influence the allocation process. either knowingly or 
unknowingly. 

If NO is scored. tl1en tl1e sb.rdy is a controlled dinicaltrial. 

Controlled Clinical Trial (CCT) 
An experirnentals tudy design whe re tl1e method of al locating study subjects to rnterventlon or control groups is open 
to indhoduals resj)lnsitie lor recrui ting sul:jects or providing the intervention. The me tl10d of allocation is transparent 
before assignment, e.g. an open list of random numbers or allocation by dale of birth, etc. 

Cohort analytic (t'oNO group pre and post) 
An obser.'a tiona I study design where groups are assemtied according to whetl·re r or not exposure to tl1e interventi on 
has occurred. Exposure to the intervention rs not under tl1e con trol of the uwestigators. Study groups might be non
equivalen t or not cornparal~e on some fea ture tha t affects outcome. 

Case control study 
A retrospective study design \!.'here lhe investig ators gatl1er 'cases' of people who already have the ou tcome of rnterest 
and 'contro ls' who do not Both groups are then questioned or the rr records examined about whether the\' received lhe 
intervention exposure of interest 

Cohort (one group pre+ post (before and after) 
The same group is pretested, given an intervention. and tested immediatety after the inter;ention. The intmention 
group. IJ,' means of tl1e pretest. act as their own control group. 

Interrupted time series 
A time series consists of multiple observations over time. Obsermions r.an be on ti1e same units (e.g. individuals over 
time) or on different but similar units (e.g. student achievement scores for particular grade and school). Interrupted 
time series a nail's is requires knowing the specific point in the series when an intewention occurred 

C) CONFOUNDERS 

By definition. a confounder is a variable lhat is associa ted witll the intervention or exposure and causally related to tl1e 
outcome of interest Even in a robust study design, groups may not be balanced with respect to important variat~es 
prior to the intervention. The autlws should indicate if confounders were controlled in the design (11{ stratification or 
rna tching) or in the analys is . If the alloca tion to intervention and co ntrol groups is randomized. ~1e authors must report 
tha t the groups were balanced at beseline with respect to confounders (ei ther in the te.~t or a ta ble). 

D) BLINDING 

(01) Assessors should be described as t4inded to which participants were in the control and intervention groups. The 
ptrrpose of bl ind ing the outcome assmors (who might also be the care I)'Ovide rs) is to pro tact against detection bias. 

\02i Study participants should no t be a;vare of (r.e. blinded to) tl1e research question . The purpose of l:l rndrng tl1e 
participants is to protect against reporting l:ias. 
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E~ DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

Tools for primary out co me measures must be de &aibed as reliable and valid. If ' face ' val rdity or 'con ten r validity has 
been demons trated, this is acceptable. Some sources from which data may be collected are described below: 

Self reported data in dudes data that is collected fro m participants in the study (e.g. completing a questionnaire, 
survey, answering questions during an interview, etc.). 

Assessment/Screening includes ol:jectr:e data til at is re trieved by tl1e researche rs . (e.g. observations IJ; 
inves tigatorsj. 

Medical Records/Vi tal Sta tistics re fers to the types of formal records used for the extraction of the da ta. 

Reliability and validity can be reported In the study or In a separate study. For example, some 
standard assessment tools have known reliability and validity. 

F) WITHDRAWALS AND DROP-OUTS 

Score YES if the autho rs describe BOTH the numbers and reasons for wi thdra1.vals and drop·outs. 

Score NO if either the numbers or reasons for ·.vithdrawals and drop-outs are not reported. 

The percentage of participants completing the study refers tD the % of subjects remaini ng in the study at th e final data 
collection period in ali gro ups (i. e. con trol and interven~on groups). 

G) INTERVENTION INTEGRITY 

The number ol parti cipan ts rece i \~ng the in tended inter.'ention should be noted {consider both frequency and intensiW). 
For e>:ample, the authors may have reported that a !.least 80 percent of the participants received the complete 
intervention. The authors should de scribe a metl1od of measuring if the inrer,•ention was provided to all participants 
the same way. As well, the authors should indicate if sutjects rece ived an unintended interven~on that may have 
influenced tile ou tcomes . For example. co·intervention occurs when the study group receives an additionafintervention 
(other than tl1at inte nded). In this case, it is possible that the effect of the intervention may be over·estimated. 
Contamination refers to situations where the control group accidentally receives the study in terven tron. This could 
result in an uncler·esti mation of the impact of the intervention. 

H) ANALYSIS APPROPRIATE TO QUESTION 

Was the quantitative anai\'Sis appropriate to the researcl1 questi on bei ng asked? 

An intention· to· heat analys is is one in which all the I:Kirticipan ts in a tria l are anal)'2ed according to the intervention to 
which they 'l:ere allocated, whe ther they received it or not Intention-to-treat analyses are favoured in assessments of 
effectiveness as they min· or the noncompliance and u·eatment changes that are likely to occur when the intervention is 
used in practice. and because of U1e risk of attrition bias when participants are excluded hom til e analysis. 
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Component Ratings of Study: 

For each of tile six components A- F. use the following descrip tions as a roarmap. 

A) SELECTION BIAS 

Strong: Tile selected indi\qdua ls are ver'{ likely to te representative of the target pop.rlation(01 is 1i and there 11 

grea te1 than 80% par ti dpa tion (02 is 1 i. 

Moderate: The selected indi~iduals are at least somewha t likely to be le[llesentative of tl1e ta1get pop.llation (01 is 1 
or 2:1. and tl1ere is 60 · 79~o participation (02 is 2). 'Moderate' may also lle assigned if01 is 1 or 2 and 02 IS S(can't 
tell) 

Weak: The selected i ndr.~dua ls a1e not likely tc be rePJesentative of the target populatwn (01 IS 3 ~ or there rs less than 
60% participation !02 1s 3) or selection is not described(01 is 4). and U1e level of partic ipation is not descr1bed (02 1s 5). 

B) DESIGN 
Strong: will be assigned to th ose articles tha t described RCTs and CCTs. 

Moderate: will be assigned to tl1ose tl1a t described a cohort analytic study, a case control study, a coho rt design, or 
an in terrupted time series. 

Weak : wi ll be assigned to those that used any other method 01 did not state U1e meU10d used. 

C) CONFOUNDERS 

Strong: will be assigned to U1ose articles tha t controlled for at least SO% of relevant con foundm (01 is 2i; or (02 is 1). 

Moderate : will be given to tl·1ose studies that controlled for 60- 79% of 1elevan t con founde1s (01 is 1) and (02 is 2). 

Weak : wi ll be assigned when less than 60% of rel evant confounders •.vere controlled (01 is 1i and (02 is 3) or 
control of confounders was not descriood (01 is 3) and (02 is 4j. 

D) BLINDING 

Strong: The outcome assessor IS not a ... .'are of U1e inter,,entio n status of participants (01 is 2); and the study 
participants are not a·.vare of t11e research question (02 is 2). 

Moderate: The outcome assessor is not aware of the inteiVention s_tatus of participants (01 is 2i or the study 
participants are no t a-.vare of the research question 102 is 2), or blinding i> not describeci (Ol is 3 and 02 is 3) 

Weak : The outcome assessor is awa1e of tile in te1ven t1on status of participants (01 is 1), and t11e study pa111cipants 
are aware of the restarcll ques~on(02 is n 

E) DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

Strong: The data col lection tools have been shown to be valid (01 is 1 r. and tl1e data co lleen on tools have been 
shown to be reliat:le (02 is 1) 

Moderate: The data collection tools have been shown to be valid (01 is 1); and the data co llecti on tools have no t 
been shown 1ll tJe rel iable (02 is 2) or 1el iability is not described (02 is 3) 

Weak : The data collection tools have not been shcr~;n to be valid (01 is 2! or botl1 reh ab 1 l 1~1 and val1d1ty are not 
described (01 is 3 and OZ is 3) 

F) WITHDRAWALS AND DROP-OUTS - a rating of: 

Strong: w1ll be assigned when the fo llow-up rate is 80% or greater (02 is 1 i. 

Moderate : will be assigned when the foiiO'N-up rate is 60-79% (02 is 2) OR 02 is 5IN/A). 

W eak: will be ass igned when a follow· up rate is lm than 60% (02 is 3i or if U1e withdrawals and drop·outs were not 
descnbed !02 is 4). 
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QUALITY ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR 
QUANTITATIVE STUDIES 

COMPONENT RATINGS 

A) SELECTION BIAS 

(01 ) Are the indivi4111sselected to participate ia the study likely to be repre se otative of the target population? 
I Ver1liM; 
2 Someuha likotr 
3 Not lil;ett 

Gan·t tell 

{Q2) What percentaJ• ofstltcte4 i ndivi~ulsa gree4to putidpatt? 
I SO · 100% a~eemerl 
2 60- 79% agreement 
3 less than 60% ag-eemelt 
4 Not applic<i>le 
5 Can"ttell 

RATt THIS SECTION 

See dituonary 

B) STUDY DESIGN 

Indicate the study design 
1 Rant.bl'lil.&d COO\ lOlled trial 
2 Contrclled clinical trial 

STRONG 

3 Coh<Yt anat,.tic (t'o group pre+ post! 
4 Case-conHol 
5 Cohort (one g'CH(l pre + p 031 (hefore and af1er)) 
6 lntelllf,)ted time series 

MODERATE 

7 Other specify ----------
8 Can't tell 

Was the: study described as randmuiud? 11 NO, go 10 Component C. 
No Yes 

If Yes . was tile n1ethod of nndomiution described?(S e:e dictionary) 
No Yes 

II Yes, w.s Ike n>ethod approprlate?(Su dictionary) 
No Yes 

RATt THIS SECTION STRONG MODERATE 

See dictionary 
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C) CONFOUNDERS 

(01) Were there im1HM1ant 4ifferences between gro1ps IJri« to the interve11tion? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Ca t>'ttell 

The following are exaa1plesot collfouaders: 
I Rate 
2 Se> 
3 M..-ital st atust1a"'itf 
4 Age 
5 SES (incon1• or da") 

Education 
Heal th !.latw 
P re~nlerventit:fl Stt.Jl! on outcorne Ill I:!~ we 

(02) If yes, indicah the perceatate of rtftvant confounders that were controlled {eitheria the design {e .g. 
stratification. matcbint) oratulysisl? 

I 80- 100%(rrtosl) 
2 60- 7!ro (some) 

l ess than 60~ {fe.v 01 nonej 
Can) Tell 

RATE THIS SECTION STRONG 

See dictionary 

Dl BLINDING 

MODERATE WEAK 

(Q1} Was (were) the outcome assessor{s} aware of the iaterventio11 or upooure status of partici11ants? 
I Yes 
2 No 
3 Can1 tell 

{02} Were the study participuts awart of the resurch 'ustion? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Can'\\elt 

RATE THIS SECTION STRONG 

See dictionary 

E) DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

( 01) Were d•t• collection tools sbawn to he v>lid? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Can't tell 

( 02) Were d 111 eolloction tools shown to be reliable? 
I Yes 
2 No 
3 Can'l l •ll 

RATE THIS SECTION 

See dictionary 

STRONG 
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F) WITHDRAWALS MD OAOP :OUTS 

{01 ) Were withdrawals ud 4rop-outs ref)Orted in tenus of Rllmbers and/or naso• s per group? 
I Yes 
2 No 
3 Can'ttell 

Not Applicable (i.e. one time sur,.evs rr ilier•ie-.... ~) 

(02) Indicate the percentage of putici pants completing the study. (If the percestage differs by groups, record the 
lowest). 

I 80 ·100% 
2 60.79% 
3 less than 60% 

Can't te ll 
Not Applicable (i.e . Rotrospattr;e case -eootn~) 

RATE THIS SECTION STRONG MOOERATE 

Stt dictionary 

C) INTERVENTION INTEGRITY 

WEAK 

Not Aft>licahle 

{01) What percenla ge of participnts n ctived the allocated iaterventio11 or exposure of ia1ens l? 
1 80 -100~· 
2 60.79% 
3 leosth<ln 60% 

Con'ttell 

(Q2} Was the consistency of the inttrvtlltion measured? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Can't tell 

(Ql) Is it likely that sul~ects received an aniatended intervntion (coatuJination or co-illervention) that 111ay 
in flue nee" e results? 

4 Yes 
5 No 
6 Can'tte ll 

H) ANALYSES 

(01) ln4ico1tthe unit ol allocation (circle ooe) 
commmtl 'y' orgaru?atiOil/Jnstitution rtacttc~/clfice 

(02) Indicate the unitol .. alys is(circh one) 
ccxmnwity orgat~ t:atiOfv'ins titut ion ~act icej office 

( Q:l) Are tile s tatislical methods lllfM'OIIriate forth s tu4y4es igll? 
1 Yes 

No 
Can't I ell 

(04) Is the analysis ptrlonned by itterventio• allocalion status (i .e. intention to t reat) rather than the actual 
intervention rtce ive d? 

I Yos 
2 No 
3 Can'ttell 
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GLOBAl RATING 

COMPONENT RATINGS 
Please tr<u\<.:cribe the information frorn the graj boxes on pages 1-4 onto thi s page. See dclionaty on ho-.'f to rete this sectiort 

A SELECTION BIAS STRONG 

B STUDY DESIGN STRONG 

CONFOUNDERS STRONG 

D BliNDING STRONG 

DATA COLLECTION 
STRONG 

METHOD 

WITHDRAWALS AND 
STRONG 

DROPOUTS 

GL06liL Bliiii'JG EOB Ill IS flleEB !circle ml· 

(novVf.P.JC r<t iogs} 
(one WEM~ ra< ing) 

MODERATE 

MODERATE 

MODERATE 

MODERATE 

MODERATE 

MODERATE 

3 

SHWNG 
MODERATE 
V;JEA.K (t'.vo a more Vv'EAK ratings) 

VVrth both reyieNefS discussing the rS.ings: 

Is thee a (istrepancy betv.·een the t'.vo rwie-.overs with respect to the coo'J)Jnert (A-f) ni.irl3s? 

No Ye::; 

If yes. utthcate the reason tor the discrepancy 

Ovenight 
Drftf!fences in inlerprt!t::llion d criteria 

3 Drflerences rn interpretat ion cd st ucto;· 

Final decision of bo1h reviewer< )circle eno l: 
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Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) 
making sense of evidence 

10 questions to help you make sense of 
qualitative research 

This assessment tool has been developed for those unfmn iliar with qualitative 
research and its theoretical perspectives. 1ltis tool presents a number of 
questions that deal very broadly with some of the principles or assumptions 
that characterise qualitative research. It is 1101 a de.finitiw: guidl' and 
extensive fm1her reading is recommended. 

How to use this appraisal tool 
TI11·ec broad issues need to be considered when appraising the repot1 of 
qu alitativc rcse1u·ch : 

• lligour: has a thorough and app ropriate approach been applied to 

• key research methods in the study? 

• Credibility: are the findin gs wen presented and meaningful? 

• Relevance: how useful are the findings to you and your 
organisation? 

1ltc .I 0 quest ions on the following pngcs art~ designed to help youth ink abou t 
these issues systematically. 

1ltc first two questions arc screening questions and can be answered quickly. 
If the answer to both is "yes~. it is 1vorth proceeding with the rcmuining 
questions. 

A number of italicised prompts nrc g iven after each question. 1ltcsc m·c 
designed to remind you why the question is important. Record your reasons 
for your answers in the spaces provided. 

The 10 questions have been developed by the national CASP collaboration for 
quali tative methodologies. 

©Public Health Resource Unit, England (2006). All rights reserved. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
lransmtted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of the Public Health 
Resource Unit If pemission is given, then copies must include this statement 
together with the \vords "Q Public Health Resource Unit, England 2006". Hm'>'ever, 
NHS organisations may reproduce or use the publication for non-commercial 
educational purposes provided the source is acknc:~t.iedged . 
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Screening Questions 

1. Was there a clear statement of the aims 
of the research? 

Consider. 

- what the goal of the research was 

- why it Is Important 

-Us relevance 

2. Is a qualitative methodology appropriate? 

Considet: 

- if the researciJ seeks to interpret or iUuminate 
the actions and/or subjective experiences of 
tesearc/J participants 

Is it worth continuing? 

Detailed questions 

Appropriate research design 

0 Yes 

DYes 

3. Was the research design appropriate to Write comments here 
address the aims of the research? 

Consider. 

- if t/Je researcher has justified the researc/1 
design (e.g. have they discussed how they 
decided which methods to use?) 

Sampling 

4. Was the recruitment strategy appropriate 
to the aims of the research? 

Consider. 

- if the researcher has explained how the 
participants were selected 

- if they explained wfly the paltlcipants they 
selected were the most appropria te to provide 
access to the type of knowledge sought by the 
study 

- If there are any discussions around recruitment 
(e.g. why some people chose not to take palt) 

..0 Pubf~-: HeDftn Re.soorce Unit, Eng~'and (2006) . All dgt?ts r~sefVed. 
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Data collection 

5. Were the data collected in a way that 
addressed the research issue? 

Consider: 

- if the setting for data collection was jusUfied 

-if it is clear how data were collected (e.g. focus 
group .. semi-structured Interview etc) 

- if tile researcher has justified the methods 
chosen 

-if the researcher has made the methods explicit 
(e.g. for Interview method. Is //Jere an Indication 
of how intetv/ews were conducted, did they 
used a topic guide?) 

- if methods were modified during the study. If so. 
has the researcher explained how and why? 

-if tile fotm of data is clear (e.g. tape recordings, 
video material, notes etc) 

-if tile researcher has discussed saturation of 
data 

Write comments here 

Rej/exil'ity (research partnership relations/recognition of researcher bias) 

6. Has the relationship between researcher and 
participants been adequately considered? 

Consider whether it is clear: 

-if the researcher critically examined their own 
role. potential bias and influence during: 

- fonnulauon of researc/1 questions 

-data collection, Including sample recruitment 
and choice of location 

- how the researcher responded to events during 
the study and whether they considered the 
implications of any changes in the research 
design 

Ethical Issues 

7. Have ethical issues been taken into 
consideration? 

Consider: 

- if there are sufficient details of how the research 
was explained to participants for the reader to 
assess whether ethical standards were 
maintained 

- if the researcher has discussed Issues raised by 
the study (e. g. Issues around Informed conselll 
or confidentiality or /1ow they have handled the 
effects of the study on the participants during 
and aner the study) 

- if approval has been sought from the ethics 
committee 

~ PtJbl~:. Heat.n R~ux1rce Unit, Eng.'a nd {2006) . A/1 rights resefved. 
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Data Ana(l'sis 

8. Was the data analysis sufficiently rigorous? 

Consider: 

-If there Is an in.<fepth description of the analysis 
process 

- if themaUc analysis Is used. If so, is it clear /low 
the categories/themes were derived from the 
data? 

- wllether the researcher explains how the data 
presented wete selected from 1/19 original 
sample to demonstrate tile analysis process 

-if sufficient data are presented to support the 
findings 

- to what extent contradictory data are taken 
into account 

- whether the researcher critically examined their 
own role. potential bias and influence during 
analysis and selection of data for presentation 

Findings 

9. Is there a clear statement of findings? 

Consider: 

-If the findings are explicft 

- if there is adequate discussion of the evidence 
both for and against the researchers arguments 

- if the researcher lms discussed the credibilffy of 
their findings (e.g. triangulation. respondent 
validation, more limn one analyst.) 

- if the findings are discussed in relation to the 
original research questions 

Va l11e o.f th~ research 

10. How valuable is the research? 

Consider: 

- If the researcher discusses the contribution the 
study makes to existing knowledge or 
understanding (e .g. do they consider the 
findings in relation to current practice or policy, 
or relevant research-based literature?) 

- If they identify new areas where research is 
necessary 

- if the researchers /lave discussed whether or 
/lOW the findings can be transferred to other 
populations or considered other ways the 
research may be used 

"-' Ptlbl-: Heol:n R~scx1rce Urtit, Eng.'and (2006) All ogt:ts reserv&d. 
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Appendix C: Critical appraisal process 

Nine included studies 

critical appraisal study 1 (Quali)' 

1. Harrison(2008: 175-189) 
Hidden love: sexual ideologies and relationships among rural South African 
adolescents in the context of HIV/AIDS. 
Type of design/study: Multi-method qualitative study 
Setting: Rural Kwazulu Natal 
Aims: To examine sexuality formation of young people aged 14-19 

years. 
Sample: Randomly selected, eligibility was based on age, grade level and 

reported sexual experience, availabil ity during non-school hours 
for participation. 

Data collection: Peer group discussions and in-depth interviews with selected 
participants from the peer group. 

Data analysis: Four step analytical processes were used for both peer group and 
in-depth interview group. Structured reading of the transcripts , 
identification of the core themes and development of a structured 
coding scheme, identification of major analytic domains and 
creation of matrices to allow comparison between groups. 

Rigour 
Instrument used: CASP qualitative 
There is a clear statement of the aims of the research . The qualitative methodology was 
appropriate to examine sexuality formation of the participants. Participants were selected 
based on the eligibility. They were appropriate to provide the type of knowledge sought by 
the study, as the 14.1% of young people estimated to be H IV infected resides in Kwazulu 
Natal. The researcher used a tape recorder to collect data from the peer group discussions 
and in-depth interviews and also written field notes. The peer group discussions were 
repeated which allowed the development of trust and rapport. There were no sufficient 
details on ethical issues like informed consent or confidentiality or how they have handled 
the participants during and after study. In depth description of analysis was reported , 
thematic analysis was used and clear how categories/themes were derived. There is 
sufficient data to support the findings and there was adequate discussion of the evidence 
both for and against the researcher's arguments. The research identified the need for 
research on sexual context of sexual risk. 

Relevance to the Impact of dominant Sexual ideologies on the ABC HIV prevention 
current study: strategy. 
Decision: Grade II : medium evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study 2(Quali) 

2. Harrison eta/ (201 0:991-1 000) 
In the Absence of Marriage: Long-term concurrent partnerships, pregnancy, 
and HIV risk dynamics among South African young Adults. 

Type of design/study: 
Setting: 
Aims: 

Sample: 

Data collection : 
Data analysis: 
Rigour 
Instrument used: CASP qualitative 

Longitudinal qualitative study 
Rural Northern Kwazulu Natal 
To explore young people's sexual networking 
patterns with primary and secondary partnerships 
and HIV risk dynamics 
Purposive sampling of participants between 18 
and 24 years old. 
In-depth interviews 
NVivo 7 was used to analyse data 

There is a clear statement of the aims of the research . The research design is 
appropriate as the researcher seeks to explore subjective experiences of the 
research participants. Sampling was purposive and participants were recruited by 
announcements and distribution of fliers in grade 11 and 12. The sample is not 
representative as not all 18-24 years old are in school. Eligible participants have to 
be in a sexually active heterosexual relationship. Data was collected with an 
audiotape in the in-depth interviews; they were conducted in lsiZulu, and then 
translated and transcribed into English using a standard procedure. The interview 
guide was developed in consultation with the study team. The researchers and 
interviewers monitored the development of majority and minority viewpoints, with the 
aim of achieving saturation or redundancy. All participants provided informed 
consent, and were given explanations on confidentiality and research participant's 
rights . Local government and traditional authorities were consulted before the study 
was under taken. Data analysis was sufficiently detailed . Thematic analysis was 
used and was clearly explained how themes were derived . Findings are explicit and 
more than one analyst analysed the findings. The researcher reported findings both 
for and against his argument. The researcher discussed the contribution the study 
makes to existing knowledge and identified new areas where research is necessary. 

Relevance to the current study: Partnership dynamics and HIV preventative 
behaviour 

Decision: Grade II : medium evidence 
Included 
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Critical appraisal study 3(Qual i) 

3. Ragnarsson eta/ ( 2008: 739) 
Young males' gendered sexuality in the era of HIV and AIDS In Limpopo Province, 
South Africa 
Type of design/study: Qualitative study 
Setting: Mankweng, about 30 km east of Limpopo Province's capital 

city, Polokwane. It consists mostly of periurban, tribal villages 
and informal settlements. 

Aims: To describe how young people, both girls and boys, depict and 
interpret male gender and sexuality in their community. 

Sample: The schools were randomly selected, and participants were 
asked to volunteer to participate and research team selected 
participants from the volunteers in grade 8, aged 12-14 years. 

Data collection: Focus group discussion 
Data analysis: Latent content analysis 
Rig our 
Instrument used: CASP qualitative 
There is a clear statement of aims of the research. The Qualitative approach was 
appropriate as the researcher aims to describe how young people depict and interpret 
sexuality. Participants were selected from the volunteers and only participants in grade 8 
were selected. Therefore, the study is not representative of all 12-14 years old in Mankweng 
schools, as some may be in lower grades, not attending school or did not volunteer. Hence, 
the findings cannot be generalised. Focus group discussions were based on an open-ended 
thematic questions guide. This al lows the facilitators to explore, probe and ask questions 
that elucidate particular areas of interest and to word questions spontaneously, but with the 
predetermined theme in mind. Discussions were conducted in the native language of the 
participants. Sessions were videotaped and lasted 1,5 hours. One team member took notes 
during the discussions to ensure that the transcripts are complete and accurate. Data 
analysis was clear and detailed. In-depth discussion with team members from the study site 
also helped in validating the accuracy of data and resu lts of analysis . Ethical issues were 
taken into consideration. The study was approved by the relevant ethics committees. 
Informed consent was obtained from parents and school governing bodies, but 
confidentiality and rights of research participants were not explained to the participants. The 
researcher did not explain how they handled the effect of the study on participants during 
and after the research. The researcher did not examine potential bias and influence during 
the study. The findings are explicit, but there is no adequate discussion of evidence that is 
against the researcher's argument. The study has value as the findings can help in the future 
design of explorative research and intervention development. This includes the perspectives 
of adolescents and sexual health in low-income settings at the macro level. The researcher 
identified new areas where research is necessary. 
Relevance to the current study: How young people's perceptions on male gender 

and sexuality influence their sexual behaviour thus 
the ABC HIV prevention strategy. 

Decision: Grade II: Medium evidence 
included 
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Critical appraisal study 4(Quali) 

4. Selikow eta/ ( 2009:37:107) 
I am not "umqwayito": a qualitative study of peer pressure and sexual risk 
behaviour among youn ;.~adolescents in Cape Town, South Africa. 
Type of design/study: Qualitative study 
Setting: Cape town metropolis 
Aims: To understand how negative peer pressure increases hig~ 

risk sexual behaviour. 
Sample: Convenience sampling was used to select four secondary 

schools in the Cape town metropolis, students between 
the ages of 13 and 14 years participated on a voluntary 
basis. 

Data collection: Focus groups 
Data analysis: Code-recode procedure 
Rigour 
Instrument used: CASP qualitative 
There is a clear aims of the research. Qualitative methodology was appropriate as 
the researchers aimed to understand the specific mechanisms through which 
negative normative peer pressure functions. The selection of schools was based on 
the schools in Cape town which did not take part in the school-based HIV/AIDS 
prevention in the Sub-Saharan Africa project. Therefore the sample was not ,exposed 
to the intervention before which limit bias. Focus groups were used to collect data 
using open-ended guidelines. This allowed for rich discussion as respondents 
engage with the moderator as well as with each other. An environment was created 
by experienced moderators where participants felt free to put forward divergent 
views. Data analysis was done using the code-recode procedure. The details of how 
themes were identified are explained . Key differences between researchers were 
resolved in a meeting, and a discussion process was central to measure of validity 
and conformability through agreements and disagreements to achieve consensus. 
Informed consent was obtained from students and parents . Relevant ethics 
committee approved the study. Students were given a guarantee of confidentiality 
but their rights as research participants were not explained to them. In depth 
description of data analysis process was given, and inclusion of contradictory data 
was taken into account. Findings are explicit, adequate discussion of evidence for 
researcher's argument and minimal on evidence against the researcher's argument. 
More than one analyst was involved in data analysis. The find ings identified the gap 
for research to investigate barriers that inhibit adults from communicating with 
adolescents about sexuality. The findings cannot be generalised as the study 
included only four schools in cape town. 
Relevance to the The effect of negative peer pressure on sexual behaviours 
current study: that impacts on the ABC HIV prevention strategy 
Decision: Grade II: medium evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study 5 (Quanti) 

5. Maart et al (2010: 438-443) 
The sexual behaviour of physically_ disabled adolescents 
Type of design/study: Cross-sectional, descriptive and analytic research 

design 
setting: Cape town special schools 
Aims: To compare the sexual behaviours of adolescents with 

physical disabilities to those of their non-disabled 
peers. 

sample: All special schools in Cape town which caters for 
ch ildren with physical impairments. Learners in grade 
8-11 , which are identified by the therapists as meeting 
the requirements( able to read , comprehend the 
questions and able to independently fill in the form). 

Data collection: South African youth risk behaviour survey 
questionnaire 

Data analysis: Statistica version 8 
Rig our 
Instrument used: EPHPP Quality assessment tool 
The aim of the research is clear. The quantitative methodology was appropriate as 
the researcher aimed to compare the sexual behaviours of adolescents with physical 
disabi lities to those of their non-disabled peers. The sample was somewhat likely to 
be representative of the target group as only 60-70%. agreed to participate in the 
study. The sample was not randomised . All special schools were included and 
therefore there was no selection bias. The confounders were that other students 
were disabled and other not. The assessors were aware of the intervention and 
bl inding of the participants is not explained. Data was collected using the South 
African youth risk behaviour survey, which has been tested for reliab ility and 
validity.140 consent forms were returned with parental consent but only 107 
participated. Withdrawals and drop-outs were 33 students as they were absent from 
school on the day of the survey. Follow-up was scheduled for those absent, but not 
all data were obtained due to exams. 60-79% of the selected participants answered 
the intended questionnaire. Statistica version 8 was used to analyse the data. 
Descriptive statistics was utilised as the data in national survey is presented by 
grade rather than age and grade as was used as the grouping variables. Ethical 
approval was obtained from the relevant ethics committee . The study rated weak for 
blind ing. 

Relevance to the current Risky sexual behaviours among disabled adolescents 
study: 
Conclusion: Grade II : medium evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study 6(Quanti) 

6. Pettifor (2008: 1266-1273) 
Keep them in school: the importance of education as a protective factor 
against HIV infection among young South African women. 
Type of design/study: Survey design 
Setting: South Africa 
Aims: To better understand those factors that may 

increase young South African women's risk of HIV 
prevention focused on risk factors among young 
women reporting one lifetime sexual partner. 

Sample: Three stage, disproportionate, stratified sampling 
Data collection : Questionnaire, Orasure for oral specimen and 

Vironostika Uni-form II HIV-1/2 plus 0 MicroEi isa 
system for HIV-1/2 antibodies 

Data analysis: Unweighted counts, weighted percentages and 
Bivariate analyses 

Rig our 
Instrument used: EPHPP Qual ity Assessment Tool 
Participants are very li kely to be representative of the target group. The study was 
randomised using the Kish grid method . Confounders were those women that 
reported one lifetime sex partner. Blinding of participants is not explained . Data 
collection tools reported to be are val id and reliable. Withdrawals and drop-outs are 
not applicable as it was one time survey. 80-100% of the selected participants 
received the al located intervention . 
Relevance to the current Identification of risk of the factors for HIV infection 
stud_y: in women with one lifetime sex partner. 
Decision : Grade 1: strong evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study ?(Quanti) 

7. Boulle et al (2008:771-781) 
Exploring HIV risk perception and behaviour in the context of antiretroviral 
treatment: results from a township household survey. 
Type of desiqn/study Cross sectional study 
Setting: Khayelisha , a township on the outskirts of Cape 

town 
Aims: To assess HIV risk perception and risk behaviour in 

a specific context characterised by high HIV 
_Qrevalence and exposure to treatment interventions: 

Sample: Two staqe cluster sampling 
Data collection: Questionnaire adapted from UNAIDS best Practice 

collection on Behaviour Monitoring 
Data analysis: Weighted proportions and means with 95%CI for 

patient characteristics . multiple logistic regression 
models and generalised estimating equations 

Rigour 
Instrument used : EPHPP Quality Assessment Tool 
The sample was very likely to be representative of the target group. The sampling 
was randomised, 10 households were randomly selected within each Enumerator 
area which consisted of 200 households. Therefore, anybody had a chance of being 
selected . Confounders were women with one lifetime sex partner. Blind ing was not 
explained. Data collection tools were reported reliable and valid and the 
questionnaire was piloted in the community. Withdrawals and drop-outs were not 
applicable as it was one time survey. 80-100% of the sample received the allocated 
intervention . The statistical methods were appropriate for the study design. Ethics 
issues were taken into consideration. 
Relevance to the current study HIV risk perception , behaviour and intervention up-

take . 
Decision : Grade 1: Strong evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study 8(Quanti) 

8. Pettifor eta/ (2005:971-980) 
A community-based study to examine the effect of a youth HIV prevention 
intervention on young people aged 15-24 in South Africa: results of the 
baseline surve_y_ 
Type of design/study: Quasi-experimental , community based, controlled 

repeated cross-sectional study 
Setting: 33 communities in South Africa 
Aims: To determine where South African youths living in 

communities that had either of two youth HIV 
prevention interventions (a) Lovelife Youth Centre(Y-
centre) or (b) Lovelife National Adolescent Friendly 
Clinic Initiative (NAFCI) would have lower prevalence 
of HIV than communities without either of these 
interventions (Control). 

Sample: 11 youth centres, one in each province, two in 
KwaZulu Natal and Eastern Cape, as well as the 
control clinics and NAFCI. Participants were randomly 
selected. 

Data collection : Interview administered questionnaire and provided 
biological sample to test for HIV and STis. 

Data analysis: STAT A 8.0(StatCorp 2003) 
Rig our 
Instrument used: EPHPP Quality Assessment Tool 
The selected participants are very likely to represent the target group. The study 
design is Randomised control trial. Cofounders were the interventions group and the 
control group. The participants were blinded. Data collection tools reported to be 
rel iable and valid . W ithdrawals and drop-out were not applicable, one time survey. 
All participants received allocated intervention and they were measured for 
consistency. No contamination was reported . Statistical methods were appropriate 
for the study design. Ethical issues were taken into considerations. 
Relevance to the current study: Youth HIV prevention interventions 
Decis ion: Grade 1: Strong evidence 

included 
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Critical appraisal study 9(Quanti) 

9. Simbayi eta/ (2004:605-618) 
Behavioural responses of South African youth to the HIV/AIDS epidemic :a 
national survey 
TyQ_e of study/design: Cross-sectional design 
Setting: South Africa 
Aims: To investigate the behavioural responses of South 

African youth to HIV/AIDS epidemic. 
Sample: Complex probability sampling technique was used 

to create master sample. Sample stratified into nine 
provinces and four locality types. The sampling was 
done disproportionately to size for minority racial 
groups, locaiity type and provinces. Youth aged 15-
24 years, both males and females. 

Data collection: Self administered questionnaire and OraSure for 
fluid specimen collection 

Data analysis: STATA (Stata Corp, 2002), chi-square and the 0,05 
level of significance testing 

Rigour 
Instrument used: EPHPP Quality Assessment Tool 
The participants were very likely representative of the target population. Probability 
sampling technique was used . Confounders are age of the participants, none were 
controlled. Blinding is not reported. Data collection tools reported to be reliable and 
valid . Withdrawal and drop out not applicable as it was a one time survey. 60-79% of 
participants received the intended intervention . . Consistency was measured . 
Statistical tool was appropriate for the study design. Ethical issues taken into 
consideration . 
Relevance to the current study: Behavioural response of South African 

youth to the HIV/AIDS e~idemic. 
Decision: Grade 1: Strong evidence 

included 
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Three excluded studies 

Critical appraisal study 1 (Quanti) 

1. Manzini (2001: 44-51) 
Sexual initiation and childbearing among adolescent girls in KwaZulu Natal, 
South Africa 
Type of design/study: survey 
Setting~ Durban and Mtunzini 
Aims: To identify some of the main features that characterise the 

first sexual encounter, and examine relationsh ip between 
sexual initiation · and the methods used at first sex to 
prevent pregnancy and STis. 

Sample: Multi-stage systematic cluster sampling 
Data collection: Structured questionnaire 
Data analysis: Weighted data 
Rigour 
Instrument used: EPHPP Quality Assessment Tool 
The participants were very likely to be representative of the target group as 82,2% 
responded . The sample was selected randomly. Confounders were girls aged 14-22 
years and only 47% was controlled. Blinding was not explained . Data collection tools 
reliability and validity is not reported. Withdrawals and drop-out are not reported . 
Less than 60% received the allocated intervention. Weighted data was used to 
analyse data. Ethical issues were not taken into consideration. 

Relevance to the current study: Sexual initiation among adolescents 
Decision: Grade Ill : Poor evidence 

excluded 
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Critical appraisal study 2(Quanti) 

2. Kalichman et al (2009) 
Heterosexual Anal intercourse among community and clinical settings in Cape 
Town, South Africa 
Type of design/study: Survey 
Setting: Cape town 
Aims: To examine the occurrence of anal intercourse in 

samples drawn from community and cl inic settings 
Sample: Convenience sample 
Data collection : questionnaire 
Data analysis: Logistic regressions 
Rigour 
Instrument used: EPHPP Quality Assessment Tool 
The sample was selected by convenience sampling technique, therefore it is not 
representative of the target group. The confounders were health status whereby 
participants were referred from the clinic after STI diagnosis and treatment. Blinding 
of participants is not reported. Data collection tools reliability and validity was not 
established. Withdrawal and drop-out was not applicable as it was a one time 
survey. The 80-100% received the intended intervention. Statistical method used 
was logistic regression . Ethical issues were not taken into considerations. The 
design expected participants to recall period of three months which can result 
inaccurate estimates of higher frequency. Only 34% reported anal intercourse in the 
previous three months, the findings cannot be generalised. 

Relevance to the current Anal intercourse plays a role in heterosexual HIV 
study: epidemics in South Africa. 
Decision : Grade Ill : Poor evidence 

excluded 
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Critical appraisal study 3(Quanti) 

3. Maharaj (2008:838-841) 
Ethnicity and sexual lifestyle among college students in a high-risk 
environment, Durban , South Africa 
Type of design/study: Cross sectional study 
Setting: Durban, three public tertiar)' institutions 
Aims: Examine how the relative importance of A, B and C 

varies between the major ethic groups. 
Sample: Men and women aged 17-24 years, African , Indian 

and whites. 
Data collection : Self-completed questionnaire survey 
Data analysis: Not explained 
Rig our 
Instrument used : EPHPP Qual ity Assessment Tool 
A clear aim of the research . The quantitative methodology was appropriate for the 
research aim . The researcher did not explain how the sample was selected , and is 
somewhat likely to be representative of the target group as only 6% of Whites and 
17% of Indian. Confounder was race. Blinding was not necessary. Data collection 
tool reliabil ity and validity is not explained (rated weak). Data analysis is not 
explained (rated weak) . Withdrawals and drop-outs are not applicable as it was a 
onetime survey. Ethical approval obtained from the relevant ethics committee but no 
informed consent from the participants. 

Relevance to the current Examines the ABC HIV prevention strategy between 
study: major ethnic groups. 
Decision: Grade Ill: poor evidence 

Excluded 
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Appendix D: Critically appraisal articles 

Example of two Included Articles and one excluded 
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Hidden Lov e: Sexual ideologies and relationship ideals 
among rural South African adolescents. in the context of 
HIV/AIDS 

ABIGAIL HARRISON 

Population Swdi~s and Training Cm1er, B rown Universi1y, Provideuce USA 

Abstracr 
In KwaZuluiNntal, South Africa, the social construction of young people's sexuality rellects both a 
complex historical pro~x:ss of cultural and religious integration, as well as the contemporary 
resurgence of ' traditionalism' . How do young people inte111ret these !actors ro construct and give 
meuning to their own sexualities? This multi-method qualitative study e..xamined sexuality and 
rdntionship formation among sexually experienced young people aged 14-19 in a rura l ~1.1b-di strict. 

In this setting, sexual activity is highly stigmatL~ed, particu larly for young teenage women. Dominant 
sexual ideologies centre on 'good behaviour', the idea that 'sex is wrong'., and abstinence as a 
preferred prevention strategy. Young women's relationships are often h idden but sexual relationships 
are ulso an important p art of the trans ition to adttlthood. 1bese dichotomies of love and romance 
versus stigma and secrecy fmme young people's discourse about sexuality. A discourse about healthy 
sexuality is largely ab setlt, impeding the prevention of HIV in this setting. 

Resume 
Au KwazuluiNatul, Afrique du Sud, Ia cons truction sociale de !a sexualite d es jcunes reflt!te a !a fois 
un processus historique complcxe d'int~-gmtion culturelle ct rdigicusc, et lu resurgence contcmpor
ainc du 'traditiona!isme'. Commenr les jeunes interpn!tent-ils ces facteurs pour construi re leurs 
proprcs sexualites ctlcur donn er une sign ificati on? Cette etude multi methodes qualitative a examine 
la formation de Ia sexualitc ct des relations chez des jctmes ages d e 14 ~~ 19 uns ct sexucllement 
experimentes, dans un sous district rural. Dans cet environnement., l' activite sexuelle est fonem<:!nt 
stigmatisce, en particu lier chez les adolescentes. Les ideolo!;ies sexuelles dominantes som centrees sur 
les ' bons comportcments'.• !'id ee que les rapports scxuels sont une 'mauvaise chose', ct !'abstinence, 
en tam que strategiede prevention il privilegier. Les relations qu'emretiennent les jelmes femmes sont 
sou vent cachecs, mais les relations sexuelles sont elles auss i une dimension importante de Ia transition 
vers l'tige adulte. Ces dichotomies entre !'amour et le romantisme d'une part, et la stigmatisadon ct le 
secret d'autre pan, consti tuent la base des d iscours des jeunes sur la sexualite. Les disco urs sur tm<:! 
scxuali tc sa ine sont largement absent.'>, ce qui a pour effct de gencr Ia pr["Vention du VlH dans cet 
environne1ncnt. 

Hcsun1cn 
En Kwa Zu:tu Natal, Sud[tfrica, Ia construccwn social de la sexualidnd de los j6vem:s refleja un 
com plejo proccso hist6rico de integracit\n cultural y religiosn peru tambicn lln rcs urgimiento 
contcmporimeo de ' tradit.;onal ismo' . (Como intcrpretan los j6venes estos factures par~ construir y dar 
signiticodo a su propin sexualidnd? En este estudio cunlita tivo de varios mi:todos, ln sexualidad y la 
fonnaci(m de relaciones fueron an alizados entre j6venes con experienciu sexu al de 14 a 19 unos en tm 
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subdistriro rurdl. En csre cntorno, !a uctividad sexual L-s tu muy cstigmatizada, cspcdalmcnrc entre las 
j6venes adolescent~s. Las ideologfa sexuales dominames se concentran en un 'buen comporramiemo', 
Ia idea de que el 'sexo es malo' y Ia abstinencia como tmu estrategia preferida para Ia prevencion. Con 
frccncncia se oculran las relacionc:s de las adokscentes, no obstante las relacioncs se.xunlcs tambicn 
son una parte importante del paso a Ia edad adulra . Con estas d icotomias de amory ro mance, frente 
al estigma y los sccretos, sc elnboran los dis<;un;os de los i6venes sobre sexualidad. ~o existe en 
absoluto un d iscurso sobre la sa lud sexnal lo que imp ide prevenir el contagio del vi rus del sida en este 
emorno. 

Keywords: S'cxualiry, Africa, young p;;ople, H/VIAID.)~ relmim1ships 

Introduction 

In s ub-Saharan Africa, ab out two-d1irds of all HIV infections occur among young people 
aged 15- 24 (UNAIDS 2006). In South Africa, these pattems arc even m ore pronounced, 
with 10--12% of young people living with HIV (Shisana e1 al 2005). At present, 15% of the 
world's HIV-infccted population aged 15--24 lives in South Afric.1., although the country 
has less than 1% of the global population in this age group (Hallman 2004) . Young women 
arc more likely to be infected: an estimated 15.5% of South African women aged 15·-24 arc 
HIV-infectcd, compared to 4.8%, of men (Petti for el a/. 2005). 

Appropriately, social science research has sought to understand these gender differences in 
HIV prevalence. If young women arc more vulnerable ro HIV, \Vhy and how docs rhis happen? 
Both globally and in South Africa, yOtmg people experience high levels of sexual risk (Dowsen 
and Aggleron 1999, Enton ct al. 2003, Reddy c1 a!. 2003) . Throughout sub-Saharan Africa, 
highly unequal gender and power relations mean d1at women face multiple vulnerabilities for 
HIV/AIDS (Shcfer and Ruiters 1998, Susser and Stein 2000, Campbell and MacPhail 2002, 
Jewkes e1 al. 2003). Within the construction of heterosexual relationships, women often lack 
the power to negotiate with whom to ha\'C sex, as well as when and how (Gibson and Hardon 
2005, Bhana el a/. 2007) . These vulnerabilities arc further compounded by age, constraining 
prevention choices such as condom usc (Harrison eta/. 2001; lV1acPhail and Campbell2001) 
or limiting sexual decision-making power for young women, particularly in relationships with 
older men (Varga 1997, Wood e1 al. 1998, Hanison e1 al. 2001) . Both sexual coercion, which 
is common, and the practice of partnering with older men increase young women's HIV risk 
(Gregson e1 a/. 2002, ~v1acPhail et al. 2002, Dunkle e1 aL 2004). In southern Africa, these 
gende r dynamics are compounded by historical inequalities that have contrib uted to 

widespread social dislocation and long-term disruption in family and social organization 
(Gilbctt and Walker 2002). 

Entrenched gender beliefs also strongly influence young people's socialisation and the 
dcvc.lopmem of social norms surrounding sexuality. Sociocultural beliefs about gender 
ro les often mandate deferential behaviour in yow1g women and in sexual relationships 
(Varga 2003), although norms and artirudes about gender roles arc changing (O'Sullivan 
et al. 2006). Similarly, constructions of femininity can create an unsafe sexua l identity 
(Reddy and Dunne 2007), through enactment of social expectations to remain passive and 
deferential or an emphasis on girls being 'good' (Pattman 2005). 

Gendcred social organization thus provides an overarching framework within which young 
people enact their sexua lity. However, understanding the social consnuction of young 
people 's sexuality requires attention to the range of meanings and d efinitions attached w 
sexuality and relationships. Studies of African young people's sexualities highlight several 
common themes. First, social and demographic changes have resulted in a later age at 
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marriage throughout sub-..'iaharan Africa, meaning that adolescence is extended and 
prcmari tal sexual activity more common (Mensch ct a!. I 998) . Second, sc..xuality is contested, 
often highlighting generational differences between youth, who sec open sexual expression as 
'modern', and their parents, who remain invested in sexual regimes based on marriage and 
reproduction (Smith 2000, MacPhail and Campbcll2001, Wight et at. 2006). Third, young 
people may rely on peers rather than established forms of sexuality education (Prazak 2000, 
Rivers and Agglcton 2000), which may reinforce tmsafe behaviours rather than promote 
accurate knowledge (Mufune 2003) . Fourth, rhe stigma or shame associated \vith sexual 
activity outside maniagc may fun.her constrain young people's access to approptiarc advice 
and information (Harrison 2002, Morrell 2003, Haram 2005, lzugbara 2005). 

T ogether, this body of research draws attention to young people's negotiation and 
construction of their sexuality within moral frameworks (Dilger 2003) that rely on a range 
of context-specific social influences or available 'cultural resources' (Patnnan 2005) . For 
African young people, developing such a moral framework often requires drawing 
simultaneously on relatively conservative social nonns, highly modern romantic aspirations 
about relmionships and the community discourse through which these changes arc 
contested (Smith 2000, Dilger 2003). 

In contemporary South Africa, three interlocking and increasingly public discourses on 
the themes of sexua.lity, 'tradition' and religion have strongly influenced societal views 
about sexuality (LcCJcrc-Madlala 2001, Reid and Walker 2005, Burns 2007). Since the 
late 19th century, when young urban migrant women were perceived to have ' loose morals' 
(Gaitskell 1982, Marks 2002), pub lic debate over young women's sexuality has occulTed. 
Recently, the discourse has centred on the HIV epidemic, but other topics, including 
abortion rights (Harrison eta/. 2000), virginity resting (LcC!crc-Madlala 2001, Scorgic 
2002) and universal sexuality education in sccondal)' schools, have also been contested. 
Common to these debates has been intense public scrutiny of young women 's sexual 
mores. Most recent scholarship on sexuality in relation tO ' tradition', culture and 
Christianity in South Africa has addressed either the historical context (Dclius and Glaser 
2002, Reid and Walker 2005), the evolution of historical pnicticcs related to sexuality, such 
as virginity testing (LeClcrc-.l\1adlala 2001 ), or new developments in nonnative masculine 
behaviour (Hunter 2004). 

The negotiation of 'tradition' - and its rcconstru<.:tion - occupies a prominent place in 
contemporary South African discourse (Burns 2007) . Since 1994, high-level advocacy for a 
movement broadly conceptualized as an 'African renaissance' has emerged (Mbeki 2001) . 
Implicitly, this re-lcgitimisation of 'cui rural' pride has fostered belief that returning to past 
' traditions' can resolve contemporary problems, including HIV/AIDS. Popular notions of 
sexuality arc generally assumed to reflect African 'traditional' practices, often witl1 little 
examination of actual historical pract.ice (Delius and Glaser 2002, Bums 2007). This 'nco
traditionalism' or 'rc-traditionalisation' (Oomcn 2000) is often highly conservative, 
imcrpreting cultural practices as static and immutable ' traditions' that reflect an unbroken 
connection with tl1c past, rather than a set of dynamically contested and adaptive beliefs 
(Spiegel and Boonzaicr 1988). 

Importantly, the influence of Christian beliefs on contemporary norms about sexuality is 
often overlooked, in particular the role of mission Christianity in altering established cultural 
practices (Dclius and Glaser 2002). In the late 19th century, missionaries sought to eliminate 
'primitive' or 'backward' pracrkcs, such as puberty rites, sc..xual education and the practice of 
thigh sex (ulwsoma), since sc..xual re lations were deemed appropriate only for procreation 
(Gaitskclll982, !viarks 2002). Christian beliefs, however, did not r eplace indigenous customs 
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bur, mthcr, became interwoven with them (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991 ). As a result, the 
'traditions' often promoted in 'contemporary discourse owe as much to a Christian ...... and 
therefore western -···· heritage as much as an Africanist one (Bums 2007). 

There has been little emphasis to date on how the contemporary discourse surrounding 
culture, 'tradit ion' and sexuality relates to young people's o-wn constructions of sexua lity. 
This paper uses qualitative data to C..'<aminc how young men and women engage with these 
socioculmral influences to constmct and enact their sexuality in rural KwaZuiU!Natal, 
South Africa. The paper also discusses the implications of young people's sc..xual ideologies 
and relationship ideals for HIV prevention, an urgent priority given South Africa's severe 
HIV/AIDS epidemic. 

Research seuing 

Located on the cast coast of South Africa, KwaZulu/Natal is the country's largest province, 
wid1 a population of almost 10 million. The rural areas, home to about half the population, 
compri.se some of the country's most economically disadvantaged areas (United Nations 
Development Programme 2006). KwaZulu/Natal also has the highest HIV prevalence, with 
14.1% of young people and 16.5% of the general population being estimated to be HJV
infccted (Shisana el al. 2005). 

Labour migration, along with colonial and apartheid-era policies, deeply affected the 
social organization of rural KwaZulu/Natal. \Vith continued rural underdevelopment, 
migration of botl1 men and women to urban areas remains common. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, this region expcticnced widespread violence as the base for the 
Zulu political and edmic nationalist movement Inharha. Although me apmtheid system had a 
strongly negative overall impact on social cohesion, .b1lwrha and other state-sponsored 
movements artificially promoted group ident ity using notions of culture and 'u·adition' 
(i\liarks 1989). This movement had a long-tenn impact on rural social life, particularly 
through socialization of the current generation with a strong Zulu cultural identity. In 
particular, Inhatlra 's patriarchal vision, whereby migrant mc.n retained rural property and 
other rights, has entrenched a conservative, highly gcndered framework of social organization. 
Rural conservatism is futthcr influenced by religious belief. With a predominantly Christian 
pop ulation, western missionaries established a lo.ng-tenn presence in the rural areas, including 
the development (lf schools and hospitals. Recently, 'independent' churches have become 
popular, often emphasizing both Africanist and Christian teachings or increasingly, 
Pentecostalism, as in the popular Zionist and Apostolic churches (Comaroff and Comaroff 
1991). With about half of rural residents claiming membership in such churches, their 
influence on social life, including young people's sexuality, is substantial (Muller 1999) . 

Zulu culwral practices re!a1ed to sexualily 

Ethnogmphic accounts provide historical insight into the management of young people's 
sexuality in Zulu culmre. According to custom, puberty rituals (umhlonyam) prepm·ed 
young women for marriage witl1 songs about premarital morality, loyalty to the clan and 
family, and sex and procreation, as well as instruction in decorum (Krige 1968). A young 
woman then became eligible for courtship (Gluckman 1950, LcClcrc-Madlala 2001). 
Communication about sexual matters was conducted through older girls, known as elder 
sisters (amaqihiza), who made introductions to potential husbands and provided 
instruction in sexual conduct. Notably, it was permissible for girls to engage in non-
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penetrative 'thigh sex' (ulwsoma) with their future husbands (Krigc 1950) . ~v1arked by 
public acceptance of a lover (ulwqoma), cngageme:nr and marriage proceeded through a 
series of fonnal steps surrounding payment of bridewealth (ilubolo), with cattle as the 
principal commodity (Krige 1950). A girl's moral status and virginity were central to this 
negotiation, with higher bridewcalth accorded to young women deemed to be chaste and 
pure (Ngubanc 1981). These peer and intergenerational mechanisms related to sexuality 
and marriage served a social fw1ction of monitoring and managing young people's entry 
into adult scxua.liry (Delius and Glaser 2002). 

Methods 

SelecU:on of participants 

The study was conducted among school-going youth in one sub-district. Nearly 80% of 
young South Africans aged 15- 19 currendy attend school (Statistics South Africa 2004), 
and school-going youth arc generally representative of young people more generally. To 
select participants, sixteen high schools comprising grades 8- 12 were separated into three 
homogeneous groups based on school size and geographic characteristics. One school was 
then randomly selected from each group to ensure variation at the school level. Participants 
were then selected for peer group discussions through responses to a self-administered 
qucstiOJmairc on HIV-prevention knowledge and sexual behaviour, given to all s tudent~ in 
selected grades. Eligibility was based on age and grade level, reported sexual experience, 
availability during non-school hours and willingness to notify parents regarding 
participation . Participants were sclcctcd randomly from the list of eligible participant~, 
and selection criteria were confidential. No refusals from schools, teachers or parents 
occun-ed. Data collection occurred between January 2000 and March 2001. Six categories 
of young people were defined at the outset of the study: younger and older teenage women, 
younger and older teenage men and sexually inexperienced women and men. These 
categories reflected assumptions about likely differences between d1ose groups (i.e. gender, 
age, sexual c.-xperience), with the research designed to explore those differences. The peer 
groups were single sex and were divided into groups of older ( 16-- 19 year old) and younge.r 
(14·- 15 year old) young people, to emphasise homogeneity. The groups included 5- 10 
panicipanrs each and mer weekly over a three month period . In this paper, fi11dings from 
only the sc.xually acrivc groups (younger teenage women aged 14- 15, older teenage women 
aged 16- 19 and teenage men aged 16- 19) arc included. 

Daza colleczion 

Two qualit:nive research methods, peer group discussions and in-depth interviews, were 
used. 

Peer group discwsivns. Peer group discussions arc similar to standard focus groups but 
comprise repeat sessions with the same group (Balmer er al. 1997, Bohmer and Kinunira 
2000) . Like focus groups, they rely on discussion generated among relatively homogeneous 
groups and arc useful for identifying and clarifying group norms, values and beliefs (Kitzinger 
1 995). In this study, group discussions were deemed appropriate due to the sensi tive nature of 
the topic and the paucity of data on normative behaviour and peer influences on sexuality in 
this setting (\'V'ellin gs cz a/. 2000). Repeat discussions allow for the development of trust and 
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rapport within groups, provide 11 dynamic understanding of change over time, validate reports 
and help to evaluate complex or sensitive topics Qaswal and Harpham 1997) . 

The study's main topics were discussed during eight separate peer group sessions focus ed 
on gender roles and peer nonns, ideas about sexuality, sc.'\:ual initiation, relationships, HIV 
and prognancy prevention, with a structured question guide for each topic. Interviewers 
were trained to facilitate open-ended discussions and to follow the participants' own 
natTativc accounts, 'giving voice' to their values, concerns and language, thus obtaining an 
emic perspective of influences on young people's sexuality. 

In-depth imeruic'ws. In-depth interviews with selected patticipants from the peer groups 
were conducted to complement the peer group discussions. The interviews were intended 
to elicit personal nan·atives and experiences, based on sexual life histories, yielding personal 
information that did not emerge in the groups (Bernard 1994). Two to three participants 
from· each of the peer discussion groups were purposively selected for participation in an in
depth interview; a total of t\velve interviews were conducted among sc..xuatly active youth . 

The peer group discussions and in-depth interviews were conducted by two facilitator
interviewers of roughly the same age as the participants. Gender matching was not possible , 
due to difficulties in recruiting male facilitators. Piloting demonstrated that young women 
could successfully interview yotmg men, although the reverse was not true. All group 
discussions and interviews were conducted in isiZulu, taped using a micro-cassette recorder 
and then translated and tr.mscribed by the intcrviewc.rs. \XTriw::n field no tes were also 
compiled. Sessions were conducted in schools, where privacy and space permitted, or in a 
selected venue outside the school. 

Data ana~vsis 

A four-step analytical pmcess was used for both peer group and in-depth interview data: 
structured reading of the transcripts; .identification of core themes and dcvclopm(!lll of a 
st ructured coding scheme; identification of major analytical domains; and creation of 
matrices to allow comparison between groups (Ingham and van Zesscn 1997). In addition, 
the iterative analytical process pennittcd comparison and validation of data from the peer 
group discussions and the in-depth inten,iews. 

Results 

Four main topical areas emerged from the research: attitudes tmvard sexuality; notions of 
the ideal relationship; relationship fonnation; and the process of becoming sexually active. 
Attitudes and views of the young respondents, both male and female, were strongly 
influenced by the conservative social norms of their community. However, within each of 
these areas, ambiguities and contradictions between these nom1arive views and actual 
behaviours were evident. 

Atziwdcs zoward sexualizy 

The imporwnce of 'good behaviour'. Both young women and men emphasised the 
importance of 'good behaviour' in their prospective partners. TI1e word for behaviour in 
£.qZulu, uolwzipatha, conveys the broader meaning of comportment or decomm. Although 
nolwzipatha was used to express all the desirable, or undesirable, characteristics of a person, 
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it was most commonly used to comment on sexual conduct. 'Good behaviour' was an 
cssemial characteristic for a girlfriend : 

: 'The thing that affect~ me is to seo:: a young girl misb<!having.' 
Fac.ilitator I : ' \X'hat do you mean by misbehaving?' 
: ' I mean changing boys [ha,~ng many boyfriends] now and then .' 
Faci lita tor 2: 'So how does thut an·ect you?' 
: ' When I grow up I want to many someone, so I have some problem in ch oos ing the girl bccaw;c I 
w ill never know which is the right one becau se they are all doing the same thing.' (peer group 
discussion, teenage man) 

In this gendcred portrayal of behaviour, the young man makes reference to a young 
woman' s 'inappropriate' behaviour, which could include having sexual relations with more 
than one partner or simply not remaining a virgin . Young women also used the term 
behaviour to refer to themselves, female friend s and young men : 

' \vl1at he said to me was that h e was a well-behaved b'l.>y, didn' t have a gi rlfriend and ulso tbat he 
wasn't someone who li ked women. He spends most of his time alone and not with women.' (in
depth inte!\~cw, 18-year-old woman) 

Young women 's discussions of behaviour also included decency, honesty and coming from 
a good family, as well as modesty in sexual behaviour, defined for men as not pursuing 
multiple partners . 

'S ax is wro11g '. The easiest way to violate standards of good bch:wiour was to become openly 
seJo."Ually active at a young age. In peer group discussions, both young men and young women 
said that relationships and sexual involvement were the province of 'older' people, with the 
late teens or early twenties being vi(.'Wcd as the '1ight age and tim e to have sex '. Younger 
teenage women in relationships, v.·hcther sexually active or not, risked strong family and 
community disapproval. Reflecting these social mores, most younger teenage women 
regarded their relationships and sexual activiry as 'wrong', as in the following reason for ending 
a relationship : ' I realised what I was doing was wrong because I was still young' . 

T hese views produced a pronounced ambivalence about sexual activity, as in this 
statement from a peer group discussion: 'It [sex] is not important and it 's not the way you 
can show someone that you love him or her.' Younger teenage women also viewed 
abstinence as the 'right' d1ing to do as well as a prcfcn·ed HIV-prevention strategy. The fact 
that they were nor abs tinent themselves did not hind er these feelings but strongly 
influenced self-perceptions of their own behaviour, which was seen to be tmnsgressing 
accepted community norms. 

Nmiom of the ideal relationship 

At the same time, both yOtmg women and men had strongly romantic ideas of relationships, 
which coexisted and contrasted with perceptions of relationships as inappropriate . Young 
people usc the plu·asc ' proposing love' (ukushela) to describe the process of initiating 
relationships ranging from light-hearted courtships to more serious parmcrships. The 
phrase sums up the idealistic and romantic notions that both young men and women 
ascribe to relationship s. 'Proposing love' proceeds according to socially approved guidelines 
that arc clea rly unders tood \vith in the young perso n's peer group, with young men 
responsible for initiat ing interes t. In their strategies for 'proposing love ' the young men 
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emphasised romance and courtship. To some extent, these feelings were shared by you ng 
women, although first relationships were both anticipated and feared, du(! to negative 
community attitudes toward young women's sexuality. 

Descriptions of ideal parmers caprured the conflicts that young women, in particular, 
often fa ce. Generally, they sought partners who conformed to normative adult views of 
politeness and respect: 

' I want someone with style and who wou ld respec t my pttrems because some boys don't respect 
pa rents. 111ey call you even in from of your parents, I don't like that type of person.' (peer !,,'roup 
discussions, younger teenage women) 

Since parents often oppose relationships, the teenage men and women sought partners who 
would, ultimately, be acceptable to their families. However, teenage women also expected 
boyfriends to confonn ro their expectations: 

~m: '1 think a boy who wean; smartly, handsome, loves dancing and who en joys going out .. . ' 
I'd : '.1 wunr someone who is active, htmdsome, dresses smartly, loves people, wears a sm ile every 
time and is a sweet person .. .' 
Nm: '!vLwbe :tt college or at university level and not a person who is not working.' (peer group 
discussi()ns, younger teenage women .) 

These expressed ideals were decidedly urban, reflecting globalised notions of youth, romance 
and success, and contrasted sharply with young people's dominant views about sc..-;ualiry. 

Relazionship fonnazimz 

Clandcsrine relationships. Hiding relationships from adults was another sn·ategy to 

accommodate relationsh ips within the confines of social expectations. T eenage women, 
in particular, expetienccd enom10us anxicry about their relationship being discovered . 
Boyfriends from school or other communities were desirable since a girl's family would not 
recognize them. As one young woman described it: 

: 'She [girl 's mother] says d1Ut I shouldn't htl\'e boyfriends.' 
FacilitatOr 1: 'Does she st<y until when?' 
:'Until ! fin ish school. And then she says that I can then introduce that person at home once I' ve 
finished school if I think he is worth dH: intmduction .' 
F ac ilitmor 1: ' Docs she know tllat now yo u arc involved in n relationship?' 
: '~o, she doesn't know.' 
Facilitator I: 'When you go and visit your boyfriend, where do you tell her you're going?' 
: ' lnotmally visit my boyfriend when she is not home .. .' (in-depth interviews, 15-ye(tf-old woman) 

Some participants employed other strategies, such as sending lerters via friends to arrange 
meeting places. Often, however, not even a young person's friends \Verc informed of the 
relationship . 

Although young men did not feel the same pressure to hide their relationships, they were 
not entirely open about them. As one said: 'our parents do not even know we arc having 
sex' (peer group discussions, tee nage men) . More often, they protected the ir girlfriends by 
hiding the relationship, accommodating her fears about being discovered . Sometimes, 
hidden relationships benefitted the young men, because the need for secrecy meant they 
could more easily have additional partners. 
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Emering a 'serious' relaTionship. Many of the younger teenage women defined their 
relationships as 'scri()us', altll()ugh they were not longstanding. Since frunilies generally 
viewed a seriou s relationship as acceptable, they could be conducted openly. Yotmgwomen 
frequently mentioned the importance of introducing a boyfriend at home, as in the 
following stmy: 

' He is also open about our relationsh ip in such a way that I stoppt:d him wh en he wanted to go 
home to show himself to my parents [meaning to initiate the formal engagement process] . I told 
him that I still want to tUlish m y schooling firs t. But my mother knows about our rcla tionship. "l11e 
way I see it, he is serious about this relationship.' (in-depth interviL'W, 16-year-old woman) 

Another woman discussed expectations for her boyfriend to meet her family or 'come 
home': ' ... it all depends on how you live your lifestyle. The first time I had sex was with m y 
current boyfriend. I always refused to have sex with him until he fonnally m et my parents' 
(in -depth interview, 17-year-old woman) . Similarly, in an in-depth interview, another 17-
year-old woman described her hopes for the future: ' He always says that maybe by the end 
of this year he'll be working and . .. [then in five years] ... we'll be 1mmied .' Even young 
women who had known boyfriends for only a short time often referred to a future together. 
Having a serious boyfriend also conferred status among a young woman 's peers, since this 
\Vas perceived as achieving an important goal. 

Relaziomhip 1_vpe. The serious relationships described by young women wcre referred to as 
ukuqoma, which translates as 'committed' and refers specifically to the Zulu marriage 
process (Krige 1950) . According to custom, an uhuqoma relationship is established 
following initiation of the engagement process, with an expectation of marriage. In this 
srudy, the fact that these relationships were open and known to both families meant d1at 
y()ung women no longer had to hide their relationships or their sexual activity. As one 
woman described: 

: 'Nr;iqomile' [1 :•m committed] 
Fuc:ilitator I : 'If you say you ure " qomile ", what do you meun? ' 
: 'It's not a hidden re lationship .. .I would say it's a serious relationship .' 
Facilitator 1: ' Why do you say that?' 
: 'First of all, I urn not "jolaring' ~, ngiqomile [I urn committed] . So whatever we have done is not a 
secret, we did everything openly and it's clear to everyone.' (i n-depth interview, 16-year-old 
woman) 

This same young woman further stated that she had been wrong to have a sexual 
relationship p rior to fom1ally introducing her bo]friend to her pru·enrs and meeting his 
family . 

In conu·ast, ukujo!a (from the well-known South African word 'jof, meaning ' to have a 
good time') refc.rs to a relationship in which young people get together for fun, without an 
expecta tion of commitment and is m ore acceptable for young men . None of the teenage 
men participated in a more serious ulwqama relationship, most likely due to their young 
age. 1\lale p eer pressure from older brothers or friends to pursue ukujo/a relationships was 
common, however, with sexual activity seen as a normal part of male development. 

Serious relationships also afforded some protection against negative family and 
community reactions in the event of pregnancy. Young women who became pregnant 
with an unknown bo}friend risked being thrown out of their homes, and having a serio us 
relationship with a known boyfriend helped to prevent this. H owever, contraception 
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generally was not used in such relationsh ips, since young people felt tha t pregnanc-y would 
be acceptable --· w them and their famili es ··- in an ulwqmna relationship. 

Sexual aczivity 

Being in a serious relationship was also u sed to justify or reconcile sexu al activity. Often, 
young women sough t to identify th eir relationships as ulwqonw on ce sexual activity began, 
so that the relat.ionship would be open and legitimate in the eyes of the community. Most 
women did not view sexual intercourse as necessaty to their relationships. However, they 
had little power to prevent sexual actility once in a relationship and few actively resisted 
sexual initiation. As one said: 'You realise that you arc ready [to have sex] once your 
boyftiend asks for it .' (peer group discussion, older teenage women). These ambiguities 
were pi·esent in most discussions about sexual activity. W'hile some older women expressed 
enj oym ent of sexu al relations, there was little dL~cussion of sexual pleasure or even 
intimacy. \XI ith younger women, disc ussions of sexuality were characterized initially by 
frequent silen ces, hesitation and fear . None of the women had initiated sexual activity in 
their relationships and most said they were not prepared or ready for their first intercourse. 
Yet sexual intercourse was recognized as a key component of a relationship , even when 
male partners h ad control over timing and decision-making. 

Prm•i11g ~•irginily. The practice of 'proving virginity', whereby a young woman has sexual 
inrcrc<mrse to estab lish her virginity, was prominently discussed by both young women and 
men . The young men universa lly felt that virginity was a desirable characteristic in a 
partner: 'If you have a virgin, you know that you got a right partner.' (in-depth interviews, 
17 -year-old man.) Virginity reflected a young woman's good behaviour and high moral 
standard. Once in a relationship, however, boyfriends often insisted on sexual imercourse. 
to establish that a girlfriend was still a virgin . Young women's reluctan ce to have sexua l 
intercourse often disappeared in the face of'these demands, as they perceived that they were 
'saving' their virginity for the right partner. None of d1e young men mentioned the 
imponance of having a girlftiend who continued to preserve her virginity, nor did any of the 
men or their girlfriends mention virginity as desirable for themselves. 

None of the young men or women discussed the clearly paradoxical nature of this 
practice, whereby a young woman would lose her valued status as a virgin in d1e process of 
'p roving' virginity. However, some young women did recognize the dangers: 

'.B()ys like 1,>i.r!s who are virgins . Sometimes even if they don't l()ve y()u but just because they know 
tha t you are u virgin, they try by all mcam to ge t you and the ne.xt day they go proud telling thL·ir 
friends that they had sex with a virgin.' (peer group discussion, older teenage women) 

As other women said: 

'.'v1aybe someone would have heurd that you've never had a boyfriend and they wish to be the fu·st 
one tO sleep with you.' 

'Sometimes they feel prOl..td for sleeping with a virgin. Some L-ven tell the.ir friends saying .• " I didn't 
expect to find her a virgin. !thought I would iind nothing but the engine is still working".' (peer 
group discussion, older teenage women) 

One young woman elaborated on the importance of losing her virginity to her 
boyfriend: 
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'I al~vays ask him not w Jet me, down, like ifhc's not serious ubom us he sh ould mnke it clear from 
the start . He shouldn't play around with my virginity .. . ' (in-depth interview, 16-y~lr-old woman) 

In reality, 'proving virginity' often acted against young women's best interests: 

'Some boys force you and some don't. Sometimes your boyfriend doesn't believe you when you tell 
him that you 'vc never had sex and in that way he forces you to h ave sex to pron: tO him that you arc 
stil l a virgin .' (in-depth interview, 17-year-old woman) 

Thus, the idealized notion of 'saving virginity' for the right p artner often contrasted sharply 
with the realities of the practice. 

Discussion 

Young participants in this research articulated a clear moral framework regarding sexuality 
and relation ships. This framework is rooted in a sc:mal ideology that views sexual ac tivity as 
' inappropriate' and 'wrong' . As a result, sexual relationships arc often hidden and sexual 
expression is legitimate only in serious relationships deemed acceptable to the community. 
The serious relationships refen·cd to as ukuqoma by these young people were perceived 
favourably because they did not have to be hidden and also because they appeared to offer 
the prospect of a long-tcnn relationship. Further, young people themselves - especially 
women - viewed such relationships as 'safe'. In reality, ukuqoma. re lationships appear no 
safer than any other type of relationship and perhaps less so; young women noted d1at 
pregnancy would be acceptable within an ukuqoma relationship . Previous research in d1is 
setting and in South Africa more broadly has documented widespread knowledge of the 
preventive benefits of condoms (Harrison et a/, 200 1, MacPhail and Campbell 2001, 
Pcttifor el a!. 2005), yet there is a common perception that condom use v.rith a trusted 
pa rtner is unacceptable . As a result, unprotected sex is common in these relationships. 

Other research on African youth sexualities has similarly n oted the importance of 
abstinence as an idealised behaviour (Smith. 2003, Wight el al. 2006), although the global 
literature on young people's risk behaviours makes clear that normative values surrounding 
sexuality rarely inhibit sexual activity (Dowsett and Agglcton 1999) . Where sc..xuality is 
hidden, young women arc placed at risk, both of HIV and of unwanted sexual atten tion, 
including coercion (Hamm 2005). In the UK, Holland e1 at's research (1991 ) provides a 
parallel example of young women's 'serious' relationship s to legitimise sexu al expression 
and the disastrous consequences for HIV/STI and pregnancy prevention. 

In th is study, although young people's own understanding of their sexual ideology was 
clear, their approach to relationships and prevention was rife with paradoxes and 
contradictions. These paradoxes were perhaps most evident in the sexually active young 
women who stated that abstinence was their preferred method of prevention. In reality, 
abs tinence was not a prcvcmion stmtcgy for these young women but, rather, an ideology 
that placed them at risk. Yet from the young women's perspective, there is logic to this 
approach. After all, hmv can a young woman in a hidden relationship seck condoms 
publicly, when her highest priority is to make sure no one knows she is sexually active? 
Women's consent to sexual intercourse in order to prove their vi rginity '"'as also 
paradoxical, although in keeping with gcndered constructions of sexuality and femininity 
common in this se tting (Varga 2003, Pattman 2005, Reddy and Dunne 2007) . 

T he peer group methodology paired with complementary in-depth interviews represents 
a strength of this research . Structuring the peer groups by age and gender pcm1iucd an 
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understanding of variation . within the lifccourse, panicularly in the norablc differences 
between older and younger women. In particular, the voices and vulnerabilities of the 
younger women - those aged 14- 15 -- arc emphasized, in contrast to many studies where 
the voices of older, more sexually experienced respondents dominate . This provides an 
important window onto the development of sexuality and risk in the early sexual lives of 
teenagers in this setting. Teenage men and older teenage women, aged 16- 19, were more 
comfmtable in discussions of sexual experiences and most panicipams welcomed the 
opportunity ro speak openly about their sc.xual life histories. In this group, in-depth 
interviews alone might have been sufficient to elicit this information. However, the 
normative views about sexuality emerged primari ly from the peer group discussions, with 
important consensus between the different age and gender groups. 

Most importantly, the fmdings from this study highlight the absence of a constructive 
and positive discourse surrounding sexuality and prC\'Cntion for young people in rural 
South Africa. Most young South Africans arc well informed about HIV prevention and 
AIDS, and about condoms as an important prevention strategy (Pcttifor cr al. 2005) . At the 
same time, within South Africa's current nco-traditionalist discourse, 'cultural' approaches 
to HIV prevention have achieved prominence. However, efforts sud1 as abstinence or 
virgini ty testing have been emphasised. These restrict sexuality and reinforce gender 
inequality, rather than educate and prepare you11g peop le for sexual l ife. Cultural forms of 
sexuality education that could fulfil this role have not resurfaced. Models appropriate for 
contemporary adaptation include the usc of older girls , known as 'elder sisters' (amaqik1:za) , 
for sexuality education, or non-penetrative thigh sex (ukusoma), a possible alterna tive 
for those entering sexual activity. \Vhile the idea of non-penetrative sex might seem 
outmoded for today's youth, adapting rhc idea of ulmsoma as a means of practicing 
responsible sexuality, and of not impregnating a partner, might be more re levant. 
Using cultural dance forms popu lar among rural youth to deliver prevention messages is 
another option. Instead, young people have largely been left to fend for themselves in 
m aking sense of these competing discourses. In rural KwaZuluiNatal, where young women 
experience some of the highest levels of HIV infection in the world, this has had seYcrc 
consequences . 

Recent rcscard1 calls for interventions to address the social context of sexual risk, 
focu sing on ways to alte r the social norms that contribute to sexual risk behaviours 
(\\7cllings eta/. 2006) . In rmal South Africa there is clearly a n eed for broad-based sexuality 
cducation that challenges harmful social norms and promotes greater openness around 
sexuality. Sexual activity w-ill n<.:ver be safe as long as young people arc told that sexua l 
expression is bad, d:mgcrous and wrong or where it remains hidden and stigmatiscd. In 
addition, there arc enormous gaps between prevention n<..-cds and what young people 
actually receive in terms of programmes and advice. Addressing these gaps will necessarily 
involve the re-creation of new and more gender-equitable models of healthy sexuality 
(Patm1an 2005). At minimum, this means providing young people with accurate 
infonnation about sexuality as part of tl1c process of maturation and development <md 
ensuring better preparation for sc.xual life and healthy relationships. Opportunities to 

promote such changes do exist. The South African government's national Life Skills 
programme, intended to provide sexua lity education to school-going youth, genera lly 
performs poorly and could be revitalized (Morrell 2003, Reddy et. al. 2003) . Ulrimatcly, 
however, success will lie not in changing one intervention but in altering existing discourse 
about gender and sc.xuality and expand ing options for young people to protect their sexual 
health . 
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In the Absence of Marriage: Long-Term Concurrent 
Partnerships, Pregnancy. and HIV Risk Dynamics 
Among South African Young Adults 
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Abstract In Kw~tZulu/Natal . So ulh Afric :l where HIV 
prcv~dcnn~ is among tht: world·s highest, n longi tud inal 
quali tative •mdy of partnershi p dymuuics and HIY pre
V('ntivc h1.•ha\' iors w:.t'i cnnductcd. 47 yoong adults nged 
l g-24 pnn icipntcd in in -<l":~pth imcrvicws. and 29 were 
n>inh.~ r\' ]C \VCd 2 years hth~ f . Five anrt J)" liC'aJ domai ns 
cmcrgt.' d: primury pnrtncrships:. love and romance; ~c
nndury partnc-r!<.h ips.; prcgn ancy/p~trcnthood; condom o.scl 
pre.vcmion: nnd contcx tu ul in llucm: ~s. incl ud ing s.cJll)oJiu g. 

and fururt aspirations. Ptimary rclarionships were lo ng
last ing , with most men and women i n the sumc relationship 

at 2-year folk>w-tq>. Sl'toudary. cnsual J'lll rtncrships were 
conunon for men and w omen. although lh t.!'se were ~hortc1· 

and <'hungcd frcqul.:'n ll y. Love and marriage aspirat ions 

were not viewed a' incompa1iblc with sccnnd~l)· partnc!l;. 
Condom usc i ncr~..~ a~d over 1imt: in some pdnHiry n: ln
rion~hips.. bu( dccrc-aSt.:~d jn other~. and was m~urly universal 
wi1h Mo-prinHU')' p~u·1 ners. Pregnancy, scht'>OI drnp-om. 
and '-~connrn i ~.: nt.-x:d !\l fOilgly i n11u.C iltl' young people' s 
l ifccours~. Thes e ti ndin£S sug,gcst the need to "i\)CU~ 

fl '-· ~1mnic ,:upp)(.•nu: nlll r)' m~h!'ri u. l Tht• mdine re r..inn of lhh 
article !d<•i: 10. JH07/s IO,l6 1 ~0 J 0-'>N~ 7- > .. l <:ontains: ~uppk'mcutolr)' 
IIKHI.! riuL \A. hid 1 is av:~itnblc to ol lHhuri:t.ct.l ust..·r~. 

A. Hani!--( ~1 (t~!) 
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pn::vc mi on cfforH Oil 1he partnership l' Ontcxl. including 
pHl'tllt"f rt.~l w .. ·fion ~ :Ul d Sti'UCl\lf~tl f' lCIOf S that imped~ or 
enhance i>r'CVC U( iOn SUCl' CSS. 

Keywords Cnnl'J IT<:nt part"'' rshiJ" · Yomh · 
Soutl1 Africa · HIV risk · Lc•ngitudi nal 

In! roduction 

'Conl'Uf tc iH partncdng' re fers tO having overlappi ng I'C la
lionships wilh more tho11 one st·xual pnnner at n rim~ 1 I]. 
Although the po1cmiul impact of concun·c nc y Oil HIV 
transmission is ~kar ba><:d on iJ·ll~ inc•-.:a't' d likcliho<xl of 
exposure 10 in fected p:.utncrs 12.1. the mle of concurrc.ncy in 
lltcling sub-Saharan Afri ca·~ HJ Y l' pidt' mic is dcb:u,-d 1.'
bJ. A rt'I.'Cnt dcbale in ll1c •d cmific li terature underscore.< 
the lurk of c·nn~n~us t-t 6-JOJ .. Some cx ,>c.ns u~:-. jgn \~on

<·urr"~ ncy a pnr:unount rok in driving l'Uh-Sahartm A frk:f~ 

HIV epidemic, while others urguc more stnJn_g ly for the 
li kcli lwod <>f muhip ll\ intcgrulcd c"usuti\'c fa ctors (4 - IOJ. 
Oue thing most ob~tvcrs agrc:c on i ~ the tl-Cet.J fol' fu rt her 
evidence. since rd ~l li vely fe w studi(',S have examined t'nn
Clirrcnt J)Urtncr !'-.hips directl y. A ct ntr.tl pnint iu (hC ongoing 
dcbale is 1he obscr\'ation 1hat panncrship concun·cncy of 

long duration m~ty be IIU)fC common in sub-Saharan Africa, 
where one-time casual cncoontc.r!\ arc Jess prevale nt ~utd the 
a\'cmg\~ duratio n of re latioJtships is rclntjvt.'-IY lnttg 1.5 1. Yet 
rchnivdy liltlc empiri cal evidence sur>pnn• this hYJXlthcsis 
1.1 1- 14]. and few descrip ti ve JD. 15, 161. qualitati ve 1. 12. 
I 7] or longiiUdin al [ nq stmlics ha ve l!C<' Il ('(llltiUCICd. C ri>!>S

~.ctionn l stud ies fn)m various locations in suh~S nh arnn 

M'ricu show thai alx>ut one -th ird lo one-half or "''~" 03-
57%) report ce>ncurrcm panncrship,;, as dt) a substantial 
minority of women (4-19".<·) 111 - 18]. 
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Rc>'carch on HIV :md scxu:tl parmcrslti i>' demonstrates 
llll' mu ltiple w:ty' that se-xual pnrtnding p a lll' lllS a iTcc t HIV 
illfcction levels: thmu gh partner age differe nces 119·--21/. 
mnnber ofpartnc.,; I ll. 2~ 1 . pan nc r typ<' [12, If>, 17). ami 
tx·tmomit factors~ such ~L~ transa<:tiO•lal ~.ex l23 ). Young 
people with multi ple p:u1ncrs face increased HIV risk Il l j. 
and s:omc SIUdks io \Ub·S~th,\ran Afrku h~1-.:c shown that a~ 
111~ nwnber of Jit'ctimc partners incrC-HH~ ~o tl ocs HIV 
prL·valcw.:·c !22). hnpon~mtly, young wnm cn may chnosc 
m:1le partner~ \\'ho arc more likely to be infe<· tcd--···l hcy may 
be working, aml there lore able U> sup1XH1 n girlfriend 12:\J. 
but also more likdy to lmvc multiple JKII'IIH~r~ or they may 

>imply be old~.·r partners with greater HIV risk [19-22]. and 
with Wl iOlll cnndom usc is nlkn less likely 12J ). Hi gher HI V 
prcvalcncl', among young \Vonrcn than among young lll('ll 

n:flccts high lcwh of tulprotccrcd 'ex within thC"'-' overall 
panerns of partnc.rship fonmtrion and !;CXual nt't\vorking. 
Tog.~thtr. thcs1.' pntti.:~ms (.:un ~ub:..tantiall y incrc~1sc ynuug 
women's ri ' k of HIV ac-qu i ~i t inn 12-1. 15). 

\Vitllin Smuh Afri<·a·~ S4:VCJU HIV cpjd~mic , lall' ado~ 
k:sancc and the tr.t nsit ion w adulthood .. - JS--24 yc.ars of 
age-is. a p~utitularly high ri~k time tOr women. v.:ho 
t.~.xpcdcncc snmc of th e hig,hcsl leve ls of HlV infe<.: tinn in 
the world 12:?. 25, 26]. /\bout one-qmutt'f of women arc 
HIV-iuf<..'C il"d hy t1ge 25. wi!h prevaku~c in nu.m peaking 
btc.r. around (tgc JO 12(1]. Childbeari ng also increases 
ntpidly during this tim ... ~: al though marriage generally 
occurs in the I me twemies or later (24], ah<~ut two-thi rds of 
women h:.vc at least one child by age 15 1.22). 

i\ unique demographic feature of Stlllth Africa is the. rcl
mivc ab:;encc of'formal mnniagc [271. With a median ag~ of 
marriage of :?6.X yl~a~. only<mtquut1\.~l' t.1f nd\.tlts ag~'d J ~and 

abm'c are m::trri~u. and almo" half of those aged 40··44 have 
ne ver hccn man·icd 12M f. lly LXliJtrH~t. in much of sub-S:.Jmran 
Africa, rnnst wonH."II arc marrlcd by the end of the rccn years 
I ~!Jf. Declining levels of marriage in South Afric:1's black 
populmion sin<' t. the llJ50s 1301 reflect long-tcnn di>ruptions 
in f(unily lile :md entrenched labor mi gration p I]. (IS well as 
n.~ 1.'\.'JH. dcmn~d raph i c tn .. -.. nds l~ 7). /\ later age 1U marriage-. ha!\ 
b~.c•l associated with HIV inlcction at both individual and 
populmion levels !241. In >eltings like South Afrka. whcm 
the 1x·riod hctwc.:n scxnu l ddxll and form:tl murriagt· is 
ex tended. pannerships arc more Iluid, wid1 frequent pattncr 
\:hang\:. and morccnsu~d partncrin,g h."'mJin:g:~<' I·J ig hcr HIV ri~k 
112. 32.). Abo. with many tclnli rn~ship> chnmttcrizcd by 
distance and frequent <\Cparation. mnny ymltlg r~:~opk nn." in 
long·t<'l'ln rclmionships \'v'ith partners they ~cc infrequently 
I 1::). und multiple panncr>hips nrc commoll 1.30f , Men's 
muhiplc p:.utnt.~ rships arc 0ft<:n sncially s-Inctio(tCd or even 
encour.ged by m:.k peers 1.15. 16. 33]. whcre(t~ yoong 
women'> muhipk panncr,hips may he hidu..:ou I ll, 341 . 

S~xunl I'Cbtionshi ps Uf\:' f;_t'rldcrcd . tllld WOIHC il Oft~n 

lack the fXlwcr to negotiate \\,' ith wlwrn they ha\'L' sc.'( , (L'-

~Springer 
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well a' when and how sexual imcraction> C>Ccur [l:'i . ~61. 
Multiple vu lt .c~<t hilitks l'or HIV/i\IDS fl7. 38 ), including 
sexual coercion 1 :WI, are. compounded for younger women. 
whose pr\.~vc,m io n dmit·cs. s.uch as condom usc. ~u\~ cnn
!-!tm int.~d 1.40. 4 1]. pnrricutnrly ln rcbtionship~ 'vith nldcr 

men 123, 421. i\dditionnlly. cond<H11S nrc widl'iy percci1·cd 
tn symbolize a lack of trust and intimacy [43). thus 
negating ideas of relationships as romantic and plea!~oUiJble. 

Furthu, ullhough rdation.;;.hips arc viL'Wcd a<o 'risky· from 
an epide-miological perspective. rrom n personal ttnd 
n.lm~tn l k viewpoint they oftL'Il arc not l44j. Accordingly. 
bmh womt-.n nnd men moy eho()sc not tt1 rai St: lhc isr-.ut- of 
<:<mdom usc with p<lltncrs 140,42, 43). Finally, pnnnct~hips 
frcqll('ut.ly hnvc an e-conomic basis. furtiH.~r· complicnting 
dle imcrrelarionships hcn~:c-cn gender ine.quo!j ty. economic 
vulm' r.tbility. nnd 'e~on l ri'k 123. 30, 32, 451. 

h"ight into the ~xual pannerships th at occur in the 
abr;cncc of marriage is cnu.:iul to und~o.'rs 1 unding tile rom
pkxitic~ nf ynung people' s HIV risk in South Africa. To 
dalt.\ very f'"~w s1udics have hlcuscd longitudimllly on 
ynung people·~ st~xua l panncr~hips during the tl'arl~i(ion to 
ndulthooJ , und this study oiler> the auvnnwgc of' qu:liim· 
1jvc dnta collccccd via iO·<h..~(>lh imcrvkws with th e same 
pnrticipams 2 ycnrs apart . TI1is paper explores young 
1x:r,pJc'~ sexual nctwr,rking pau~rns wi th primary and 
sccondaJy patutcrships. and HIV risk dynamics. in the 
social ' 'onlt'Xl nf rurnl Kwa.Zulu/Nmal. South Ali'ica. 

ll:1ta and J\-lcthoil~ 

Conceptual Frwnt·work 

ScriJll theory provided the cnnccplU•11 fn;mcwork for thi s 
stu<ly. ·script~· :uc cuJturally ' tc((:ntypcd sc<Juentia l inter· 
action, between twc• pc.opk 146,47 1: >-e ript theory I4X. 4~.1 
po~it ~ that the~ arc infJu-c.n ccd by th'"~ con~truc r ii)n of 
gender. sexualit y, and re lation ship~ at individtwl. tda
tionship nnd cultural levels [50). In this analysis. the 
dynrtmic and ehang ing nature of scripts is cttpturcU in the 
pmspcct1vc construction of rl'ladonshlp IHU'r.Jtivc .~ longi
tudirmlly, at the i.nttTJ~rsntl:tl (wi thin rdatinnship) nnd 

imrapcrsonal (withi n sul~jcct) lcvch. Fwthc r. ovcr.1rching 
ttH.'IllC !'. in tl li..'S4.' 11urnuivcs-nr scripts-n.:- prl'S\.'It t p<>tt.~ n 

tially modifbblc srlCia l pmccs;cs, or intervention oppor
tuniti\~S that rdlc<'t cuhllral meanings and socia l norrn~. 

which nre imptXU\Ili targets for behavioral change 15 J '!. 

Scr ring mtd Pnrticipums 

11lC study ''-'US t.'f'llld tH.'tcd in rural , nnnhrrn .KwaZulu/Na1al. 
SrKJth AfriCi.l'S most populous province. containing. OIH> 

filih of the t'O\llll f)''~ popu lati on or 52 million. n.c 'tudy 
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sub-disoic l has a population of approx im~tcl y 220.<XJO, 
with blaCk Sotuh Africans of Zulu cthnid ty compri~ing 
76fk of 1hc population. Scx:ially cousCrvuti ve. Lhis arc-il i!' 
:nnong the l't)UIHr{s poore't rl'g.lons 1521 . experiences hi gh 
(lut-migrm ion fol' lnlx>r. and is Lhc "Pict.'n lcr of South 

Afril~t·s HIV cpi(kmic. In 1!XlS. nearly 5!Y.t: of prcgnam 
wnnh."rt--anJ ~neff <lf nil miults-in Lhc prnviucc w..::re HJV 
positive 125. 5Jj. Education is prolonged for many young 
1"-'npk , and appro , imatcly 2.0% or youth aucnd sd 10ol 1•lst 
age lX 1521. 

n 1c study was conducted in two or live scco ndtll)' 
s.:·hools in the sub-districL All school> had similar char
ac lcristks. inclutling. classroom siz~. age ~m d popuhl1ion 
dist rihutinr1 . and g\.~ogn·rphic .. ~ :1tdm1tuis. 'lll C two study 

~hooJ s were purpo~ivcly S(unplc.d, in consultation with 
loen l govcrmn('nt and 1rad it ionaJ uutlwritics, in order to 
complement ongoing rc!o>Cnrch and progt1uu ac ti\'itics. TI1is 
Hll'thod nf J'clctti on wal' c.k~cmcd mt~t ~u i l 4.lh l c for a qual· 
itn!lvc inve!- (igntion. particularly a~ the screening included 
}.Cnsiti vc ropics. such os rd urion ~hlp S{atus. Follnwing 
cnumtr.ltior\ of das!\rnoms. participants were rcc ruitt.~d by 
~UlnC>u nc~ll!C ill< and distribution or fl iers in grade II :Uld 12 
da\srooms. Eligible par1il'ipants were bctwt~ll IR lllld 
2~ years, :tnd curremJy in a sexually active hc.tcroscxual 
re lat ionship ol' m kist I momh's dunnion. Study partici
pants were 47 !.tudcnts attending UlC two sd tool s (N = 23 
womcu und tV= 24 m .. :m). Mc.:~n rcp(xtcd an average of 8.K 
tSD "' 10.0) lile tin~ parmcrs. whereas women 11:poncd an 
:wcr:tge of 2.5 (SD = 1.~ }. 

lntc rvi~w Pn-.ccdurc and Trl.l ining 

Titc 76 in-depth interviews were pa11 of a larger study of 
gc mkr and HIV ri,k. in~luding a 3-Wt'ck diary or daily 
interac tion~ with sexual pnnn crs [S4 J, and parr of a 5 year 
ethn ographic rc~careh pmjc~r on young llCOJ>Ie and the 
;ocial dynamics nf HIV risk in rurol KwnZulu/Naral [~4. 
35. 41 ]. The. interview~ focused on participants' detailed 
(ic>eripti nns of th<,i r sc'ual relations hip>, preventive 
behaviors. nnd nngoing interaction s. The first in-dctHh 
intcrvit'W (Interview One. n = 47) '"'as couduc; tl:."d imme
diali.~Jy after the dittry dnw collcc tinn, and the Si.'X!Oud 
int erview !Interview Two, 11 = 29) was conductL'd. on 
avcr~1gc, 2 ;·"~ars la1"~r . Before lmcrvh.~w One. nil partid
pants providt-d in i(H1llcd consent. and were £ivcn cx pla
IJations of c ~1nfldL·Jllj~dity Hlld rl'Sl'Un:h punidJ>ilms· ri ghts. 
In udditit'n li.) the semiMsttucmrcd imcrvicw questions. 
pan i cipant~ pro,·idcd dcrnog.raphic information and com
plc~t.~d a shon Hk":HSUIC usscssing sexual and rdationship 
histr>ry. ·n,c interview guides were developed iteratively. in 
consu lta th)n wit h t hl~ ~udy 1\.':~lm and ufc cr i ni ti~tl imuv icws 
with severn! p:micip:nus. All interviews wc•·c conductctl in 
i.1iZrtl11. audiotapcd. and tl ll·n transhttcd and tran>crihcd 
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into English using , tandnrd procedures [55]. lntcrvicwen. 
'"'·ere t\\-'O local young \\' CHU1..~n with ~'condary qualific:uion. 
ixiZulu as the ir primary languttge .. fluency in Engl ish. anU 
prio r expcdcncc intcrvil•w ing youth. ~tlnng wi1h add it ional 
trainir'1g for thi~ study. 

Follow-Up Sample 

11lC follm.v up intl' rvic.ws (ltll crvicw Two) WL'rc condu{" ted 
with 29 of th e 47 panicipanL' (u ~. 19 women: 11 = 10 
men) . Or the I X participan ts t\01 intcn·icwcd a second time. 
~even could n(~ be ltlL':l tc tl. Ano(hCr live wcr~ still enrolled 
in school. but not currentl y aucnding, and could not be 
Ioc:.rcd m tht'i r homes. Six others hnd ldt the area nnd 
et>Uid nnt be imervi<:wed. Men were harder to tmcc than 
women. r1s they Y~1<:r~ more JikL'I y ro httV\: Jdl the area tl) 
scc.k work. 

ln-Dcprh Interviews 

/nleJvit:w One cxpl()rcd )'(Hlflg adull!i ' rclat i t>nship~ am.l 
~XU!t l itnt•ractjons. lntcrvic,\\>' wpic~ i11cl udcd n.~.lation~hip 

dt:.vdopmcru, cxpcricn(·cs of intim:u:y. Uct:isionMmaking. 
comnnmicntion. ge nder and power in sexual an d mher 
intcr.:tctlons1 and HIV prcvcntjon stratL·glcs in curre nt 
rdationships. n 1c interview foct"cd on participan ts' dis
tinc tions between printary und arty existing ~-x~ond:tl)' 

relationships !.u:ross these d. imt~nsinns. Jnten·iel'v Twll w~t'\ 

more structu red. with pr•rticip:uns asked w clalmmtc on 
n:-lru]onship change r111d cont]nui ty over lh t past 2 years. 
Sped fie questions addressed the status or rclmionships witl1 
j>rimary un<l secondary partner;. ch:tngcs in rcl mion,hip 
mc.aning or goCLls. and p~vcmivc behaviors \Vi thin each 
n:-la tionship. Any major tjfc chang""-S. including prcgn~ulcy. 

were nlso d iscus!\t:~d. 

D:na Analysis 

Data were aualya::d with NVivo 7 [56.\. which uses struc
turt~d. hicmrehicrd coding scheme> to dcvc.lo1> analy tica l 
matricc~. first ~ primary coding catrgorks wac identified, 
~uld the- range nf lht rm~s within each "~n rc gory! to <kvclO() a 
>tructured coding scheme 154]. Wi th this erodi ng srhcmc. 
tran script s \H'rc formally content <'<Xkd. Full tnut>eripts 
<gcncml lcvc)j were u>ed to re tai n the ·cnntcxC, while 
iJiuf-;tratj ·vt.~ quoh.-:s-or scdpt~n.~ l cv :m t to t·ach !la~mL~ 

(spec ific level) were extnlCtcd from tr:utsc•ipts. Coded text 
li·01n each transo: ript WlL~ linked within common themes. 
\\1JCIJ suggcsf~d by associations. ovcrlnp. or diversions in 
tile data. thematic catc£Orics were refi ne d through discus· 
sions with !he ending te-am. nud new {"(kic~ •lddt"-d. 

Reliability of the data was chcc h·d ur sevc ml poi ms 
duri11g data collcc: tion and analy~i~. Ui.-cording to standard 
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t]Ullli l a li ve. resear~h procedures 155!. During dma collection , 
intl:rviewcrs and rt.~sc~:trchcrs monitored the d\.'Vl~lopnu.:muf 

majori ty :md minority vicwpf•int>. and of typic-a l scrip is tl1m 
rdlccted thc1-.c. \\' ith the aim uf ~tch i ~v i ng ~Hura t i nn , or 
rcdumlancy. tile frcqul,lCY of these major lhcmcs W!L~ 

comp~trcd ucn·,~~ intcr\'icws lhroughou t thl'. dtlta coJI~.·c tion 

pnX:l'SS. During dma analysis. tht: Ct)i.J i ll£. ~heme was 
dcvdopcu by two 10 three da1n analysts working with dif
ferent tm n\Cript s~ wi th the Hnal cotling ~hem~ emerging, 
hy consensus, from common paucms jn the data. Rel iability 

of coding "''L' checked by comJr.lfison or codi ng bc1wccn 

twt> indcpcndtrlt coders.. 
11le coded data \\>'l'rt~ r111~tl yZ L'd in s.cvcntl ways. firs t. 

inUividual tlnta pnucnH describe the range nf p~H1icipnnt s' 

t.~X pcrkn~cs und pc r~pcctivc~ . including gender differences. 
Second. bolh acro.,-s s tl l~jt.~cl and wi1hin sohjc(;t mwl y~t. .. s 
wcr~ pcrfonn cd. to capture cllanges in participan ts·· cx.pc ... 
ri <.~ ncc~ m:n>s~ JllultipJc. time poin ls. The m:nlss-suhj ~~<..1 

analysis gc ncr.ncd d1c fi ve major w•alytical themes; thco;c 
da t~1 aJ'c :-tUllmariZL'd in COII1JX111Hivc lahks by g~.·ndl..'r , 

Fol lowi ng that . tl•c wilhin ·SUl(jCcl a•wlysis compared each 
panicipanl at ihc fir,;J and sc.cond interviews. Prospcclivc 
n:: lmionship m1rrativt.~s.-or scripts--were lhcn '·nnstmctcd 
for eac h individual. 10 map re lationship dyn:unics over 
time. Finally, a rank-count analysis of tht' frequency of 
(1Utcomcs in cm: h domai n provide~ ~~ summary profile of 
tlte analytil-al themes [55 j . 

AlJ)S lkhav 0010) 1·1:991 -·1000 

Resu lts 

Major flnalytical TI1emcs 

F-ive main !hc- mcs were idcntitkd: (l) Primary P~trtnt r~ 

ships: Context of Love and Romance. (2) Secondary 
Partn~rships, ( ~ ) Condom Usc nnd Dynamics of Ri>k and 

Prcvemion. (4) Pr'cg nnncy and l'arcnthooli , :uld (5) Other 
Risk Cnmcxls. 

Primary Parmcrships of Young Wome n and Men 

Given the eligibili ty requircmL'nt o r being in a rel:ttionship 
nf m least I month's durruinn wbcn 1hc Sludy hegnn1 nil 
men and women lwd a primary p:trtn~ r. ll•lost rc l:nion>hips 
were long· lCrm, wi th an average durmion of 2 years for 
men. und J .9 years tor women . I'l l 2-yc.ar follow -up. J2 of 
19 women und si x: nf ll' ll mt:n were st ill in a rchllionsh ip 
with 1hc same pdmary !Hirtncr (Tuble I). 

1l1c ropics of lo\'1.! and ronHmt:e featured promi nL~Jl(Jy in 
discussions of primary panncrships. B01h men and women 
associated thei r primary p~~rmcrships wi1h love . 1rus1 und 
intimncy, mxl had grcal optimism regarding the futur~". 
including marriage. J>:u·tici!XInts" emphasis on rnanh•gc was 
striking, given the very lnw lcvds. of lbnnal rnnrriugc tlwt 
exist. :wu the fact that few Y•'lllOf! people marry until I he late 
tWl' llliC~ Or nftt~r. l11C long duration of primary partnC r~hip:\ 

Tall h.• J Ret.:&tito~l~ h i p lY!""-';\ pu re.lllhtl(-,d !>l:Ull~ ;md ctm..k)n1 o~ annlll£. ymmg ni.hdt Sr.l tllh r\fric.m1 wunv..co and IU(.'I'J lib"Cd tS-<!4: runl..-im .. k-r 
an:ily!'li!-. of Lhim fr< illl ~emi·!-truc tun.~ tl intl;n·icws 

lntenicw I tN::::. 47) 

l'rim;:uy l\;l<itioo!lltip (yin) 

Pritn<lfy It' l:tti() l l~hit' 

San~ c 

Sccuml:tr} rclahttll!'lh lp 

Smne 
Nt\\· 

Parcuthuml !-Wi u~ (:!' I child ut tirn ~ of i ntcrvi~wl 

l're\"tl.l li,!t t)('h.uvi<Jn. (in tlJ imary purtntr!>l li(Ji-)b 

(\.IIH.IOIH ~I V.!, l"I,)H"''-lC:nt 

Cont\(ml u~c. OCC;t.,iorm l 

No ("(>ndom u:.c 

Wom::·n tN ':':. 24} 
N 

Mt.· n (,'\' = :!3) 
.\' 

P<~rt i~.:ipatiHn n:·quired 1Xlrtii.:1pants u• be 
\11 :m lJOg_,,ing prinHu)' l'datinn:-h ip 

12 

II 
I~ 

21 

10 

12 

\V<m'l~ ll (rV ::: I ~) 

N 

19 

12 

6 

15 

"' Datu un prtgnaucy/l~ll hJ:rhontl <HUOn~ youug me n tu·{'. uot uvolibhfe due Ht inron~i\Jeut n:-porls in ill!· in!Crvil· \'+S 

~len (No iOl 
N 

n/a1
' 

f> Coodali\ l)).C \I.U~ n::fH. ItlC-t.l a.-. nc~u·ly unin~ t sal by men J.ud \\l)U"J:!n tu ~l)rlditry r·~ll1 fl (:f!<.hips. U ct:~ ll~ or tlii!o., di~l£'~rL"£_:t l iun act~HI.Hng lt"J 
frct:ructK·~- of u~e b m'!( pu~slble. :~.nd 'u tblll ou fn:.'lJutncy of C(.)JU.iuw ll~ urt pt:('f.CL\Icd fotlly fur priu1:try pattntr:J1I p~ 
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lent credibility to JKtttici pa nt~ ' cktim!\ of eommitmetH U) 
thL'ir patt ncrs, a~ well as the rclation }.hips~ impnn uncc 
tT nblc 2. Supplemcntrtl Ekctronic lnfonn mion). 

Bv the Sl.'>COt1 d intt'T\'iC\v , abou t h3lf of youn g. women 
und ~cveralnk' ll lwd ' in troduct•d thdr fXU1m•r (Itlunue·. ::a 

rd~IT' IlCC to the t'C"t'C JtH)llY (i:Jb i:o} in which families 
c~cha ngc gi fts h> signify commi tment and puhlil: rcc.ogn i
tlon of rhc rd tt tinn ~h ip. Young ~oplc also Si>Okc often of 
'putt ing someth ing dmrn~ . r\.:tCn·ing tn the initiation of 
hridc·wCl\hh pay rncms (i /o/Jola) . a ftvmal stq> in the mar· 
dagc process. \Vhik low mtcs of m~l r rhtg~ sugg L~St th at 
milll}' ynung people do not CfHnplctc 1his l>~"tX':C~!\. man·iagc
rt: mnitlS an importa nt l il'e n~piration . Nto:-.t of the r-e l rttion
' hips of those who r~.mnincd in the same. primary part
nerships fmm lmcrvic.w One to Intcrvit!w Two rc llcct('d 
!.! rt~mt.~ r commitrncut. a~ would l') \!' ~..-:.x.pcctcd, as wdl ns a 
grcntc ~ foc us by wo men und men on the development or 
fomml cn:;agcJil'Cnt or nlnrriagc plan~. 

Scconuary Partnersh ip;; 

Despi te th~ intportHtlCC lJf thL)ir pri1nary rel :.t tio t l~hip$.., most 
nu.::n und women lmd second;u-y J'>!lll l u: r~. l~ though tht·y 
\\'trc more ('Onunon ~unong men. At the flrst ime.rvic,~r·. 

ahno~ t all men (2 J/2J) rcpt)t1.cd ~I t .lt:a!' t nn~ otlu: r cunt-:. nt 
partner. Secondary p ~u·t ncrships wcre less swbk tha n pri· 
mary JHU'Ul rr.:..hips. 1\t tht.':. second in terview. a lthoogh L'i g.ht 
of tc.n men indicated at k(tst one other pal'tncr. nnly three 
n.·p<l tted the smne secondary panm·t~ . Alt hough half of 
women reported scronuary partnership,; al tho tir~ t inter· 
view. onlv ~ix of l 9 wotnen hud more than one partner 
2 wars Ja.t.' r. Of those. only three were ~till involved with 
th~ same SC<'ondary partners (!'able I). While both men 
m1d women vicwt'<l seco11dary parlnCr!">l·lips ns ca!'ual nud 
nor as~ociated wi th love or romnncc. clu::sc relat ionships 
wer<: often of long. Jura ti on. wi th n mean length of 
1.4 Y'-':Hs fnr wonh::n and 0 .7 y(~a.- ~ tOr men. 

Many womctl >IX>kc of "'mnd ary rel ationships openly . 
in ' Pitc of tht' frequently cxprc.'S.Sl'd vic\v thai the primary 
p..-.1111\Cr \\-·a~ ' the ofl e fo r HH'~. a st ~t tC1nen t th al ne~uly cap .. 

tllrcd !he uominant scrip< about prim~<ry pattncrsllips for 
men and women ( l'abk 2, Supplcmcnwl Ek ctr(Hlic In for
mation). The li>llowing is a 1ypicnl script describing sec
ondary p;:trtncr~hj(>S. whkh '''HS similar !hr worncn and 
men. t"Xccpt for men's frC.<J UCIH involve.mcnt wi1h more 
than one casual pan ncr: 

R: We :trc very cnmmincd to our rcbtionship both of us. 
as we 111ight have a futu re togt.~thl~ r . 

1: Futotc !(Jgt~thc r in whil:h way? 
R: Al thou~h he• has not put it point bl ank and has nnt 
.giYcn anything 10 my fa mily. but I <~an !o.CC that he i ~ 

pteparin g to pay /o/)1)/il :.t home. 

L(tfer .... 

I: Dn you cu JTcntly ha\'C' ~tllY nthcr pn nner~ .. . "! 
R: Yes. 
I: How many oth er pnrtners dt) you IH\VC at th is time'.• 
R: Ottc. 

Even so, the wom~n ge nerally maintained relationship 
cxpcctaricms in line wi th prevailing social norms ahout 
<•cndcr und rdatinn~hi p ~. Tho~. C\C il wt,mcn who ncknowl . 
~ged a secondary partner ort~n pcrcl' iV<',d this as 'not 
ri~hr" . n ~ ()l)e, S.:t1d. ' GrN'/ tlitl not mnke WI to lun·e 1\rtJ 

fJl;rllu'rs' . Casual panncrs were a form of securi ty. in case a 
primmy relationship should brc,ak up. or durittg extended 
absences r<'sultitlg fro m a boyfriend li ving el sewhere. 

Although most r(!l;pondents justi lied th,, ir scconuaty 
panncrs. fuc suspidon thm a hoyfti cnd had other p:ut
ncrs--or the ou(Ij ght discovery of such a parUlcf--\vas a 
primat)' source of rel:ttionship stre~~- Many women fcmcd 

violence if thei r secondary partnerships were rewail'd 
(Table 2, Snpplcmcntal Eil'c1n>nic Jn fhnnntion). ln cou
tnt~L women often knew that men had o ther gi rllric.nd>. 
S<mlC wom('.n at.'l i\lcly di~ourag~cl their pm·ttl('rs · ~..~ on(.'tlf

rcm re.Jation ships, while other,; nc.ccpted them, but ulti
m~ttcly sougJu ollh .. :r par1ncn- of thdr own. 

For me n. multiple panncrships symboli zed n dominant 
male script of cmi tlcd freedom to 'look around ' bclot~ 

scu1ing do\\'n , For Wllmcn. rd :uinn ships, whll primary llml 

secondary partners often pro vided important c.conornic and 
emotional support. S<,cu ndary partners wmctitlll'.S provided 
economic ~ppo rt when a primary partner li ved fur U\Vay. or 
if the rl'intionslrip \\ 'it' nt\1 stabk and the hoyfricnd wns not 

providing ndcquatcly, nnd thus the dominant script f(•· 
women about ;;ccondary fl<1rttlCI1i relkt1cd a sense of 'need' 
rruhcr I han ·desire' . tt$ '""'ith nut~ young woman who s:Ji<l: 'lw 
also gires mf! 11/(?/W) ' to rxlyfor m.r schoolfct•sfmm l as t yt•iu 
H'IU'JllJl.\"fXII"ents dil:d ·. Ynuug wom\:11 rdi t..-rl on partners fm 
n range of economic ncc-ds. including ~honl tets. and basic 
housl'hold. cx pt.~ n scs . The c.:onomics nt' rcJ mi onsldps were 
~so imptmant for young men, who nccdt-d funds. in o rdt-r 10 

m'<rt'Y, or som,;,timcs w su pport a child . Distance fn.> m 
parll;l.'n.l and jnfn·qu t'rlt comact, incrcast.·d the urgency 

behind percei ved tlL'Cds ft)f multiple panncrs. l>t'llh ph y,i. 
caJiy at1d socially, among men und wnmcn. 

12vcn wi th >econdary pan ncrships so common, some 
young fl<.'Opie's n~u'fativc scripts Ctllpha~iu<l pattncr 
rcductlon. For women. p~ntner rcductior\ ll1C{Ull ha\'ing 
only one pattncr. whereas men thought they had rcJuccd 
HIV risk by lmving fewe r partners. hut rw l on ly om.~. At 
:!·year follow.up. 011ly two men reponed <'•nl y one current 
gi rlfri end. St ill. ~nmc cha nges wei\:'; L' Vidcnt i11 ovcr:tll 
aUitudcs w'"''!trd ca~u al purtnc~ hct \Vccn tht: tirst and ~c· 

ond i uH.•rvicw~ . with Increased rct·ognition of till' ri~ ks 

u"ociatcd with mul tiple partn,' rs. 

~Springer 
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Dyn,unics of Ri sk and Prcvcmion 

Cnndn rn !<. were tht• main fH\?vt.~ntjon ~t ratcgy for mt•n uml 

women in f)o{h primary and second3ry JXlflnc~hips. 

al thou gh ncw al u~ t.Jcrx:nd ... ·d on r~r~onal int~rp~t :uinns of 
rhk and oth~ r fac to~>. AI the lirst inlcrview. ubout half or 
IIIL'n (1012.1) and won>cn (l llc4 1 ind icmcd tl1:11 they 
· a J w ~lys· used condoms in their primary p3ttncn.hips.. 
although the numhrr of oc(·us.jonul USl' rs was hi gher 
(T ahk I ). In the follow -up intcr\'icws. holf of men nnd 
orh.> qu~trtc r of women indicated they LI\Ctl condoms ... ·,·cry 

time they had sex with their primary partners (Table I) . 
llti ~ d cclitu.~ in t'~) lld\)lll U:tC among women in primary 
p:trtne..,hip' reflected th e tend ency toward kss ~ondom usc 
in more C'\tahli~hc· d rdtHionships. us wl"ll a.c; ~) 11'\C.timc~ 

<·onllic ting ob,h~<· ti \'cs around HIV prcvc111in n and 

pregnancy . 
Cnn:-i:>.h.' nt com.lom u\C no olfcrf.d u scrip1 that 1\:'flc.:tcJ 

mnti v~1ti on 10 pr01rc1 rhcm~ Jvcs ~uHI t11eir partnrrs. and 
undcr~rnnd that 'trus( was not an at.lcqunlc prcvcution 

strategy. Of particulnr 11 0te. whik many resp<\ndc ms ini· 
tially 'uid they 'alwuys· used cundom,;, they later 
nc J..nnwi(·dgeJ that condorn \1 !'4..' '"~ i t h th eir primary p~tr l lh.'r 

w~tf) incon~is tc nt. Other!O indic~ttcd that consi ~t tnt condom 
usc was tliflicult iu certain drcums1cmccs. us when intL' r~ 
cou r~ happcnc.d frequently. Among the few respondcnh·
(ivc \\;l)mcn and two mcn- \\' lm n.:pnrt~d never u\ing 

co ndoms in primary rd:.nions.hips. mnst haJ lL,SC S!\00 their 
ri >k. ulti m:ttdy relying on 'tru>t' (Table J. Supplcn~nt a l 

Ekctronk lnft>rmation). Through th,• follow-up illl<' rvicws, 
panems nf condom usc initi ation and conlinucd use were 
di\CcrncJ . and alM• variation over a rclmion~tip ' s lif\.~ W 

cour~. For s.ome. condnm us.c-. surrted nt higher levels. then 

t ~1 pcrcU off. again in relation to ' tru!<-t' . SnmctimL':O. mall· 
partm .. · r~ made tl 1c t.lct~ i!'-inn to discontinue \.~ ow.Joms nn their 
own . le-aving their gi rlfriends Wl)n·ied :l110ut ri~k . lv1or'C 
tonutwn ly. men Wt)U IU 1nakt condnm U!\C th .. "<."isim 1~ bn~cd 
on the ir perception> or tl1ci r girlfri end > HIV ri ' k ( f nblc 3. 
Suppl cnlCnl~tl Electronic Information}. Ht'lWL' VL' r. C011do111 
us.c in\..·rc<L"Cd ovc: r time wi thin some rL' huions. hips. o lkn 
rdlccting lllllltii.ll com mitme nt tn the healt h or both pa rt~ 

nc r.\ . In gcnL~ra l. auitutk'\ tow!~rd condom usc impn)vt:d 
nulfkcul y between the lirst nnd "'cond imcn•kws. although 
k\'l' b 0f Cf'n<J,)m U."-C were high dtmuglwo t l hc ~tudy . 

Secondary partllc"hips pr·escnted u very dill'crem pic
tu re. llmh men and \~r·omc n rcpon~d nearly universal 
condo1n w.c in their c ~L\unl p ~trtnt.~rs.hi p!' . (l fi nding that was 
con>i"cnt aero;, bt)(h interview,, In purt. this rc llcetcd 
gn .. '<t k~ r pcrn' ivcd ri, k. ~ ~~ Ca!\utd pmtuc.rs W\}U]d li kely have 
othe r partncrs. Out young people abo fcnn~d h•wing an 
unph1llllL'd prcg.IHtncy. For you ng womcn'l'i rcpulmiflllS. 
blling prc.gnam wirh 3 l'<JSlllti part ner \\'rt ~ \Vid(' ly perM 
cciv,'(] 'l' di,a; trou ' (Tnblc 3. Supplcm~.ntal Elct troni,· 
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Information). 1l1c young men. alt hough conccmcu about 
the rc~pon~ ibHity an unimcndc.d pn:g.n:tncy \H>Uld bring. 
often discus~cd rhcir casual girlfriends' ·risk ' in tC'nn;; of 

JX:rcciVL' d promi~cuit y, a script th ai n .. •fkl' IC:d g~ndcrcd 

scx.·ial n nrm~ regarding ntt i llidt·s lthvan.J women· s agency . 

Pn:gnam:y und Childlwaring \Vi1hin Rl'iati onship!-. 

By the tim.:: or the follow up intt•rviCW>. I 5 nr the I 9 
women had at le.as t one child ( r ablc I). Bccnu;,c men 
n:portcd inconsi, tcntly on wlwhcr they had tiuhcrcd <'hil
drcn. an uccurmc cou nt nf m~tlc rC~()l.'llldt:- nts. with chi ldren 
w:L' nnt pos~iblc. Howe ver. fc:trs of a girlfriend falling 
pregnant pervaded hoth the young men's ond wonh.' n · ~ 

intcr\'icws. Most rc~pondcms who u~.d condoms rccc, g~ 

lli l.cd that this wa~ thL" mn:oo t cfl\x tjvc mcnns avui labh .. ~ to 
thc.m to prevent prrgn:mcy. Expcricnein <; an unplanned 
prcsn:uH.:y with a <':t\ ual part n~ r, who \'-' :1!-. u~uall y unknown 
to family and fricnc.h. . was rc.fcrrcd to u~ 'making a mj~ . 

whc' . ln spite nf the ackrmw ledgcd HIV risJ,s, the cons.:
quc.nccs of Uft unplarmcd prcgnan<:·y were seen as more 
salient, immediate and direct. Moreo\'c.r, pregnancy was 3 

~alit y for most young wom~.~11 in this study. \Vhcn a young 
woman in a com mittl'd relationship did hlll prcgn:un. the 
prq;nancy was usually liCc~ptcU by her und ultimately h1.' r 
!i1mily, if not by her boyldc nd . Many young people report 
th:1t thL' boyfricnu of n pregnant girl olicn wmt.lu not 
acknowled ge thei r role in tl~ prcg nan~ )'. occas iona11y 

dispu ting the claim of pmcrnity. arguing that !he girl li kely 
had t.~hcr panners. Thi s fi nding i ~ consistcm with mhcr 
~tudirs nf ruru l youth, which have desc ribed young men's 
rcluctancl! to acknowlcdf',~ paterni ty in relation to the 
payment or 'damages· (inh/(llm/o) Ill (I girl's family, :t 

culturally s.ttllCtioncr..l !Lvm of (omp~.·nsarion f1w irnpn:g~ 

nari ng a gi rl rul<l '!-> tCalillg' her virgini ty 1:'7, 5Sj . l n ~pi rt or 

thei r M!ttr d dc1-irc 110 1 to fall pregnant. nl(lny of the young 
wome-n :.111d men did linlc ll'l fH't:"VI.' IIt pregnancy th mugh 
con!->jstcm usc of condoms or other rfi"C L'ti,·c contraceptive 
mcthod~o,, whkh arc gene rally no t u~d prio r 10 ~· hri.J 
pn:gnancy due to fear~ alx-•ut thei r impuct on k nili ty 157]. 
Allhough stated auitudl'S toward prcgna ucy dill not !J1ift 
:unon g male or ft·malc r~pondcnts during the cnur!\1..' of the 
>tudy , in reality the high level> of pregnancy seem to belie 
:-nm1.' sort of tacit i.tCt.'Cp(;tnCL•-or even tmcx prcssL'd 

dc!\irc·- for pregnancy within the t"Ontcxt of u !\ Criou~ 

n: la ti nnship. 

Othc.r Ri>k Contex" and the El:onomi<'> 
of Rcl :uinn~hip~ 

Scvcml important contextual factorc.. :-. t rnu~ly inllucm: ed 

hoth the initiation :md contin uatjo n of youn g pt!. ()plc- · ~ 

rcla ti on~hip,. The d inir ultic s in lollowi ng up (10 1' '-1lllplc 
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after 2 yea r~ v .. -c·rc indicat ive or the high levels of mobility 
in titjs mral an .. ~l \Vi th limited r-conom ic and other opJA.If
tuni ties. paniculady i.l.JHOng Lhc yc~ ng men. Y ounf: people 
move ofkn for rca~ons that inc Jude work, employment. 
vbi ting f:uni ly. aucmJing a new scho()l . or even li ving with 

ditrcn .. ·.tlt f::ln tily r t~ r t 1bcrs. Pa1til'ipa1It:.-' t~lation~hips wer-e 
!-.i milurly Uuid: ahlll'mgh rel at ively long- l u~tiu g. they were 
(lft~n conducted at a googr~1phic d i~tuncc. lnfrcqucnl C<'ll
lHL't bCI\\/CCn partners incrC;.t~d lhc opJXlrltlnity for r.c.·c

nnJ nry panncrs. Many wome n. in particul ar. described 
even thd r pri mary partners hips ns ·visi tin g rd!,tiOil!'hips'. 

Ah lwugll '<HllC rc.spondcnt. saw p3l"tncrs every weekend. 
longl."r ~eparat jons were ~J so common. Thus. the hl ghly 
nnmmth.~ n~ brion~hips dcs.c ribcd hy young Jk.~opl c Wl'rc, in 

real ity. often conducted with limited physical coru:tct. 
Schooling wa~ I)L'rlmps the most imporwnt life <'nnk~ x t 

til< the participants. wi th completion or secondary school a 
paramou111 goal for young men and women. as this h~~ic 
qualitic31ion i'> csscnti;d to enter· tile skilled job market. 
Rcfh.'\~ tin g. tilL' imporr:n·1cc nf this goal. 1 1 nf 29 partici~ 
JXInts, all a~cd 20 or older. were still in ~- II<•' I at dlC second 
i11tcrview. All<~hc r fi ve hau compktcd gmdc 12. while 
thn·c had dropped out; only om.~ wns pur.-.oiug prJ!.. t · scc~ 

ondary training. An important scrip t related to preventi on 

wa~ t..dut:"ational attn illmL'Il[ as a reason U> avoid prcgnn ncy 

or o<hc r rdationship commitment s. Yet !\Ut:h £,CYd b were not 
always t:af.lily ac<·onlpli sh~d. Prc-g.narn.:y wn" a frl'<JUCnt 
ta tt"r of im('rl'!..lptcd ~chooling Jor youn g women. Other 

<kbys in schooling. are a ]S<l common. as young people may 
wc•·k ro pny fnr schnol or to suppnr1 other farnily rncrnbas. 
Accordingly. the "rucnr ml realities of young men's ru1d 
wonh.~ n · s liv~s and n.· l rui on~ips often provided a !-harp 

cnrllnts.t to the liJ~ a."pirutions they nnkulatcd. 

Oc~ cussion 

Thc>C yu:diwtivc Jindings provide in>ight into the sexual 
J"rr tncl'\hips-and till' ir HJV ri ~k dynamic~tltat occrrr in 
the ahscnc~ of marriage amon g young aJuhs in rural 
KwuZulu/Nutal , South r\frka. Some findi ngs :trc t:'OCOOr

ng. i,~g: young pl~n,')lc · s idea~ uhour prcn·ncinn hnvc 

ndv:ulcctl. particulnrly rc f!anl ing condom U\c in committed 
n:l:llionships.. but thr rc i:;; fa r less: rc<.:ognition nf l'\thcr 

prc\'cmion !;tra tcgil'~. cspcdn.lly partr)( r reduction. F:.tr too 
ll llll'lY youHf!. JX'oplc conti nuc to hasc thei r prcvcmion 
~l':.ltcgi~. s rm ' tru~ ·. L.ong·tcnn concurrcm p~artrlt~ r~ips 

WL'fl' prevalent in nur ~Hllplc, with nc:.trly all 1n:tll·-and 
alwul lwlf o f fcm:tk-p;Hii<· iparll~ 1'Cponing they had 
nv('rlappin,g partncrshiJ)S :.11 ~111H~ poim during th e- :! year 

~tudy period . n ·1c lnrlg Ouration or hnth primnry and ~<'

undary p:trtncr>hips W3S unex f ><>C t ed--csp~cially dtc high 
pmportiotl llf' primary t'Ciu!inn\ hips ongoing nt 2-y\!ar 

fr>llow-up--given the high level' of mobility :rnd ~r><ial 

disruption thnl charac terize till' JiVL' ~ nf COJ'lU.:IllpOr.ll)' 

Sou th Afrir tlll youth 130. S'Jj . 
Of cour!-C, the ~xac t n:tturo of HI V ri~k d~prnds ncx jtr>t 

upo n p:.u1ncr~hi p c haract c.ri!'>tic~ such as ('OIICUrrcncy. bur 

nn levels of HJV infcctit> n wi thin a sexual network. t h~ 

number or partners. frequent")' <tf sexual cont a<.1, and rei~ 

evant pn:venti\·c beh:rvinrs 12. 6]. In this study. J>revcnti vc 
hcha\' iors- mosr notably C(lndom usc-were ill flucnct'd 

most by pannership rypc, with many panicip:rms 'trusting" 
th:tt their main partners wnuld not put tht·m at risk. In 
reality, th e pn:~>obili t y nf a young South African w<lll1:Ul 
Jx:coming infected with HIV is hi gh in u/1 pru·tncrships 
(60J, mnking the- ns..,<:Sslnrnt nf r isk according to 'trusr.' a 

very dangerous cakuhnioo . The finding that some young 

pcnplc Jmve incr~asc. d condom usc. over tirnt~ in their pri
m~try re l~uionships is highly encouraging. but not sutlicicm 
in si nmtjons in whi ch condom U!-C rntcs arc in real ity far 

Jowt r than rc(X'Irtcd and Jong· t ~rm concurrent partnerships 
an~ common. R<'Ccn c st udies from rHhcr :oocv\.~rcly HIV~ 

;.lfft"ctcd !:.tHings have also rcpn!'lcd increasing condom usc 

within crnnmitlcd n: lation;hips 16 1 ]. ni t hough studies in 
diverse St.'Uings hnve found thm l~on<lom usc tends to 

decline wi thin stable, commiucd rclmi on ~hips O\'C.r time 
1.62. 6~ ], as S('(' rn~d up parent in our Mudy . The d lu llcugc is 
how to innc:.t..,c po~ itiv e trend~ toward grc:tter conJnm u\C 
through cl'fl'r ti vc prevention messagl-s. cou pl ed wi !II 
c.ff{•rts w reduce numbers of partner!\. 

Tite dominam scripts that cmcrgt'tl from this analysi; 
provide some sug..gt"'S tions as. tn ho\v cffcccl ve pre vention 

mt-s!-ngcs migh l be framed. For in~rrmcc . po!;i tivc nlti tud~ 

tnwnrd condom u~c incr~a~~d orcr l ht: durmion of nur 

stuJy. wi th many respondents noting that usc of conuoms 
sjgniti~d lnvc and rc~pc~t for a p:tr ttll..~ r. 111is scrip1 could b .. ~ 
c>prUldcd tn f01.·us on the import :llk'C of ' prowcting the o11c 
you love·, i.e .. pti mury punners. through pun ocr reduction. 
or mmual mnnogam}\ as well as condom u~<::. At lh\.~ ~arne 

time. i<ka!. nhout partner reduction nrc well undcl'\lood . if 
nu~ecnt , and our findin gs regarding the kvcls o f concur~ 

rcncy, mulr ipk p:rrtne rsllips. and frcqucm partner change 
could he tht.~d to provide hcttt..~r i nfc.>rmtHinn !llld education 

orr these rnpics. E<Jually impo nn11t """" th e c·rnphu sis hy 
both men und women on love and maritul :t,pir:uions. u 
Jlnding thut ~uggc~ts rocnlr for hcallh prorw::llion mcs,agcs 
rclutcd to building healthy nnd ~riC rdntionships. an area 
lh~ tt is gc ncmlly nhs.eul !'rom HIV prevention prognuns. 

While many orher studic!. of )'OUil~ pcl>plc's partnc"hip,; in 
South Africa lmv~ foc·u>cd on urban !'>l'tting.s (2) 1. thc\C 
finding~ dmw ;li!CfJi ion fO !h~ rural CO!liCXI of :..~.~v cn.~ (X)\'~ 

crty :md eco nomic need that characterize young JlC(>plc' 
Hv1.:~ s. echoing otl1cr wnrk on IUt(t ) wonH.·u 1301 . An 

important aSJ>CCt "f the dominrult SCti J~ ubour Ill\ c :u1d 
marital u\pirariom is it ~ seeming Uiscnnmx tion rmm 1hc 

~Springer 
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rc:tlily tlml fc.wcr 1h:u1 half of South African adult; arc 
marrh::d. wi11t mn1Tiagc rates continuing to ikdinc (:!7j . 
One cxphuHuinn may be !hut marriage bused on l<We :u1d 
mrnancc reprcSt•nts a mod~rn goal. <me that may-Ji k:t! 
{'((ut:Hi fm···-·· llltimrucly 1110\l l" them l~ynnd the con~tt~lints 

of their ruml cnvin)llllh~l lt. Yet the long-term hut ll tK:tuut
ing r'lOn-marital rclatioushij)s. that O<'('llt 1n :, \.'ontcxr of late 
marri age---or the ab~ncc of marriagc~-·~contributc greatly 
to young JX:npk"s HJV ri<k !14]. 

'l11c bi ggest CC)ntradiction in these findings··-·and the 
most difficuh finding 10 undersHuld-is the l1i gh leve ls l>f 
preg nancy . which occurred in 'Pile o f young people' s often

Mated dL-sirc 10 prcwlll preg nancy until schooling was 
<"nmplct,·d :u1d thei r futures rn<1rc secure. Nati tnl!llly, two
thirds nr you ng South Af1iC<Hl women have 11 child by age 
~:\ with u rapid iocrcn~c in pre-gnancy between the agclii of 
18 and~ I y~trs (22]. ;imilar to the ,;mall<'r ""nplc >tudicd 
hen:~ . r\llhough ..:·arlicr cthnogruphic rcst~arch cmphn~izcd 

the tra<.li tionul script of fcnility rts a n impon an t milc:;wnc 
lbr young woml'Tl ((l.:l.]. more recent research sup(X)rts lht:
i(fc~l thnr young men ~IJ)d women nrc deeply Cl')nccrned 
ahl>UI pregnnncy prevent ion [57. 5X J. ll>c high levels of 
pregnancy also have important implications lhr HIV ri!-.k . 
Pn::-mnri ttll pregnancy inc rctL~cs young women ',; socinl nud 
CL' onomic vulnc.mbilily (30, 65] . and H JV prcvakncc is 
exu·cmcly highH·H-t\boui 40 <J(:·----among pl'egnant women 
llll<k r a.gc 25 [53]. Attention w prcgmlnt..~ y pn~Vi..~ruion and 
SC).ual Jccisionrnaking t<,r women in this high risk ~se

grnup should also tx• a top intervention priority . 
\Vhik~ t.l~L"SC qu:tli t ~1 t ivc tindjng~ C!tnnot :ts~ss cmpid· 

~nlly th~ impact of JKlrtnc ri ng JXHtc.m s on HlV tmnsmission 

dynamic~. the dcscriptitm of y<>un g people\ partocr~ips 
and sexual nctworksH·-as. well a.:; their numerous con~ 

tradictions- is itself an imponanl coru rihu tion . lmpor
tamly. wht~rcas lllt'!St studie s of ~Xu:t l parwc r,;bips l(>cus 

on panncr age diftcrc.nces Md the economic aSJ>Ccts of 
rclation;hip:. . th is m1dy emphasize' the dynnmics of Jlan
n~~hips {hc1nsc.l vc.s. 'u1d how young people gjvc meanin g: 
to \heir li ves and rcbtions hi~ . \Vith regard 10 thl' current 
dt-butc on r.hc rok of concorrcnt pa1tncring in HIV tl'ans
mi~.o::;ion. th ese finding.!-, providl': some further understanding 
nf the hig h leve ls of cont-11n·cnt rcluti omhips thm exist 
among young South Africans. :md the impon ant role these 

rclatilHl'ilips play in ytJung people ' s Jives. ·n"'Y also meet 
de mands for funhcr qualiUt tivc insights into how and why 

concurrency op~..·rarc~ j7. 10]. and suggest the lll~t'd for 
improved definition, swdy and mca!<tlll:mcnt of the topic of 

etlncurrency. In reality. the selective prevention practkcs 

in rchuionship> phK'C young J>.'<>plc al very high HJV risk . 
with the high prcgn<.tncy mtc~ ~ignifying much kss con· 
si st~..~ nt condom usc than was rcpnftcd. Further. ynung 
wtJmcn ' s hi gh pregnancy mtcs kad 10 a cycle o f po\'Crty. 

~ Spri nger 
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risk and social vulnc~lhility~ including economic dc!lCH· 
dcncc on ht>yfricuds lf>5 ). 

'l11c strengths of thh Mudy lie in its cxplnrmion of the 
inhcrenl l..'ornpl exi tiL~s of young adults' r\~ lationsl 1ips and 
prevention dech.ions,, and by considering mgcthcr the 
interrelated cnntcxts l)f relationships. pregnanq·. ~()t'in· 
economic vulncrabiJi 1k:oo, and life aspirations. in rcbtion 10 

HIV ri sk. ·n,c niain ad va ntage of th is study h the in-d epth, 

longitudinal a ppn>ach . which pcrrnillcd a 'Pccifk qu:di ta
tivc undemandin g or rclationshi]l trujcciOtics and dynam
ics over time. bR\l-d on within-suhjtct analyses and the 
<"Onstruction of prospective rclati fmship IH:trr.:ttlvcs t1vc-r 2 
ye<m. Howe ver, scvcrnl important limiwtions also exi' t. 
"l11C snmplc is sm:JII, wi th follow-up incomplete. The f!lct 
that you ng men were !-O diHicull to locat~ is not surprising. 
given high lt vcls of ou r ~mi grnti(m . How('H~r, uurition C(\fl 
introduce bia~cs . even within n qual itative study. f'unhcr 
limita!ions include sclcc tiv i1 y nf the smnplc, induding 
potential volumccr birt,, and scH-rcporl bi:L~es pn"illly 

cnhanc~.d by n.~ spond,·.ms' J411lkipa ti on in rq>cntcd inter
views and a~!;Cs:;;mcnts. 

Rcccutly. global policy makers have called for rc.nc wcd 
cffons to reduce HIV transmission to young worncn in 
;muhern Africa 15g, 66]. In spi te of concerted prcvcmion 
uml research ctl"orts nwr the past 15 years, the HIV epi 
demic in KwaZulu/Natal ha~ stabilized, wi th no ;ign of 
!Jgnificunt n~du{.;'tions in incidt.:;ncc in young people 10 dan:
j25j. Few HI V prcvcmion intcrvc mions have• udcqUi:acly 
add ressed the panncrshi p comcx t of r·isk 159, 67 1. witll 
specific messages about reducing rmrtrlt~r llllfllhl~r~. the 
ri sks of concurrent puru1cr~hips. including lnng-tcnn pan
ncn.hips, und the need fm <:<>n siMCnt ,. ,~ldnm usc L"V~n 

within commiued rchttionships. where HI V risk is often 
mhtakt~nly pcrcch·cd tn lx~ low. PurtllL'f rcductinn has 
C(mtrihtttt d to reduction!\ in HIV prcvah::rR~c in various 
seui n~s J68: 69], und should be give n more :tt!Cillinn as one 
U.'Jl l~CI llf a compll"ht•ns ivc HJV prevention ap[>roach
along \vith messuge:s nbout the O('.cd for coo~istent condom 
u~ ill'n1ss partner 1y1x.~s ~ and coun~cllng ahnut ~~x ual hnd 
rcprodu<-tivc dcdsic,nmaking- in thi!<. stltin.g. Fut1hcr, 
most HIV prcvcmion imcrvcm ions include only brief 
mention of prcgnrutcy j70j . . More hrcmdly , rcccm imcr
vcmion r~sults in South Afdeo. suggest the import~i nce of 
uddn~l<>~illg social aud ~truc tu ml bnnicrs to H1V pn.~ vcntjon, 

including sexua l coercion :u1d economic vulne mhili ty [71, 
72J, As with qualil:l tivc studies e lsewh ere. the"'-~ findings 

suggeSt scripts thm could be importam f<lr ill<' developme nt 

of prevention Ull' ' sages thai arc culturally a nd dcvclop
mcntully rdcvmll for rhis JX>pulutil~t [17, 7.\.J , and which 
could be. int<~grat cd into ongoing prevent ion program!; or 
w~l~d to develop individually ttdlnrt•d prevention mt~S.'i ttg cs. 

In South Africa where you d1 HIV incidence remains 
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cxtmortlinarily high. >uch contc~ l ·' t~cific HIV prc\'coti on 
intL·n ,cntion"i ttr\~ an urgent priori ty. 

,\l·knr,\~ ltd~rment~ We ~ r:t tdu!l )' ud..r tf.mk't.l ~~c re!ool: an:h ~ • • I •( Xl!'l 

frwn :\ll(T!D Gr.mti~O I ~ 111 ). 1172 I tu l. t.cl f& F. ()'Sulli va n. I,LI> \\'e 

tbuuk Mu ri d KuiX" I.. u. Projec t C<~<•rd i naltlt . fnr r(·,~·nrch Uh i -. tuntc ;uKI 
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Excluded article 

Sexual initiation and childbearing 
among adolescent girls in KwaZulu 
Natai, South Africa 

Ntsiki Manzini 

A girl's first sexual intercourse is often unplanned and may put her at risk of STDs and HN infection 
as well as unwonted pregnancy. The high prevalence of HIVamang 15-24 year olds in Kwolulu 
Notal suggests that sex is initiated at on eariy age. This paper is based on a i999 survey in South 
Africa which identified age of sexual debut and childbearing among adolescent girls in Kwolulu 
Nato/. Of o sample of 796 girls. almost half hod already hod first sexual intm:ourse nt a m~on age 
of 16. Of these, 44 per cent reported having communiroted with their first partner about 
preventing pregnancy, of whom 36 per cent were able to use o contraceptive method. The majority 
used a male condom, the pill or injectable. Similarly, 30 percent had used a method. almost oil of 
them o male condom, to prevent o suually transmitted disease at first sex. About half of the girls 
had eYer been pregnant and!! farge percentage of these indicated that the pregnancy had been 
unwanted. If sexuality education were to begin before puberty, ot ogc 9-10 and in primary school. 
then many more girls would be in a better position to make informed choices about their sexual 
activities by the time they begin to engage in sex or reach menarche. 

Keywords: adolescent pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, HIV/AIDS. dual protection. sexua l 
initiation. South Africa 

MANY studies in South Africa and else- those who were younger.6 Fon:ed sex and rape 
where are finding that adolescents are exacerbate the risks of unintended pregnnncy 
engaging in sexual activity at younger and exposure to ST!s and HIV, as the young 

ages. 1·3 In most cases sexual debut is often woman has little control over the situation and 
unprotected, unguided and uninfonned.4 This is her ability to negotiate contraceptive use is 
usually attributed to the lack of unpreparedness negated. ln tum, unintended pregnancies may 
fer the cvcnt.5

· (J Adolescents v.;hc begin sexual hi:ighten the risk of unsafe abo,.Jons or ~ffrct 
activity at younger ages arc less likely to prac- child and maternal health.11 • 14 

rice contraception.4•7 Thus, young age at first Most studies on adolt:sccni sexuality in 
intercourse causes concern because it marks the South Africa have tended to focus on current 
beginning of exposure to the risk of unintended ! sexual behaviour among the school-going 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections population and specific race groups. 2·3· 15• 19 

{STis);8 furthennorc, it is not uncommonly These have shown that adolescent girls tend to 
coercive or involuntary.s.s Studies in Africa on ! be more vulnerable to the physiological risks of 
first sexual experience show that fo r over half unsafe sex than boys, as well as to eco110mic 
of young women in Malawi and over 20 per ; pressures such as poveny, age, partner beha
n:ul in Nig~·ri~. lirsi sexual iuim:ourse was 1 viour ;mel cultu r:JI expectations. 11·20 ln ~untrasl, 
forccd, 10 with coercion more common among few studies have addressed sexual initiation. 
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This study was undertaken to provide insight 
into sexual initiation and childbearing among 
adolescent girls in KwaZulu Natal, focusing on 
both in-school and out-of-school girls as well 
as different race groups, and aimed to Identify 
some of the main features that characterise the 
firs• s~X\!i!! t'nmuntt"r, 1! ~ l sn rxamipt"d ih~ 

relationship between sexual initiation and the 
methods used at first sex to prevent pregnancy 
and sexually transmitted infection. The second 
part of the paper looks at the incidence and 
ron~equ4?n(e s of ado!eS{'ent pregnancy. 
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during sex is that adolescents did not think 
they would be having intercourse. 4 Others 
believed that contraceptive use could result in 
side effects or infertility and decided not to use 
them.27 

The absence of sexual negotiation in adoles
t:e_nt rd~tinnsh i ps. is 11. ~~rinll$ is.5•.w as w~ll . 
South African studies have found that sexual 
communication is poor between partners, and 
that young women appear powerless to enforce 
their preferences in sexual situations. " Varga 
and Makuba!o found that 58 perrem of gir!s 
in their sample avoided discussing use of 
condoms or contraception because they feared 

Background physical abuse, rejection or their partner's 
Studies on H!V/AIDS suggest that adolescents objection.28 Similarly, Klugman et al report 
are increasingly at risk. In South Africa, 12.7 from a study by Wood and Jewkes among 
perce·nt of pregnant women in the age group adolescents in Umtata that vio lence was used 
15-19 were found to be HIV infected in 1997, by boys to impose the rules of their sexual 
while just one year later this had risen to 21 rdationships.29 According to Jewkes, almost 
percent.ll. ll Figures like these are of concern one third of teenage girls have reponed forced 
r.ot only in South Africa but throughout sub- , sexual initiation in South Africa; she cites 
Saharan Africa. making adolescents a priority , evidence that forced sexual iniiiation increased 
group for sexuality research and STI/AIDS con- the risk of teenage pregnancy 14 times.30 

trol. Research also suggests that young women 
are increasingly becoming sexually active at an 
~aily age, increasing the risks of unplanned 
pregnancy and exposure to HIV.1 This is par
ticularly true with unprotected sexual activity. 
The 1994 UNDP report found that a woman's 
probability of contracting H!V increases dra
matically as her age at first intercourse goes 
down." This is often exacerbated by the fact 
that most vounp; women are likely to be having 
sex with ~en oider than themselves, who have 
longer sexual histories and a higher chance of 
Uting iult::<:t t:d \vi th fUV. ! 4 

In a similar vein, while overall fertility has 
declined, adolescent childbearing is a growing 
proble.m in the era of the AIDS pandemic.n-24 

The !993 South African Labour and Develop
ment Research Unit (SALDRU) survey on pov
eny reported teenage childbearing as high as 
22 pcrrent ~mong 15-19 year olds,l> whilr the 
1998 South African Demographic and Health 
Survey found that at least 35 percent of 
women aged I S-1~ had been pregnant. Of 
these, Africans had a pregnancy rate of 17.8 
percent. Coloureds t9.3 percent, Asians 4.3 per 
cent and Whites 2.2 pcrccnt.l 6 Many studies 
on adolescent pregnancy have found that a 
major reason for non-use of contraception 

Data and methodv:ogy 
, This paper is based on data from the 1999 sur

vey 'Transition to Adulthood in the Context of 
AlDS in South Africa'. Interviews were con
ducted during a six-week period from Sep
tember 16 to October 30. Multi-stage sy~tem
atic clustt>r sampling was used to select res
pondents from the Durban Metro and Mtunzini 
areas. In the first stage, a simple random 
technique was used to select 120 enumeration 
areas (EAs) frortt « sarnpling i'n:uflt: of tt ll the
EAs. In the second stage, fteld supervisors 
divided the EAs into segments of equal size. 
These segments were of pre-determined size 
and thereafter one segm~nt was selected 
randomly. Interviewers then sought to identity 
individua ls aged .14-22 in the 2.007 households 
visit1•rL In Wtal, .3 ,770 adoi<"Srt>nts wrr<' idrnti
tied of whom 3,096 girls and boys were inter
viewed (a response rate of 82.2 per cent). 

The anaiysis in this paper is based on the 
796 adolescent girls out of 1,695 who indicated 
that they had ever had sex. induding girls both 
in and out of schooL Structurt-d questionnaires 
were used to collect the information and cov
ered sexual twhaviour. contraceptive usc and 
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knowledge, pregnancy and pregnancy out
comes, HIV/AlDS awareness and life-ski lls. 
Questions asked for age at tirs t intercourse. age 
of partners, use of any form of contraception 
aml STI JHtv~:nliuu at sexual iuiti~tion. Scxual 
experience was measured for those who 
rcoortcd that thcv had been ocnetrated fullv. To 
address childbearing, sexually-experieitced 
rc:>pondents were asked if they had ever biTn 
pregnant, were currently pregnant and whether 
they had ever given birth. To address other 
issues related to childbc.aring, r('"sponrlcnts were 
asked whether they wanted to be pregnant, had 
ever temtinated a pregnancy, and if they had 
had to leave school. 

The analysis is basrd on wdghttd data, to 
control for dustering an d non-response. 
Although the sample is a representative sample 
fo r Durban and Mtunzini, it is not nationally 
representative. Secondly, since we used a 
cluster-sampling methodology, variation will 
not be as great but may introduce some bias. 
Most of the analyses considered only those girls 
who are sexually active, so the sample is selec
tive. As the data are cross-sectional, causality 
cannot be determined. finally, the r~ults need 
to be i nt~rp ret~d v:ith c~mtiGn as r~g;::rd~ under
reporting. Blanc and Way cite work by other 
authors with evidence of significant under
reponing of sexual activity among unmarried 
womcn.1 1 

Table 1. Percentage of sexually active 
adc!esce~t g!r!s {~=795) 
------·--- -- ·------, ---···-··-·· .. - ······--·--
Characteristic 

Age 
t4-t5 
15·19 
20·22 

Populilltion group 

Afrkan 
A>ian 
White 
Colour~ 

Residence 
Urban 
Rur•l (Airic•n') 

Current activity 

4_2 

so.s 
45.1 

·--+---·-----
91.8 

4.4 
3.4 
03 

76.2 
13.8 

In school 44. 1 
Working 9.6 
Neither 45.9 

Relati~~shi;~t-~; --··------i -~. -~~ ·--

Single i 62.1 

Steatly lxlyfr iend I 33.3 
Currently married 2.8 
Cohabitin9 1.1 

F01merly married I < 1 .0 
rotal_______ ~--.. - loa _ _ _ 

Timing of first sexual intercourse 
Information on s~xual activity was asked of all 

Characteristics of respondents , respondc·nts (Tabk 2). Of the 1,695 l(irls in the 
survey 796 (47 per cent) reported that they had 
already bad sex, the rest answered no. Thdr 
age r.i lim sexual inicrcour;e ranged from 10 
to 2 1 years old, with ihe mean at age 16. On 
average, these girls first had sex with boys who 
were about four years older than them, but the 
age of the partners with whom they first had 
sex ranged from 6 to 42. 

Table I summarises the characteristics of res
pondents who said they were sexually experi
enced. 1v1ore than half were aged 16- i9. Tiu: 
majority were single and African and rtsidcd in 
the urban areas of Durban (92 per cent) and 
Mtunzini (76 per cent). At the time of inter
view, 44.1 per cent were currently in school, 
kss than I 0 per cent were working and the rest 
were neither working nor in school. Those who 
were not in school cited as reasons lack of , 
money for fees, pregnancy, physical}mental 
disability (including being too sickly). needing i 
or wanting to work, domestic r~ponsibiiities, 
poor performance or lack of interest in school, 
marriag<', srhool inacrrssiblr, having hct•n 
expelled, poor quality schooling, taking care of 
sick family member, completion of grade or 
matriculation, and other reasons. 

46 

Degree of control over first intercourse 
In order to put into context whether the timing 
oi sexuai debut was voiuntary or not. a ques
tion was asked as to whether the first sexual 
c·xp<'ri!'nrr was undertaken willingly, through 
p~rsuasion, trickery, fo re~ or rape. Somt' 66 per 
cent of the girls reported that thry had their 
first sexual encounter willingly, whik :.w per 
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Table 2. Measures of sexual activity at first 
1e~ 796 sexually active girls aged 14-22, 
KwaZulu Natal, 1999 

··- -~. ~-· ·-·--
Agt at first sexuai inter<ourse 'ii. Mean age 

' - .. , .. - __ _. • ¥·--·-~ 

Mean age ol girl at firs t sex - I 16.57 

Mean ag•ol gul's partner at fust sex 20.17 

firs: bter<ou;;eror girls by age 
<14 3.1 
14·11 23.3 
16-19 67.3 
10·21 5.8 

cr:nt said they were persuaded, 4 per cent were 
tricked and I 0 per cent we-re forced or raped. 
Among specific age groups of girls, those aged 
!0- 12 at first sex were forced/raped by men 
who were 9 to 11 years old~r than them. 
Among those who had first sex at 13, forced 
sex happened with men three to five years 
o~dt; than thew. Although fc:~d t1:-st sex \\'tiS 

also cornmo.n for girls aged J 5 to 19, no girl 
who fi rst had sex at age 16 or older reported 
rape as her first experience except one, who 1 

was aged J 9 and was raped by a man aged 3 5. 

Contraceptive use at first sexual intercourse 
Tahle 3 shows age at lirst intercourse, whether 
eontrac~ption was discussed and used, and 
1vh~ther a method was used to prevent ST!s. 
Though discussion did not always tr.mslate into 
use. most of those who discussed using a con
lr.Jcep tive method did use one. The majority 
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used a male condom (61.8 per cent), and almost 
ell thP ll'St usrd thr pill (17.6 prr cent) or 
injectable (J 5.2 per cent). About 30 percent of 
the girls reported using protection against ST!s 
during their first sexuai encounter, aimost aii 
of them a male condom. Some 66.4 per cent of 
those who used a condom said it was for dual 
protection purposes, while less than 4 per cent 
in each category used a female condom, with
drawal or non-pt'netration instead. In both ca te
gories, prevention was more prevalent among 
!h~ older gir!s than the young~r onts. 

These replks suggest a high level of aware
ness of condoms and other barrier methods for 
dual protection. However, a very small number 
of girls reported the use of the pill and inject
able to prevent STI, an indication of mist;<ken 
beliefs that non-harrier contraceptive methods 
are effective against STis. 

rh; J rlhn:~ ... ;n,... 
'-1UJw.., ... wl11'::f 

lnfonnation on childbeating was obta ined by 
asking if the girl had been pregnant, was cur
rently pregnant and whether she had ever 
given birth (Table 4). Of the 796 girls who were 
sexually active, about half had ever been 
pregnant (51.7 percent). Thus, a quarter of the 
sample of 1,695 had been pregnant (410 girls). 
Tite majority of these had been pregnant only 
once (87.9 percent), but as many as 12.8 
percent were pregnant at the time of imerview. 
A large percentage of those (71 per cent) who 
had ever been pregnant said thei r pregnancies 
were unplanned. 

Table 3: Contraceptive use at first intercourse by age at first sex among adolescent girls in 
KwaZulu Natal, 1999 (n=796) 

••-•• •A· •••-•••• 

Ag• at fi rst intercourse Discuss•d Used a m<!thod to Used a method to 
contra<eption prevent pregnancy prevent STI 

% ... % 

<14 fn; 85) 20.0 14.1 10.6 

II (n; \14) 37.9 20.2 15.3 
--· •· ··~--

!5 {~= ~!?! ) ~a.c ~5.1 25.7 
~ - ~ - -~ -· ·-- -·· . 

11 (n=160) 49.4 44.4 35.6 

18 (n; J32) 57.6 47.7 42.4 

>1 9 {n= 99) 56.6 48.5 46.5 

Iota\ (n=791) 44.3 36.2 19.8 
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Table 4. Adolescent pregnancy, 796 sexually 
active girls, KwaZulu Natal, 1999 

Characteristic 

Ever pregnant 

Cunently pre!1'ant 
·-- --·-·--
PregMnt once only 

In .school when pregnant 

L 
I -r 
I 

I 
I 

- l 

Loft school when pregnant i 
lh•<llmPrl vhMI ;lof1M nr•nn:::~~nrv f 

"'"w 'Oo · ~..: .:• . :..:-=.~.: w !.~~--·~~·· ·~--•¥ ,_.,_;.,. 

12.8 

87.9 

79.4 

73.9 

47.9 

Did not return to 1<hool (taking care of child) : 82.4 
···········-······-··-------····-·-·-··-···-·-···-··- r ---··--
ever unwdfl\ed pn~yndn{y . 71.1 
--- ·· ~ 

Ever tried to end a pregnancy 1.9 
-·---·-- ----·-·····-·--
Ever~~~~~--·-··--·-··----·--__!-~-
Children ever hom {parity I) 88.6 

Uf>"3n ~(f"' "3 t fin::t hl~h lM~C 17 Q HP~rc: :t nA .... ...... .. '•b" ....... '"' ""'' ........... ................ J .......... _, . .... 

most had live births. Of the 365 respondents 
who had given birth om·c, 91.2 percent reported 
that they had not wanted to become pregnant. 
This was more common among the African 
girls nnd those nged 16 to 19. Despite this high 
level of unplanned pregnant)', only 2 percent 
reported that they had ever tried to end the 
pregnancy. ·nms, once adolescents were preg
nan t, eilh~ r t h~y accrpird the si tuation, or felt 
they had no option or there was misrcporting. 
The outcome for some 9 per cent of young 
womtn who had ever been pregnant was not 
an:ountcd for. (Wt• supposl:d thl'Y decided not 
to repon hav ing an abortion.) 

Alt;wst ao percent of Lhe respondents fell 
pregnant white they were at school. Of these, 
74 pl·rcent left school and app roxima tely hal f 
of them did not return. Of the I 16 respondents 
who did not return to school, the majority said 
ii was because they wen: lakin~ care uf Ute 
chi ld. Furthermore. about a quarter of rural r~s

pondents reported a lade of resources to con
ti nue going to school; their urban counterparts 
wt're more likt-ly to rontinur I heir st ucli<'s aftrr 
giving oinh. The existing scnoois policy allows 
pregnant girls to continue with schooling both 
du ri ng tht' pwgn~ncy anc:l aft~r th~ hirth hut in 
practice· this is not always lhl· cas~. In many 
instances. girls leave school because they are 
ostracised .12 

-----·----
4!! 

Table 5. Characteristics of adolescent girls 
who had ever been pregnant and given birth, 
KwaZulu Natal. 1999 

Age 
14 ·1 5 

16· 19 

20·22 

! Race
Afrkan 
Coloured 
Asian 
White 

Current activity 
Working 
Currently in .chool 
Not in school - without matrk 
Not in school - with matric 

Rtsidence 
Urb;m 
Rural 

pregnant 'lo 
(n=796) 

30.3 

39.5 

32.9 
69.1 
58.1 

50.7 
61.8 

!· 
i 

c ......... : ..... .. ........ ~ ...... . 
birth % 
(n=410) 

50.0 
88.0 
91.4 

89.3 
NA 
73.3 
NA 

73.3 
90.4 
87.1 

93 .4 

94.5 
77.1 

--·--,1---- -- --·-
All 51 .7 88.5 

··---· . ~--···· _; ____ ~··· ..... . 

Table 5 shows the percentage of young 
women who were ever pregnant and those who 
had given birth, by selected background charac
teristics. Thr number of pregnancies increased 

, with age, and African girls had higher levels of 
pregnancy and childbearing than others. Preg
na nt)' levels were also highest among gi rls who 
were no longer in school and hud not l'Omplctcd 
matlic lsn:ondary education}. Howcvei, chHd
bearing was more prevalent among young 
women who were currently not school inl! but 
had rnatric. Rural-u rban difTcn·ntials suggest 
that pregnancies were somewhat more prevalent 
in rur.t l areas, whereas dtildbt:".!tiJtg was higher 
among urban t!wdlers. 

Discussion 
Tnis stuciy confirms (nat sexuai a<:tiviry is start
ing at an ea rly age in KwaZutu Natal, as ob
servrd in other studies on adok:scenr sexuality 
in South Africa .z.ll By age 16 nearly half of the 
girls had had sex, and studies show that one~ 
sexual activ ity begins, il gcnrw lly continues. J< 
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A third of the women surveyed used a con
rra~eotive the first time thev had sex. and the 
likdlhood of their using ; contraceptive in
creased with age, as has been shown for other 
count ries." As is common in this pan of the 
world, most girls engaged in sexual activity 
w!th ~Qys s~ver~ l Y~"l"5 oilier r)la11 t\lf"m s~lvr~ . 
This cou ld be a matter of concern if the age 
difference inhibits girls' ability to negotiate the 
drcumstances in which to have sex.J 1•35 In fact , 
the majority of girls in this study had sex 
wil!!ngly b•1t not unsubstantial numbo::rs also 
experienced some type of force or even rape at 
lir.;t sex, with the youngest also the most vul
nerable to rape. The oldest male partner at first ' 
sex was 42, implying considerable sexual risk 1 

fo r ot least some of the girls . 
Male condoms were the most common meth

od used for prevention of pregnancy and STis: 
this is very encouraging given the dual protec
tion they provide. It suggests that condom 
accessibility should be extended and regular 
condom use promoted so that these numbers 
increase even more. Other studies in sub
Saharan Africa, including In South Africa, have 
shown much more negative attitudes towanls 
condom use ond acccss;bnit)r. 16 It is therefore 
important to find out from girls what happens to 
condom usc after first sex, when their relation-

. ships continue, and if, when and why condom 
uS<' stops or becomes erratic or is replaced. e.g. 
hy 1he use of a non-barrier contraceptive. 

The goal of most sex education programmes 
is to delay onset of sexual intercourse, and to 
promote consistent condom use and other 
forms of safer sex among those who have had 
~~x u ~1l itttc:rcuur~. In tl1 i.s study few &doles
cents mentioned practising any form of safer 
sex other than male condom use. If adolescents 
begin their sexual activity using condoms. then 
it may be possible to encourage them to sustain 
condom use rather than revert to unprotected 
sex. However, there is also still a need to over
mmr nrg:l! ive attitudes towards condom usage 
among adolescents. Furthermore. it is not 
unusual for young women to switch to a non
ba rrier method for increased protection against 
pregnancy once a relationship has settled in 
and as a sign of trust in lhe partner. as shown 
in numerous othu studies. In a high HrV preva
lenc~ country, however, they may continue to 
nwl dual protection. 
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Pregnancy among unmarried schoolgirls 
was vety common in this study, a quaner of the 
sample. Moreover, although many pregnancies 
were unplanned and unwanted, most were 
carried to term. It is too early to know whether 
the legalisation of abortion will make it 
p(lssihk for moll" nrfol~srt>nt girls rn h~rmin:H<> 

unwanted pregnancies, as provision of abortion 
services improve in this area, but we assume 
this is likely. 

Although education may delay childbearing 
among school-going girls. most girls in th is 
study who fell pregnant were still at school (79 
per cent). On the other hand, childbearing did 
not always resu lt in the end of a girl's school
going life, as half of the girls returned to com
plete their education (48 percent) when the 
means permitted. Gi rls arc more likely to incur 
the financial costs of raising a child outside 
marriage than boys. However, more than half 
the girls did not retum to school, especially 
those who lived in rural areas, where the 
chances of earning an income to raise a child 
are less good. The implications for the poveny 
of both mother and child arc therefore high. 

Recommendations 
According to most research, youth who are 
exposed to sex education arc more likely to 
delay sex than those who are not. This trend 
has been Qbserved in Switzerland, USA, Uganda 
and Thailand where sexuality educat ion has 
been found to delay sexual initiation and to 
lower rates of teenage pregnancy and sexually 
transmitted infectionsY In the case of South 
Africa, Olle o f the lllO>t jitrtinent C(ll t.'Sl ions is 
when sexuality education should begin, given 
that early sexual initiation is rife and tradition
al controls over adolescent sexual behaviour 
have weakened. 

Most non -govern menta l organisations pro
viding sexuality and reproductive health edu
ca tion to youth do so in secondary schools. If 
sexuality education were to begin at an earlier 
age, i.e. before puberty, at age 9-10,18·19 and in 
primary school. then many more giris wouid be 
in a better position to make informed choices 
about their sexual activities by the time they 
begin to engage in sex or reach menarche. In 
fa ct, the South African government is currently 
developing a programme to integrate life skil!s 
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and HIV/AIDS education programmes in grades 
5 to 9. This initiative is expected to run as an 
integrated plan over the nex t three years in the 
provinces of Mpumalanga, Northern Capt', 
North<:rrt Province, Ea~to:m Cape, North Wo:st 
and Free State,~0 and then all over the country 
in vcars two and three. 

Research has shown that sex education pro
grammes are more effect ive when provided to 
young people before they become sexually 
active. Programmes intended to promote safe 
sexual b('haviour should he targt•ting hor.h 
those who have not start('d engaging in sex 

African schools through life-skills traunng. 
Similarly, the National Prol!ressive Primary 
Health Care Network. lovcLife 'imd Planned Par
enthood Association of SA, among others, also 
caltr for out-of-~chool youth. lntegrdliun of 
these efforts is paramount to the success of 
maldnl! adolescent sexual behaviour saft·r. 
Furthennore, it is important to develop a frame
work for improving the observed deficiencies in 
existing programmes and monitor improve
ments so as to make education and services 
a <"Ce~sible rn young p~oplc. 

and those who have. With regard to the former, Acknowledgements 
intervention programmes should encourage the The study Transition to Adulthood in t11e Con -
delay of sexual initiation by providing adoles- text of AIDS in South Africa' was undertaketl 
<:(·nts with information about the risks of early by tlze Popu/ario11 and Po111.'rty Studies Pro-
sexual initiation. At the same time, youth who gramme, Sclwo/ of Development Studies, 
are already sexually active need programmes University of Nata l in collaboration with rhe 
that will ensure that they practise safe sex. Pro- FOCUS and MEASURE/EI'aluatiotr projetts of 
grammes advocating protected sex, especially tlze University of Tulam~ and tile Horizons 
condom usage, remain paramount for HIV and Project a,:d Policy Research Division of tlze 
pregnancy prevention. Our public htalth scr- Population Council. Julian May and Carol 
vices should become more youth-friendly since Kaufmau pr011id<•d considerable help and 
most adolescents have experienced judge- commc:-nts oil rile analyses, results and tech-
mental attitudes from health workers.n nical details. The author is also grateful to 

Even when adolescents are able to access PranUha ,~A.ia.l:araj, Peter Ubomba Ja:;wa and 
reproductive health servicts, the behaviour of Naomi Rutenberg. Funding was provided by the 
their partners, the Jack of communication skills Rockefeller Foundation and the US Agc11cy for 
and the skills to negotiate 'mutually agreed International Development through tile Hori-
upon terms under which sexual intercourse , zons Project, tlu: FOCUS on Yowzg Adults Pro
occurs' 14 will continue to contribute to the risk ' ject a11d tlu: MEASURE/Evaluation Project. 
of HIV infection and unplanned pregnancy.12·7.l i 

Correspondence Hence, there is a great need to identify inter
ventions thai can break the cyde of vulnera
bil ity and risk threatening the health of adol
t:5CtiJto; in vaiious cultti.raJ context\. Cune.ntly, 
concerted efforts are b~:ing made in some South 

Ntsiki Manzini, Population a11d J>ovcrty Studies 
Programme, Uni~•ersity of Nawl, Durba11 , 
Souill Afticu. Fax: 27-3 i-260-2359. E~ma il: 
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Resume 
Pour lcs filles, le premier rapport se.xuel est 
sou vent imprevu et il peut les placer it risque de 
contracter une MST, 1e VlH ou de dt'marrer une 
grosscsse non desin~c. La forte prevalence du 
V!H parmi lcs jcunes de 1.5 a 24 ans dans lc 
Kwazulu Natal indique que lcs relations 
scxuelles commenccnt tot. Cet artklc est ronde 
sur unc enquetc de 19~9 qui a idcntilic l'ligc 
des premiers rapports et de Ia procreation chez 
des adolescentes au Kwazulu Natal, en Afrique 
du Sud. Presque Ia moitie des 796 filles de 
l'echanti llon avaien t dt'jil eu leur premier 
rapport scxucll ~ : ·~ge mvycn ct~ lOans. Sur ce 
nombre, 44% avaient parle avec leur premier 
partenaire des moyl'»S d'eviter une grossesse et 
36% avaient pu utiliser une contraception. La 
majorite tl'entre elles avaient utilise un pre
servatif mast·ulin, !a piluk ou un loulra(tptif 
injectable. De mcml', 3001o avaient utilise une 
methode:. oresoue touiours le on!servatif mas
culin. pou'r privenir une MST. lors du premier 
rapport sexuel. Pres de Ia moit.ie des filles 
nva ient deja ete enccintes ct pour un fort 
pourcentagc cctte grossesse n'etait pas dcsirct. 
Si l'eoucation srxuellt <"nmmr-nt;ait av;tnt Ia 
puberte, a I' age de 9 ou I 0 ans et a I' ecole 
primnire, davantagc dt: fillcs seraient plus a 
meme de faire des choix inforrnes sur leurs 
activites scxucJies au moment ou elles com
mcncent a avoir des rapports ou attrignent Ia 
menarche. 
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! Resumen 
El primer coito que cxperimcnta una mujer 
ocurre freruentcmente sin planifkad6n, ex
poniendola aJ rit'Sgo de contraer una ETS o el 
VIH y de quedar embarazada. La alta preva
lencia de VIH entre las mujcrl'S de entre 15 y 24 
aiios en KwaZulu Natal sugierc que se inician 
las relaciones sexuales a una edad temprana. 
Estc articulo cstli basado en una cnrucsta 
llevada a cabo en Sudafrka en 1999, Ja cual 
identificaba Ia edad del inicio sexual y de Ia 
matcmidad entre !as adolesccntes cn' KwaZu!u 
Natal. De una muestra de 796 muchachas. casi 
1a mitad ya habicm experinientado su priiru:r 
coit6 a una edad promedia de 16 a nos. De estas, 
44 por clento reportaron haberse comunicado 
con su primer pareja accra de !a prevenci6n del 
cmbarazo, y de elias, 36 por dcnto habian po
didu usar un rndotlu autkone~ptivo. La may
oria usaron un condon masculino, Ia pilt!ora o 
un inve(Wble. De manera similar. 30 oor ciento 
habia· usado un mctodo - casi todos un condon 
masculino - para prevenir una tnfcrrnedad de 
transmisi6n sex ual cone! primer co ito. Aproxi
madamcnte Ia mitad de las jtivencs habian 
t'Stado embarazadas alguna vez y un por('<>nlajr 
grande de elias indicaron que cl cmbarazo no 
era deseado. Si sc comenzara Ia education 
sexual antes de Ia pubertad, a los 9 o 10 ai\os, 
en Ia cscuela pri maria, emonces mas mucha
cnas jcivenrs cstarian l'n una situaci6n favo
rable para tomar decisiones informadas acerra 
de sus actividades srxualrs cuando iniden su 
vida sexual o iieguen a ia rnenarqu!a. 
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